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Dedication
'TT^O Dean George Edward Adams, '94, a man
-*- who has faithfully served the Rhode Island State
College for more than a quarter of a century, the Class
of 1932 humbly dedicates this thirty-second volume of
the Grist.
A firm believer in Justice
A leader on the Pathway of Honor
A servant in the Light of Truth
m.l. '7ffi.
Frank W. Keaney
Faculty Advisor
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To the Class of 1932:
May I wish all of you the greatest success in this
life. Keen competition awaits you. Meet it with un
dying energy and do not be afraid of it. As a defeat in
athletics means a failure to reach your objective just so
achievement means work, work, work and enormous
sacrifice. Do not laugh at defeat. Take it to heart and
vow that it will not happen again. Courage and ambi
tion go hand in hand. Therefore, have these in abun
dance. As you are about to go to bat, do not be satisfied
with reaching third base. Home plate is the goal and
I hope you all will reach it.
Frank W. Keaney
-4 9 h
Foreword
pnODE ISLAND STATE COLLEGE is the
builder of Rhode Island men and women we
reflect her ideals as we are carried forward by the waves
of progress through this sea of life.
If this thirty-second volume of the Grist is to be
come one of the milestones in the progress of Rhody's
history, then will our work be complete.
id^'
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Theme
FROM COVER TO COVER this book shows thegrowth, progress, and development of this insti
tution set in a background of the state-wide develop
ment as represented by the art work on the end-pages.
The transitions of the customs here at Rhody from
those of thirty years ago to those of to-day are indicated
on the division pages. The borders, symbolic of the
college represent the five courses given, and a bird's-eye
view of our campus. The panels containing portraitures
of the passing seniors represent the diploma which they
carry with them in their progress through life a ticket
of admission into life's future.
4iill=-
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The following pages offer the reader a few concrete
examples of the scenic and architectural progress of the
college since the days half a century ago when these
same views would have shown a farm with its open
fields, brush pastures, and wood lots. If your life can
show as great a transition in an equal period of time may
you thank these halls at Rhody for the wisdom they
have contained.
Campus Views
M
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TN ONE HUNDRED WORDS I am expected to
-- give the class of 1932 some bit of advice which, if
followed, will keep them always happier men and
women. I know nothing better than a bit of homely
philosophy that came to me some twenty years ago.
Here it is. Its source or the occasion of its utterance I
do not know.
I am an old man,
I have lived many yeareS,
I have had many troubles,
But most of them have never happened.
When the events that are still to come sadly perplex
you, ponder this wisdom of an unknown philosopher.
President Bressler
J&l
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Facultv
Raymond George Bressler, A.B., M.A., B.S., M.S. . . Presidenl
AZlTKElArtDirZAlOKO; Diploma, Shippensburg State Teachers College,
1904; A.B., Valparaiso University, 1908; M.A., Wofford College, 1910; Assistant Professor
English and Public Speaking, Texas A. & M. College, 1910-1915; Assistant Director Public
Discussion, University of Texas, 1915-1916; Associate Professor Rural Sociology and Head
of Rural Education, 1916-1917; M.S.. Universitv of Wisconsin, 1919; Assisiani Direclor of
Vocational .Agriculture for Texas. 1917-1918; B'.S., Agricultural Educaiion, Texas A. & M.
College. 1918; Professor of Rural Sociology and Director of Short Courses. Pennsylv;
r of Instruction, Pennsylvania State College,
V, 1925-1926 and 1930; Deputy Secretarv of
tor, Pennsylvania Farm Show, 1930-1931;
Slate College, 1918-1923 ; Vice Dean and Dir
1923-1927 ; Graduate Sludenl, Columbia Un
Agriculture for Pennsylvania, 1927-1931 ;
Appointed President of College, 1931.
John Barlow, B.S., A.M.,
Vice President, Dean of Men, Dean of Science and Business
AU; a>B K; OKO; B.S., Middlebury College, 1895; A.M., Brown University, 1896:
Assistant Biologist, R. I. Experiment Station. 1898; Professor of Biology, Fairmounl Col
lege, 1898-1901 ; Appointed Professor of Zoology, Rhode Island State College, 1901 ; Ap
pointed Dean of Science, 1924 ; Appointed Vice-President, 1930 ; Acting President, 1930-1931 ;
Appointed Dean of Men, 1931.
George Edward Adams, B.S., M.Agr.,
Dean of Agriculture, Professor of Agronomy
P I K ; * K cF) ; B.S., Rhode Island Stale College. 1894; Graduate Student, Cornell University,
1897 and 1899-1901; M.Agr.. Rhode Island Stale College, 1916; Assistant in Horticulture.
R. I. Experiment Station, 1894-1901; Assistant in Agronomy, R. 1. Experiment Station.
1901-1904; Associate in .Agronomy, 1904-1907; State Statistical Agent, U. S. Deparlincnl of
Agriculture. 1901-1914; .Appointed Professor of Agronomy. R. I. State College. 1907; Horti-
culluralist. R. 1. Experiment Station, 1907-1912; Appointed Dean of Agriculture, 1917;
Appointed Dean of Men, 1924-1931 ; Director of Extension Service, 1925--; Fellow .'V, A. A.
Science. 1925; Life Member Massachusetts Horticultural Society; Member, y\nicrican Society
Agronomy and .American Genetics Association.
Royal Linfield Wales, B.S.,
Dean of Engineering, Professor of Mechanical Engineering
A X A ; $ K O ; A. S. M. E. ; Honorary Member, N. A. P. E. ; B.S., Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, 1902; Instructor, Massachusetts Institute of Technologv, 1902-1903; Instruc
tor in Mechanical Engineering, North Carolina State College, 1904-1905; Assistant Professor
Experimental Engineering, University of Tennessee, 1905-1908 ; .\ppointed Professor of
Mechanical Engineering, 1908; Dean of Departments of Engineering", 1917; Leave of
Absence in Bureau of Standards. Washington. D. C. on Carburetor Research, January 1 to
September 1, 1921 ; Member A. S. M. E. ; Honorary Member. N. A. P. E.
Helen F.lizabeth Peck, A.B., A.M.,
Dean of Women, Professor of English Eiterat-ure
L K; O K 0; A.B.. Wellesley, 1904; Principal Gilmanton Academy, 1906-1907; Vice-
Principal, South Kingstown High School, 1909-1915; Instructor, Rhode Island Stale College,
1915: Appointed Assistant Professor of English Literature, 1919; A.M., Brown University,
1924: .Appointed Professor of English Literature, 1924; Appointed Dean of Women, 1926;
Appointed I-Iead of English Department, 1932,
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Andrew Jackson Newman, M.\., I'li.I.). . Pnifrssor of Econo.
GradiMled State Normal School. Kirk^vill,'. .\li.., rmS: rnncipal .ii .Missour
Blind. St,
M.A,. I'l
Princ,|.,,l
. 1919
IKll ill High School.
1 '.\'>\l ,: A^^i~lant ill
Tcarlur ni IlistMrv
Appniilltcd l-lond Fell.
>t Fn.l
mis. 191(1;
llomVr. I.a.. 1911-1912:
I'diiiniiKs and graduate
,nd Economic, n. Lowell
]-:':':L!^l.\::-:r.:..\.:. 19.9-1921
Professor of" Business .Administration and llepartmein Head. Roaiwhc toll.
1921-1922 Professor of Econ.miics and Department Head. College of I onmicrce. I emple
University, 1922-1923 ; Assistant Profi'ssor of Economics, Univcrsily of Maryland, 1923-1927 ;
Graduale student, Johns Hopkins l'niversitv, 1924-1926; Ph.D., Johns Hopkms University,
1927; I'rofesMir of Economics and I lean oi Bu>incss Economics and Ilean ol Lusmess
.Administration. R. I. State College, 1927: Professor of Economics and Head of Depart
ment, 1931.
MARGARETWurnK.MoRi;, B.S., .V.M. . . Dean of Home Economics,
Research 1 1 'oriccr in 1 1 time Ecotiomics, and Professor of Dietetics
ze >" X- BS. Teacher,' Collem-. Columbia Universilv. New York City. 1907; A.M..
Columhia Universitv, New ^'ork Cilv, 1920; Head, llome Economics Dcparlment, Winthrop
College Rock llill.'S. I'.. I'1I1K-191I. 1913-1914; He.id. Home Economics Department. Salem
College. Win-ton-Salem. X. I'.. 1914-1918: Slale Home I lemnnstration Leader. Lexington.
Kentucky 1920-1923; Extension Worker, Cornell Universily. 1923-1924; Research Worker in
Home |.:conomics and Professor of Dietetics, Rhode Island State College, 1926-1927; Dean
of Home Economics, 1927.
Basil K. Gilbert, Ph.D.,
Director and I'hiiif I'hysinlngiil, R. I. .Igri. h..\pl. Statiim
Ip K <Ii; L E: Undergraduate Course. McMaster Universily. Toronto. Canada; Lieutenant.
Canadian Infantry and British FIvine Corps. 1916-1020: Poslgradiiale Work. .McMaster Uni
versily. lor the Degree of M.A.. grained a Sliidcnlship b> liic C.inadian National Research
Council; Presidcnt~oi Studenl Bodv. llic Universilv. 1919-1920: Cheinisl. Imperial Varnish
and Color Coinpanv. Toronto, 1920-1922 : Inslruclor in (ieneral Science and Hiology. Brandon
College, Brandon, Man., Canada; Studenl, Universily of Chicago, .luring the summer. 1920-
1923: Postgraduate Student. Universilv oi Chicago; Elected to Sigma Xi ; l-'ell..wship and
Scholarship, the Universitv. 1923-1924: Fell.iwship. Boyce Thomps.m liislilule i.ir Plant
Research, Yonkers, N, \.. 1924-1925; fellow. American Sociely for Advancemenl ,,( Science;
Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1925: Chemisl, R. I. .Agricnllural l-".xperiment Stalion. 1925.
Marshall Henry Tyler, B.S., A.M. . Professor of Mathematics
0 A X; $ K 0: B.S., Amherst College. 1897; Master, Coach and Phvsical Director, Sl.
Marks School. Sotrthhom. Mass., 1R97-1898: Stn.lent. Howard Universilv. summers. 1897-
1898-1899; Athletic Coach. K. L Colle.ge .il A. and M. .\rls. 1R'IS-1007: Appoinled Head
Master. Preparatorv School and In-lilute ni Survi . ing. IRoS: Pr.. lessor ol Malliematics.
1906; Graduate Student in |.'.,lilcation, Brown University. 1922-1925; A.M.. Brown Univer-
inilics Teachers' Association, 1921 ; Life Teacher's Cer-
of Rhode Island, 1926.
-4 28 >-
Samuel Harvey Webster, B.S., . Professor of Civil Engineering
Z A E ; (t K * : W ; A.B., Waynesburg College, 1893 ; Instructor, Jackson High School,
Michigan, 1894-1896; Instructor, Washington State College, I89lW903; Student Leland
Stanford Univcrsit)', 1903-1904; B.S., Univcrsitv of Illinois, 1905; Instructor in Civil Engi
neering, Oklahoma State College, 1907 ; Appointed Professor of Civil Engineering, 1907.
Herman Churchill, A.B., M.A.,
Professor of History and Political Science
B6 n;(IiKtIi;OBK: TKA: American Historical Association ; A.B., Syracuse Uni
versity. 1894 ; Summer Sessions, Chautauqua, N. Y., Chicago University, University of
Wisconsin, A.M., 1902; Insiructor, High Schools of New York, Wisconsin, and Illinois,
1894-1903; English Department, Northweslern University, Evanston, Illinois, 1903-1907;
Head of English Department, Southwestern College, Winfield, Kansas, 1907-1909; Head of
EngUsh Department, Nebraska Wesleyan University, 1909-1912: .Appointed Professor of
Rhetoric and Composition, 1912: Professor of English and History, 1921; Professor of
History and Political Science, 1932.
William Anderson, B.S., M.S., A.M., Professor of Pliysics and Elec. Eng.
Z ; $ K W ; * K O : B.S., Kansas State Agricultural College, 1898 ; Assistant in Mathe
matics, Kansas State Agricultural College, 1899-1902; Instructor in Physics and Electrical
Engineering, Kansas State Agricultural College, 1904-1906; M.S., Kansas State Agricultural
College, 1906 ; Instructor in Physics and Electrical Engineering, Michigan College of Mines,
1906-1912; A.M., Cornell Universily. 1911; Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering,
Michigan College of Mines, 1912-1919; Appointed Professor of Physics and F.lectrical
Engineering at Rhode Island State College, 1919.
John Everett Ladd, B.S., M.S.A. . Professor of Animal Husbandry
0 X : A Z ; B.S., New Hampshire State College, 1913 ; Herdsman and Farm Foreman, Cherry
Hill Farm, Beverly, Mass., 1913-1914; Instructor. Animal Husbandry, New Hampshire State
College, 1914-1915 ; Assistant in Dairy Husbandrv, Purdue Universitv, Lafayette, Indiana,
1915-1917: M.S.A., Purdue, Indiana, 1917; Appointed Professor of Animal Husbandry, 1917;
Appointed Extension Specialist, 1925.
Joseph Waite Ince, A.B., M.A. . . Professor of Chemistry
ATF: 9KW-. OKO; A.B., Brown University, 1902; M.A,, Brown University, 1904;
Instructor in Chemistry. Brown University, 1902-1904; Instructor in Chemistry, Denison
Universitv, 1904-1905; Demonstrator of Chemistry, McGill Universitv, 1905-1908; Professor
of Agricultural Chemistry. North Dakota Agricultural College. 1908-1919; Agricultural
Chemist. North Dab.la Agricultural Experiment Station. 1908-1919; Appoinled Prolessor of
Clieniislry and Head oi Chemistry Departmcnl. 1910.
Harold William Browning, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Professor of Botany
e X: <i K i> -, Z S, T K, 9 Z-, B.S., Rhode Island State College, 1914 ; Appointed Assist
ant in Botanv, University of Wisconsin, 1914-1916; M.S., Universily of Wisconsin, 1916;
Fellow in Botany, University of Wisconsin, 1916-1917: U. S. Navy. 1917-1919; Instructor in
Botany. University of Wisconsin, 1919-1920 ; Ph.D.. Universitv ot Wisconsin, 1920; Appointed
Professor of Botany at Rhode Island State College, 1920; Aciing lilean of Science, 1930-1931.
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Grisly
George Holland Baldwin, B.S., Professor of Teaclier Tniining m .Igr.
AAW- Supervisor Public Schools of Rhode IsUand ; Rho Iota Kappa: US,. Kl....le Idaiid
Slate Cillege, 1915; Practical Work with Dairy Herd, Dexler Asylum, I'rovideiice, 191^;
Animal Husbandman, Extension Service, R. 1., 1917-1919; Instructor iii .AgTiruhure Colt
Memorial High, 1922-1923; Professor of Teacher Training in Agriculture and Slale Super
visor of .Agriculture in Public Schools, 1923.
Grace Catherine Whaley, B.E.,
Professor of Teacher Training in Home Economics
Professor of Teacher Training in Home Economics, R. I. Normal School, 1909; Elementary
School Work, 1909-1911; Student, Columbia Universitv. Summers of 1911-1912-1913; In
structor in Home Economics, Providence Technical, 1011-1023: Rho.le Island College of Edu
cation, Summer of 1922; Rhode Island College oi F,.liicaii..ii, 1922-1923: U.K.. Khode Island
College of Education. 1923; Appointed Pro(ess..r ..I Teacli.rs' Training in Home I'.conomics,
R. I. Slate College. 1923.
John Chilcote Wkldin, B.S., Ph.D. . Professor of Bacteriology
Z A F O K * ll" \ F 1 I' ; B.S.. Iowa Stale College. 1916; Efficiency Qerk in Treas-urel^s Office l..wa Male ClKee. 1916-1917: in United Stales .Army in France, 1917-1919:
Instriirlor in ltacteri..l.igv. h.wa Stale College, 1919-1927; Assistant Professor, Iowa State
College 1925: I'h.ll.. h.wa Stale College. 1926; Appointed Head of Department of Animal
BreecTiiig and l'athol,,;.;y in I- .vperimenl Stalion and Professor of Bacteriology, 1927.
ThomasWilliam Freeman, B.S., Professor of Military Science and Tactics
PIK- B.S.. Rhode Island Slate College, 1916; Commissioned Second Lieutenant. June, 1917:
Commissioned First Lieutenant, June. 1917; Captain of Infantry, July, 1920; Camp Eorrest.
Georgia 1917-1918: France. July, 5. 1918, 6th Division: Relurned July 2. 1919: Camo Grant,
Illinois, 1919-1921: Camp Benning, Georgia, 1921-1922: Instrucn.r, Ojimicticut N'ational
Guard 1922-1926; Panama, 1926-1929; Commandant ot R. t). 1. C. Lml at Rhode Island
Stale College. 1929.
Ulmont William Holly, .A.B., Asst. Professor of Mil. Sci. and Tactics
AB HarvanI University. 1917; November 27. 1917. Commissioned 2nd Lieutenant of In
fantrv irom Plattsburg Training Camp: Served in 42nd Infantry. 12th Division, 1917-1918:
Served al Camp Upton, 1918-1920 : at Panama, 1920-1923 : wilh 19lh Infantry at Fort Slocum.
New York 1923-1924; .Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics. Lafayette Col
lege, 1925-1926; Infaniry School, Fort Benning, Georgia, 1927: 13th Infantry, Fort Strong,
.Mass.. 1928: Appoinled .Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics.
Philip E. Douglass, A.B., Ph.D. . Professor of Modern
AB. Harvard, 1912; Ph.D.. Universitv ot Pennsylvania. 1929; Assisiani Angl:
Banville, Moulins L. C. Allier. France. 1912-1913; Assistant Pi..ii,,.ir, Jame
University, 1913-1914; Instructor, Universily of Pennsylvania, T'll lo|o; Iii-li
Assistant Prolessor, U. S. Naval .Academy. 1916-1920; Head . i L:iii:iMaL- li
Bulkeley School, New London, Connecticut, 1921-1924; French .Xhour. W .iiiam 1'
ler School, Philadelphia, 1924-1926; Associate Professor, UniverMlj' ..I South
1928-1929; .Appointed Professor of Modern Language. 1929.
Laura Edith Andrews, B.S., M.A. . Professor of Home Economics
A F; B.S., Teachers' College, Columbia University, 1916; M.A.. Ibid, 1926; Supervisor of
Home Economics, Winthrop College, 1926-1928; Assistant Professor of Foods and Nutrition
Alabama College, 1921-1925: Tearoom Work, Los Angeles, California, 1921-1923; Director
of Home Economics Hood College, 1919-1921 ; Appoinled Professor of Home Economics, 1929,
FrankWilliam Keaney, A,B., Instruc. in Chem., Physical Dir. and Coach
A.B.. Bates College. 1911 ; Sub-Master and Instructor in Science and Mathematics and Ath
letic Director. Putnam. Conn.. 1911-1912; Sub-Master and Instructor in Science and Mathe
matics and Athletic Director, Woonsocket. R. I.. 1912-1917 ; Instructor in Science and Athletic
Everett, Mass., 1917-1920 Appointed Coach and Phvsical Direclor in Chemistry
Rliode Island Stale Colleg. 1920.
Homer Ohliger Stuart, B.S., M.S., Professor of Poultry Husbandry
B.S., Pennsylvania State College, 1925; M.S., Kansas Agricultural College, 1927; Assistant
Professor of Poultry Husbandry, Universily of New Hampshire, 1927-1931 ; Appointed Pro
fessor of Poultry Husbandry, 1931.
Howland Burdick, B.S. . . . Assistant Professor of Dairying
PIK; B.S., Rhode Island State College, 1895 ; Appointed Assistant in Agriculture and Farm
'ture, 1900: Appointed .Assistant Pro-
Calvin Lester Coggins, B.S., Asst. Professor of Physics and Elec. Eng.
Rhode Island Stale College. 1907: Graduate Work, 1907-1909; Assistant in Physics
ssistant in Physics, Dartmouth College, 1910-1912; In-
: of Technology, 1912-1914: Appointed ..\ssislant Pro-
neering. 1914.
A ssistant Professor of Mathematics
, 1910; Appointed Instructor ol Mathematics, Rhode
:d Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Rhode Island
Teachers' Association, 1915-1932, President, 1923-
ociation, 1930-1932.
Ohio State University. 1909-1910;
structor in Physics, Stevens Institi
fessor of Physics and Electrical En;
Frank Hartwell Bills, B.S.,
B.S., New Hampshire State Collesre
Island State College, 1910; .Appo
Slate College, 1917; R. I. Mathei
1924; President. R. 1. Branch, U. of N. I-I. Ali
Mabel Dewitt Eldred, B.S. . . Assistant Professor of Art
E.S., Rhode Island State College, 1895; Appointed Insiructor in Free Hand Drawin.' 1897-
Student, Chase School of Art, New 'York, 1898-1900 : Assistant Professor 1921 Research
Work in European Art Museum, Summer ol 1923: Student of Medieval Architecture in
France, Summer of 1926.
Herbert Martin Emera', B.S., M.S.,
.Assistant Professor in Zoology and Geology
* M A; O Z; B.S., Massachusetls State College, 1920; Graduate Work, .M. S C. 1921-
Cornell, 1922 : Brown, 1929-1930-1931 : Boston Univcrsitv, 1931 ; Assistant in Botanv Depart
ment, M. S. C. 1920-1921 : Instructor in Zoology and Geology, University oi New Hamp
shire, 1921-1926; M.S.. M. S. C. 1928; Appoinled Instructor in Zoology and Geology. 1926;
.Assistant Professor of Zoology and Geology, 1927.
9^ !7i-"3>S'ycs<'fe^ -
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Ralph Elhikne Brown, B.E.E., S.M., Asststimf Professor of Mech. Eng.
* K '\'' P..I-'..E.. X.,rtheasurn University. 1922; S.M. in F.F,. .\I. I. T. 1925: AssLstanl
lnslriicl..r in Phvsic. Xorlheastern University. 1920-1921: Asslslant Instruct.-.r in 1 rawing.
Northeastern University, 1921-1922: Inslruclor in Mechanical I'.iigmecniiB, 1922-1923: In
structor ill Graphics and .\lechaiii.-al Einiineeriii.j. Tufts College. 1923-j924jjn.sl-
- -
Descriptive Geometrv. Xorllieasurii Vm\
Instructor in Mechanical Engineering at K
Mechanical l.',iigini--eriiig. 1927,
Leslh- Ari iii-R Rlega.n, B.S. . .Issisi.tiii Professor in Agronomy
a>K'l'- i.r:i.lnau..i ( '..riiell Ground Sch.iol in Aviation. I91,S: I i.iiunanl. U. S. Army. 1918;
BS kiioilc Islan.l Sl.ate College, 1919; Gradual.' Slml.iil an.l Inslrii.lor in Agronomy,
Universitv oi .Maine, 1920: App..iiiu-d Instructor in .Var...,. .my, Kli.ide Mand Slate College,
1920; Extension Agronomist, 1925; Assistant Pr.,i.s...r i.i .\gr..i..tiiy. |o2o.
George Benjamin Durham, B.S., M.S., As.n. Professor of Horticulture
Z H- O Z- B *; Connecticul .Agricultural Colkge. 191'
Colle.je. 1921 ; Insiructor. C. A. C. 1920-1922; Grailiiate A
1922-1924: liislrucl..r. C, A. C, 1924-1929; Assisiani Proic
State College, 1929.
Crawford Peckh.am Hart, B.S.,
Assistant Professor in Poultry Hushaiulry and Extension Specialist
PIK: B.S.. Rhode Island Slate College. 1913 ; Assistant harm Siiperintei
' ' ' ' " '" " ~-
19I3- I-'arm Manager. Ashl..n. R. I.. 1914-1915; lnslruct..r in Agricullure
mem. Riggs School. I..ikeville, Co.inectirul. 1916-1918; Principal, Wale:
\'eriii..nt. "1918-1921 : Willi federal B..aril for \', .can. .nal E.huati.-.n.
B..S1..11. .Mass.. 19211-1926: .\pp..iiil.d Instructor m l'..ullry Hil-handr
Fxleiision Service. 1926; Graduate Work in Educati. .n al l'.o.,t...i. 1924:
S. C, 1928; Graduate Work in B.icleriol,.Kv, R. 1, S C. I'Ul.
Carroll Davis Bili.mvkr, B.S. .\ssisi,iiii Pn, lessor of Engineering
<P B X- I]) K II); Graduate Shephard College. Slale X. .filial Scli.,ul, 1910; B.S., Virginia
Polvtechnic Instilule, 1914: Draitsinan, N. Jt W". Railr..ad C... 1014-1916; Inslrii.lor
Mechanical Engineering. Thr.iop ('..lleee ni..w ( '..lii. .nna Insiitute d F.chn. 1. .iiy i . I'llo-
1918: 2iid Lieutenant. Infantrv. U. S. Ariii.i. I91,s lolM: Sales E.i.eiiieer. W . .rlliiir.Mon rump
and Machine Company. 1919; Designer and Assisliiiil Kii;.;iiieer. .\lhis r..rllaii.l feiiieiil I ....
1919-1920: Assistant Professor Mechanical fiejiiK-eriiie. l.eor:jia Scli....l .,i 1 echii..K.ay.
1920-1924- Construction Engineer, Atlas P.Tlland ( eraenl I'.... 1024-19311: .\p|i..iiiled Super
intendent of (inslruclion ami Assistant Pr.. lessor ..i F.iigiiieeriiig. 1930.
Wilber George P..\rks,.-V.B., M.A. , Ph.D.,. I.I-...'. ftvi/.o/. I Wv/;V,i/C7;,-)H.
Ip A F- Z H: American Chemical .Socielv; A.l'... U^lv,r^ily ... Pennsylvania. |020: M.A..
Columbia. 1928; Ph.D., Cohimbia, 19.10: Instruct, ir, llrexcl Insliliile. 1020-1927; Assisiani in
Cheniislrv al Columbia. 1927-19311; Lecturer in I "h.iuislr.i . ("..liiinl.ia. lo.ill lu,?|; .\pp.-.ited
Professor of Analylical Chemistry. 1931.
Frank 1''r.'\si:r .Archib.ai.d . Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
.Aopreiiticeslup in Machine Shop. F.dinhurch. Scolland. 1,S94-19(10; Staff Engineer. Crighton
Inslilulion. Dumiries. Scolland. lil)-190.S: Engineer. \'ictoria Fkrar Mills, Glasgow. 1903-
1905; Supervisor of Eleclrical Work, Sl. Leonard Engineering Works. Edinburgh: Ap
pointed Instructor ill Mechanical Engineering. Rhode Island State College. 1920.
1921-1929; .Appointed
, 1925; .Appointed .Assistant Professor of
.Agricultural
aslant. Universily of Wisconsin,
or of Horliciillure, Rhode Island
and Fa'
1926: l(. I.
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WinifredMcKee Kean k\, ,A.B. . Instructor in Physical Training
-A.B., Bates College, 1911: lll.le^^raduale Assisiani in Phvsical Training al Bales College,
1910; Taught Seltlemem-I l,.ii-.- W,.rk. I'.ultalo. Xeu ^'..rk. I'M 1 ; High School and Play
ground \\'..rk. .Ml. .11. X. 11.. 1012-1913: .\,sislai.l Principal. Palmerton. Pa.. 1913-1914;
Appoiiile.I Direcn.r ..i Physical Fdiicalion i..r W..i.uii. k. 1. S. C . 1921.
George W.arrln Phillips, A.B. . . . Instructor in English
A.B.. Princeton Universilv. 19I7-I91,S: L' S. Field Artillery in France, one vear; Instructor,
Hamburg High School. N. J.. I920-1"22; .Xpnointed Instructor in English al R. I. S. C. 1922.
Frederick Dfi.mont I'oiyrELi., A.B., Instructor in Physical Training
A.B.. Il..u<k.iii r.Ileiie. 1923; Tufts Medical School. 1923-1924: .Mercersburg Academv,
1924-l"2,s: Uiiiversiii ..,l Illinois. Summer of 1927: Universilv ..I Washiii..;l..n. Summer of
1930; .\i.i...uileil Insiructor in Physical 'Iraining. 1925.
Franz Kareaim .... Instructor in Modern Language
(jraduat.', X. irnial 1 Hparlmenl of Norlluvcslern University. Watertown, Wisconsin, 1893:
Four State Preparat. .ry Sch.i.ils Teaching Experience: Tw-elve Years of Service, Massachu
setts Civil Service I. ..innnssi..n, as t^hiei Inspector and as .Assistant Chief Examiner: .Ap
pointed Instructor in .Modern Languages. 1926.
RoBER'i' Rockafellow, B.S. . Instructor in Business Atlminislration
B.S.. Wharton Sci 1 of Finance and Commerce. Universitv of Pennsvlvania. 1925: Inslruc
lor ill Public Sell....!-, 1921-1925; .Appoinled Instructor in Business .Administration al Rhode
Island Slale ColIe.ee. 1926.
EvERETi' Perci' Christopher, B.S., M.S., Instiuctor in Horticulture
B *; il) K il>; T K A: B.S.. Rhode Island State College, 1926: Instructor in Horticulture,
1927; .M.S.. Rhode Island Stale College, I9.i0.
Elizabeth Stillman, B.S. . Assistant Professor of Home Economics
Z K; <> K O; B.S.. Rhode Island Slale College, 1920; Postgraduate Course in Dietetics,
Penn. Hospital, Philadelphia, Pa., 1920-1921; Chief Dietitian, Columbia Hospital, Wilkins-
burg. Pa., 1921-1923; .Manager, Edgar Thomson Club House, Carnegie Steel Co., 1923-1925;
Dietitian, Mercersburg .Academy, Mercersburg, Pa., 1925-1926; Dietitian, Union League,
Philadelphia, Pa.. 1926; Graduate Studies, Universilv of Chicago, Summer Sessions, 1928-
1931 ; Rhode Island State College, 1927.
Elizabeth Weh.ster Christopher, A.B., M.A., Instructor in English
A.B., Brown University, 1925; .Assistant Insiructor, Brown Universily, 1924-1925; Psychiatric
Social Work, New Hampshire State Hospital, 1925-1927; Insiructor in English, Rhode
Island State College, 1927; A..M.. Brown University. 1930.
Edson Irwin Schock, B.S. . Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
University of Washington, Seattle; Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge;
B.S., M. 1. T.. 1921 ; Chief Draftsman, Co-Tim-Co Corp., Louisville, Ky., 192r-1924; Drafts
man, .Mengel Co., 1923; Teacher, Technical High School, Springfield, Mass., 1924-1927;
Draftsman. Holmes and Sanborn, Heating and Ventilating Engineers, Los Angeles, Cali
fornia, 1927; Rhode Island State College, 1928.
,^
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Mabel Elspeth Dickson, B.S. . Instructor in Business Administration
B.S., School of Business, Columbia University, 1929; Accountant, 1919-1924; Secretary,
Department of Education, Columbia, 1926 ; Accountant, Alumni Federation, Columbia Uni
versity, 1926-1929; Appointed Instructor at R. 1. S. C, in Econranics and Bnsiness Admin-
, 1929.
Kenneth ElmerWright, B.S., M.S. . . Instructor in Botany
Z E; a> K ; B.S., Ohio State University, 1925; M.S.. Ibid, 1929; Graduale Assistant, Ohio
' ... - .
gg(^jj^,^ jgjQ.. Assistant at Ohio State
Instructor in ZoologyRobert Abel Dewolf, B.S., M.S.
B.S., Norwich University, 1927; Student, Brow
1930; Instructor in Biology, Norwich Uni-
Zoology, 1930.
Arthur Andrew Vernon, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.,
Instructor in Physical Chemistry
AXA: B.S., Union College, 1924; M.S., Union College, 1926; Ph.D.. Princeton University,
1930; Research Qiemist, General Electric Company, 1924-1927; Research Assistant, Prince
ton University, 1929-1930: Research Chemist, DuPont Ammonia Corporation, 1930-1931:
Appointed Instructor in Physical Chemistry, 1931.
Ralph Kimball Carleton, B.S., M.A., Instructor in General Chemistry
Z=:ZZ;iI>AK:<IiKA;AXZ; B.S., Boston University, 1919 ; MA., Harvard, 1922 ;
Assistant in Chemistry, University of Wisconsin, 1922-1923 ; Harvard University and Uni
versity of Minnesota, 1923-1930; Head of Chemislry Department in Shurtleff College, 1923-
1931 : Appointed Instructor in General Chemistry, 1931.
Josephine Townsend Lees, B.S.,
Instructor in English and Secretary to the President
B.A., Pennsylvania Slate College, 1930 ; Student Physical Education, University of Pennsyl-
1931 : Appoinled Insiructor in English and Secrelary lo the Presi-
Ora Mae Luke, B.S., M.A. . . Instructor in Home Economics
Diploma, State Teachers' College of Mississippi, 1926; B.S., George Peabody College for
Teachers, 1928; M.A., Cohimbia University, 1931 ; Teacher, Public Schools of Mississippi," ' ' '"
'I, one year ; .Appointed In-
Mary Reid Scott, B.S. . . . Instructor in Home Economics
B.S., Rhode Island Stale College, 1927; Studenl in Dietitian Course, Presbyterian Hospital-Assistant Manager, Childs Restaurant, New York; Matron, East Greenwich Academy-Appointed Instructor in Home Economics and Assistant in Cafeteria, 1931,
Maurice Nathaniel Kay, B.S. . Graduate Assistant in Bacteriology
A E n ; B.S., Rhode Island State College, 1931 ; Appointed Instructor in Bacteriology, 1931.
i ,g^'^ -'iy''-tgf?^py^gyy''S^^
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Experiment Station Staff
Basil E. Gii.nER-r, Ph.D., Dire.
AnDREW E. SrENE, IVI.S. .
RoCER B. CoRBE-ir, Ph.D. .
M;tRC;aretWhi-il-TEMORE, A.M.
JoiiN C. Weldi N, Ph.D.
.ll"IN B. Smith, M.S.
TnI ECIDORE E. OD1.AND, Ph.D.
He.Mlsr O. Stua R-1-, M.S. .
.loi IK L. TtK-iA:sr, I'li.D.
Ek Fl) KRICK K. 1 'iMin-K, M.S.
W. ll.r.oL. AllAMs , :\I.S. .
Er ED K. Ckanii.M.l., H.S. .
H. F.. A. North , M.S. .
S.t-uEL C. Dam.ON, B.S.
Fr.IN K S. ScHi.i.;NKER, M.S.
Bl. INiCHE M. Kl SCIIKE, iM.S.
i President oj the College
' h x-Ojfino Membei
Plml Pitt mingy
I tilt I I- \ f meiits
I Ii ultu ill n,
t I mt PoultI,, Unsb mdi )
Ij istant^ ligiononiy
Extension Service Staff
George Edwarir, Adaius,, B,S, , M.A.
Lorenzo . Foster: KiNNEl. Ir., M.S.
Sara EliIZAHE-rH CnVNE, B.S.
WlLLIAl.)I H. WclOD, B.S.
Sumner D. Hoi .LIS .
Ralph S . Shaw, B.S.
'-ertor, an,! *XlaU- LraJrr in Cnnnl\i .\gcnt Work
. *S,al,- Lculer in Clttb Woi-i
*State Leader in Itt.mr Demnnilr.nton Wotli
\Couilty rigc-nl, \i,rll,ern Rtin.le Island District
t County . -ru Rlio.le Island District
. \Count\,' Agent, Sonllteni Rliode IslamI District
SPECLALISTS
itlinnil Husbandry
Dairying
Poultry llusbaiiiry
Agronomy
*In co-operation with United Stales Department of Agriculture.
fin co-operation with United Slates Department of Agricullure and Farm Bureaus.
"A3S>
Men and women of the Faculty have striven to
offer us their best in an earnest endeavor to give us the
sound foundation over which to travel in our progress
along life's highway. May wc profit from their doc
trines and rise above their standards to become like
them, leaders in this world of progress.
,'\nd .so we leave them now to pass on to those whose
task it shall become to strive ever forward for the
best the Students.
Faculty
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Senior Class History
FORMEMBERS of the Class of 1 9,32 the fourth of four important yearsis drawing to a close. Since September, 1 928, we have been on a journey,
which now, we realize, has been full of significance. For, perhaps, more than
any other class in history, the Class of 1 932 has grown up with Rhode Island
State College.
It was a warm and pleasant September morning when we first set official
foot in Kingston, and three ntw buildings -were receiving their finishing
touches. Edwards Hall, Bliss Hall, and the new gymnasium were soon to
be ready for use. Out on the quadrangle, a summer's growth of tall grass
was being harvested. Everywhere there was evidence of a grand opening.
Freshman Week was soon in full swing, and in dear old Lippitt Hall we
assembled and were addressed by members of the faculty and several stu
dents. Here we received a variety of impressions; the kindliness and sincerity
of Dr. Edwards, the youthfulness of Prof. Christopher, and bewilderment
of the mystery of Dr. Newman's lecture on "Silence." A day or so later,
we were registered and went on our way.
During our sojourn in Kingston much was destined to happen. The new
buildings were to be occupied for the first time. The words of the first
speaker had not yet echoed in Edwards Hall, the first class in mathematics
had not yet been held in Bliss Hall, and the rhythm of a major dance had not
yet filled the new gymnasium. But all these things we were soon to witness.
Then came class elections and other events of importance in our youthful
careers. But so hectic was our first attempt to choose a group of leaders that
Dr. Edwards, himself, saw fit to sit in on the second. His presence had the
desired effect, and finally we were organized as a class. But a still more hectic
event soon followed. The annual Frosh-Soph football game and its after
math assumed almost bloodthirsty proportions. Judging by the score, we
were the winners, but the Sophomores claimed a moral victory and contested
our right to a victory bonfire. Various accounts of the ensuing fracas appeared
^.j:'
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in newspapers all o\'er the country. Early the following spring we held our
I'Veshman banquet, this ftiiietion being conducted very successfully, with
dignity, and with due regard for convention.
In the fall we returned to Kingston and found things much as we had left
them in June. Down at the field, we found Coach Keaney putting his recruits
through their paces. On the prospective squad we found ourselves well
represented and in varsity work "Ken" GofF was already showing promise of
the mettle that has made him 1932's proud contribution to Rhode Island
fiiotUill. As the year wore on, class elections were held. Again there were
difficulties which as amateur parliamentarians we were unable to solve. But
after several sessions, oflieers and committees were chosen, and a successful
Soph Hop followed a month later.
All went well until spring. But then events took a sudden and unexpected
turn. Early in March, Dr. Edwards was reported ill with influenza. Several
days later he was removed to the hospital, and students began to follow his
condition with sympathy and interest. F.arly in April he returned to King
ston, but the expected recovery of his health did not materialize, and on the
morning of April 10 a hurried issue of the "Beacon" brought official news of
his passing. All campus activity was suspended, and on Saturday, April 16,
his body, escorted by the R. O. T. C. Battalion, was laid at rest in the Fern-
wood Cemetery. But for many weeks after the ceremony a feeling of the
irreparable loss which had been suffered, hovered over the College.
Meanwhile, Dean Barlow was appointed acting president to succeed Dr.
Edwards until a new head could be selected, and the work of the College
went on.
Returning in the fall of 1930 we found things in readiness as usual, and
Dean Barlow still in charge. Knowledge, however, that the Board of Man
agers were still working on the selcitinn of a successor stirred rumors and
comment on the subject of a new president, and for months to follow served
as a live topic for "bull sessions."
Finally, in December, announcement of Mr. Bressler's appointment was
made, and a wave of anxiousness and enthusiasin swept Kingston. In March,
he and his family arrived in Kingston, and as the fourth quarter opened
President Bressler began to take over his duties.
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But everything during the year had not been given over to mere hope,
discussion and enthusiasm. Under Dean Barlow, campus life went on as
usual. Especially in sports were records creditable and with members of
1932 earning their share of the honors.
When we returned to Kingston last September, we found many new sights
and new systems to behold. New roads had been laid, new fraternity houses
had been built, and a new sorority house and a new house for the president
were under construction. An infirmary had been established, and the com
pulsory boarding system had been abolished. East Hall had been converted
into a cafeteria, open to both men and women. New faces appeared among
the faculty, and the entering class was, by far, the largest in history. There
were other changes too numerous to mention.
In October, with greater ceremonv than has ever before been witnessed at
the College. President Bressler was officially inducted into his new position. In
the months that have foi lowed, a slowbut powerful undercurrent of newideas
and new methods has found its way into every phase of work and activity.
When the Class of 1932 claims, more than any other class, the distinction
of having grown up with the College there is some possibility of its being
mistaken. Yet, we believe there is truth in it. We have witnessed the com
pletion of the largest building program in the history of the College. We are
the last class that has really known Dr. Edwards and we have carried on
under his administration and under the administrations of two other leaders.
We have witnessed Important developments among the Greek letter societies
on the campus. We have watched Rhode Island athletics draw wider atten
tion and publicity. We have seen the College as a whole lose much of its
former obscurity.
But, more important, wc think we can see clearly what the future will
bring. Therein lies much of our enthusiasm, and, as the years roll by, our
greatest regret will lie in the fact that we have had so little hand in building
those monuments to our Alma Mater of which we have become proud.
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Florence Roberta Allen
X il. * A
Ketcfort , R. I. llome Eci
I'hi Deh.i. -tPhi Delta, I, 2, 3, -t; ;
Treas. Panhellenic, 3; Pres. I'.inhellciiic, 4; I'l
Y. W. C. A., 3; Mav Dav, 2, 3; llome I'.ci
Club, 3, 4; Y. W. CA., 2.
,''\rM;-
tlezc Haven,
-iD foSEPH AgOSTINKI.LI George Earl Andrews
1)K*
Pi-ot-idencc, R. I. Eli-cli-ic.il Engineering
Rille Assoc, 3; Stud. Branch A. 1. F.. E., 4; E. E.
Societv, Sec't.-Treas., 4; Honors, 3.
440>^
iG'rist^S
Gertrude .-Vnthony
Z K
NerA.'ff)rt, R, 1. Home Economics
Glee Cluh, 2, 3, 4; Pres., 4; Home Ec. Club, 3, 4;
May Day, 1, 2, 3,4.
John Kenneth Andrews
Providence, R. I. Chemical Engineering
Amv G. ARBOG..\sr
Z K
Princes Hay, N. Y. Home Econo?fiics
M.SV D.iv, I, 2. 3; Grist si.iff; Cbss Bcicons,
1, 2, 3; Home Ec. Cluh, 3, 4; Junior Prom.
Com.; Soph. Hop Com.
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Charles Henrv Bardsley
Cranston, R. I. Chemical Engineering
American Chemical Society, 4.
Regina Marylin Ashe
L K, <Ii A
//',;/ Ec
John Barna-lowich
A A W
Ct-anslon, R. I. C'S-ii EngineeringCItiropee Falls, Mass.
Plii Delta, 1,2, 3,4; K. I.S. C. PIivcis, 1; Home Baseball, I, 2, 3, 4; Interfralcrnity K.iskctUill,
Ec. Club, 1, 2, 3, 4; Y. W. C. .(., 1, 2; Ckss I, 2, 3, 4; R. I. Club, 3, 4; C. V.. Societv, 3, 4.
Basketball, I, 2, 4.
(Vgsivi#''
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Irving Blazar
AEn
Prut'iJcnce, R. I. Science
Glee Club, 1, 1, 3; Wrestling, 3, 4; Biological
Society, 1, 2, 4; Chemical Society, I, 2, 3, 4;
Interfraternity Basketball, 1, 2.
Thomas I''rancis Bliss
ATT
Cinil Engineering Wnrmsocket, R. I. Cinil Engineering
Gen Mer R 1. S. C. Plavers, 3, 4; C. E. Societv, Baseball, I ; Interfnitcrnlty Basketball, I, 2, 3, 4;
2, 3, 4; Ch. Soph. Hop;' Student Council, 3, 4; C. V.. Society, 2, 3, 4; (Jkist Staff, 4; R. O. T. C.
V. Pres., 3 ; Eootball, I l Track, 1,2. Cad't. Adj utaiil, 4 ; Ollicers Club, 3, 4.
Carl Birger Bihldorfi-
Providence, R. I.
Leon C. Breault
111 B X, * K ip
Woonsockel, R. I . Eleclrical Engineering
E. K. Societv, 3, 4; Pres., 4; R. O. T. C. Cd'c
Lieutenant, 4; Officers Club, 3, 4; Scabbard &
Blade, 3, 4; Grist Staff, 4.
Jules Willia.m Blitz
A A H'
Detroit, Mich. Business Adminislratio,
Footb.lll, I; Mgr. B.iscball, 4; R. I. Club, 4
Polvgon 3, 4; Adv. .Mgr. GRisr, 4; Inlerfralerniti
Basketball, 1, 2, 3, 4; Ch. Polygon Scliolarshij
Howard Scovil Brightman
Mgr. Basketball, 4; R. 1. Club, 4; Adv. Mgr,
Beacon, 3; Bus. Mgr. Beacon, 4; Bus. Managei
Grist, 4; Student Council, 3, 4; Treas., 4.
trirfii!..'! 'iiiiiiiMi'iiinl.:ml ^
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Allie Campopiano
Providence, R. I. Bu.a/!ess Adminhtratioii
Harrv L. BryDEN
<I> M A,, * A
Frovldence J R. I. Civil Engineering
Cross Country, 1 ; Tr.ick, 1; Glee Club, 2, 3, 4;
Phi Delta, 2, 3, 4; Bus. Mgr., 3, 4; DeMolav
Club, 1, 2, 3, 4; Pres., 4; Wrestling, 3, 4; C. E.
Society, 3, 4.
Bernice Mary Call.aghan
A Z, <I> A, <I) K *
Pazvtuckel, R. I. Home Economics
House Pres., 4; Phi Delta, I, 2, 3, 4; Y. W. C. A.
P1.1V, 1 ; Class B.isketball, 1, 2, 3, 4; Cbss Baseball,
3;Cl.iss Hockey, 2, 3, 4; Honorary Varsity, 3;
Women's A. A., 3, 4; Vigilance Committee, 3;
Bc.icon, 1, 2, 3, 4; Soph. Beacon, 2; Co-Ed Bci
con, 2, 3 ; CiRlsT Staff, 4 ; Home Econ. Club, 3, 4;
Honors, 2, 3.
-4'rS>
Arthur Frederick Carey
L A B, $ K *
Roselle Parti, .V. J . Mechanical Engineering
Track, I; h'taternitv Basketball, 3; Honors, I, 2
Beacon Staff, I, 2,' 3; Editor of Frosh Bible, 3
Assistant Editor Grist, 4; M. E. Society, 2, 3, 4
Vice Pres., 3 ; Pres., 4.
Dominick. William Caprio Al.BER'l' Carlotti
A T r, m K m
Pros-idence, R. I. Mechanical Enginreting Providence, R. I. Mechanical Engineering
M. E. Societv, 3, 4; A. S. M. E., Student Br.mch, Football, I ; M. E. Society, 3, 4; Treas., 3, 4;
4; Italian Club, 2, 3, 4. Rifle Assoc, 3, 4; Treas.', 3; Pres., 4; Ch. ,>f
[unior Prom., 3 ; R. O. T. C. Cad't. Captain, 4.
f.^:^:^-^ "^J
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James Lambert Carr
AXA
Prmtlicket, R. I. Civil Engineering
Basketball, 1 ; Foolball, I, 2, 3, 4; Capt., 4; Base
ball, I, 2, 3, 4; R. I. Club, 2, 3, 4; C. E. Society,
2, 3, 4; Interfraternity B.isketball, 2, 3, 4.
SiGRID C. C.^VRLSON
Providence, R. I. H"'"' Economics
Hockey, 1, 2; May Day, 1, 2, 3; Class Basketball,
1 ; Soph. Hop Com.i Home Ec. Club, 3, 4; Pan
hellenic Assoc, 3, 4; Class Sec'y, 2, 4.
Mathew James Carr
Oakla-.cn, R. I. Elecli-iiid Engineering
E. E. Society, 4; Student Branch A. I. E. E., 4.
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Lillian F. Chaput
AZ
Pottersz'ilU, Mass. Science
B.isketball, 1, 2; Y. W. C. A., 1 ; House Pres., 3;
Frosh Banquet Com.; Bio. Societ}-, 4; Commence
ment Ball Com., 3.
Caesar Paul Casticlioni
B <1>, * A
Hillsgi-',vc, R. I. Civil Engineering
C. E. Society, 3, 4; Phi Delta, 1, 2.
We.
Antoinette B. Coduri
-rly, R. I. Science
B.iskclball, I, 2, 3, 4; Baseball, 3, 4; Hockev,
I, 2, 3, 4; Capt. and Mgr., 4; Rifle Team, 3, 4;
Glee Club, 1,2; Bio. Society, 4; R. I. S. C. Plav
ers, 2; Co-ed Beacon, 3.
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John Edw.-\rd Cook.
AXA
East Creen'.i'ich, R. I. Science
Foolball, I ; Track, 1, 2, 3, 4; Wrestling, 4; Rifle
Team, 3, 4; V. Pres., Rifle Assoc, 3; Cad't. Lieu
tenant, 4; Oflieers Club, 3, 4.
P.-iCiFico Antony Colicci
Providence, R. I.
Lloyd E. Crandall
0 X
Civil Engineering Kingston, R. I. Electrical Engineering
R. I. S. C. Plavers, 3, 4; C. E. Societv, 2, 3, 4; Foolball, I ; Basketball, I, 2; Track, I, 2, 3; Cros
M E Society,' 4; Junior Member A. S. M. E. Country, 3; Debating, 4; Pres., 4; E. V. Socieli
3, 4; Sec'y. A. 1. K. E., 4; R. O. T. C. Cad't
Lieutenant, 4; Officers Club, 3,4; Interfratcrnil;
BaskelbaU, 3, 4; Polygon, 3.
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Nicholas DeMagistris
/c^, 1^. /. Civil Engineering
R. 1. S. C. 1'l.n
Lcider, 4; C. K.
2, 3; Glee Club, 2, 3, 4;
;tv, 2, 3, 4.
William .Vi.i.eriom Cushman
Z A E, <|i A
Provielence, R. I. .1/.-. Iimic.d Engineering
Mgr. Track, 4; M.^r. Cross Couiilrv, 4; R. I.
Club, 4; N. E. I. .-V A. Pres., 4; (lice Club, 1 ;
Phi Delt.i, 1, 2, 3, 4; R. O. T. C. CaJ'l. Majoi,
4; OBicers Club. 3. 4; Scibb.ird and Bkule, 3, 4;
DeMolav Club, 1 , 2.
Lionel Joseph Demers
"atf
West Wai-tcick, R. I. Chemical Engi,
Chem. Societv.
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Vito DePalma
Providence, R. I. Chemical Engineering
Chem. Societv.
Arthur K. Deming
"PB X
Farmington, Conn. Mechanical Engineering
M. E. Society, 3, 4; B.iseball, I, 2, 3, 4; Inlcr
fraternity Ba.ikelball, 2, 3, 4.
Gommaire Louis John Domaige
Providence, R. I. Mechanical Engineering
M. E. Societv, 4; Stud. Branch, A. S. M. E., 4;
Orchestra, 2,' 3; Officers Club, 3, 4; Cad'l. Lieu
tenant, 4.
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Newft
Beacor
ball, I
Nai'alie Elaine Dunn
Z K, Ul K *
/, R. I. llome I
Board, 1, 2, 3, 4; Asst,
2, 3, 4; Y. W. C. a.
Com.; Women's Stud.
Sect.-Trcas., 2 ; \. Pres.
ill, I.
Kditor, 4; B.iske
1, 2; Panhellen
It Council, 1 , :
3 ; Hockey, 1 , 2
Albert D'Orsi
<I> K <1>
vidence, R. J. Civil Engii
Honors, I, 2, 3; Glee Club, I, 2, 3, 4; C. E.
Society-, 2, 3, 4; Ilalian Club Pres., 3, 4; R. O.
T. C. Cid'L C-iptain, 4; Officers' Club, 3, 4;
Scabbard and Blade, 3, 4; Military BaU Com., 4;
R. I. S. C. Pkiyers, 2, 3, 4.
Arthur William Edmond
P I K. d' K <]'
U'esterly, R. I. Cir-ii Engineering
Football, 1; Honors, 2; lunior Prom, Com., 3;
C. E. Societv, 2, 3, 4; Senior Cbss Pres.; Slud.
Activities Com. Inaugural; Student Council, 3, 4;
V. Pres., 4; Polvgon, 3, 4; R. O. T. C. Cad't.
Lieut. Colonel, 4; .Scbbard and Blade, 3, 4; R. O.
|'. C. and College Rilie Team, 4; Capl., 4; Offi
cers' Club, 3, 4; Ch. .Military Ball, 4; Debaling
Society, 4; Treas., 4.
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h'l.oRA 1'.. B. Follett
Pit'.clncka, R. I. Home Ec
Basketball, 1,2; May Day, 1,2; Rifle Tcim, 4;
lr. Prom. Com.; Ch. Jr.-Fresh. Picnic.
Francis Xavier Fay
PIK
East Providence, R. I. Business Administration
Football, I, 2, 3; BaskelbaU, I; Baseball, I, 2, 3.
Winnifred Newall Francis
Xfi
Westerly, R. I. Home Economics
R. I. S. C. Players, 1, 2, 3; Hockey, 2, 3, 4;
Rifle Assoc, 3; Glee Club, 3 ; Y. W. C. A., 1, 2;
Debating, 4; [unior Prom. Com., 3; May D.iy,
1, 2; Basketball, 1 ; Home F.con. Club, 3, 4.
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ViNCENr Gallagher
'll K il>
Providence, k. I. Ceneral Science
Biology Club, 4.
Peter Marinus Galanti
Lodi, N. J. Business Administr,
Bcicon, 1, 2; Track, I, 2.
Harrie C. Gill
AXA, <1> A
Central Falls, R. I. Civil Engineering
B.isketball, 1; Football, I, 2, 3, 4; Capt., 4; R. I.
Club, 2, 3, 4; Sect.-Tre.is., 2; Vice Pres., 3;
Pres., 4; Student Council, 4; Pres., 4; Phi Dell.i,
2, 3, 4; Interfraternity B.isketball, 2, 3, 4; C. K.
Societj', 2, 3, 4.
y^jr^
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Kenneth Bradford Gokf
il>BX
Camflidio, Mass. Geneial Science
FootbaU, I, 2, 3, 4; Capt., 4; Basketball, I, 2, 3;
Baseball, !, 2, 3, 4; Track, 2, 3, 4; Cbss Pres., 3;
Biological Society, Vice Pres. 4; Oflieers' Club,
3, 4; Scabbard & Blade, 3, 4; R. 1. Club, 2, 3, 4;
R. O. T. C. Cd'L Captain, 4; Militarv B.dl Com-
Thomas James Gi.e,\son
B *
Newfot-I, R. I. Agt-icllltnrc
FootbaU, 1,2; Tr.ick, 1,2; B.isketball, 1,2; .Agri
culture Club, 1, 2, 3, 4; Tre.isurer, 4; Wrestling,
3, 4; Agr. B.iU Com . 2, 4; Intercollegiate Stock
Judging Team, 4.
Ernest Bartlett C^oodwin
AAW
Rnmjord, R. I. Cis-il Engineeting
Track, 1, 2, 4; Cross Countrv, 2. 3, 4; Fr.iternity
Basketball, I, 2. 3, 4; R. 1. Club, 3, 4; C. E.
Sociciv, 2, 3, 4; Track, 2.
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Helen Groul
Z K, * A
Providence, R. I. Home Economii
Prom. Com., 3; Phi Delta, 3, 4; R. I. Branch of
N. R. A., 3, 4; V. Pres., 4; Basketball, I, 2;
Home Ec. Club, 3, 4; Pres., 3; May Day, 2;
House Pres., 3; Y. W. C. A., 3.
John Gregory
SM A
Arlington, R. I. General Science
Basketball, I ; Baseball, 1 ; Interfraternity Basket
ball, 2, 3, 4.
George Harris Haines, Jr.
AXA
Edge-wood, R. J. General Science
Scabbard and Blade; Officers' Club, 3, 4; R. O.
T. C. Cd't. Lieutenant, 4; Military BaU Com
mittee, 3, 4.
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Charles Gearon Hammann
A A W
Woonsockel, R. I. Civil Engineering
Fraternity Basketball, 3, 4; Junior I'rom. Com
mittee, 3'; C. E. Society, 2, 3, 4.
Charles Hall
AXA
Pt-rjvidence, R. I. Business Administration
Glee Club, 1, 2, 3,4.
Doris Tierny Hayes
ad, R. I. Home Ed
Soph. Hop Com.; [r. Prom. Com.; R. I. S. C.
Players, 4; Home Econ. Club, 3, 4; House Treas.,
"4 Sl >
Samuel Hochman
A V. n
Providence, R. I . General Science
Biological Sociely, 4; Chemical Society, 2.
Oscar Herzic Helen Marie Holmes
AAW X Q, * A
Bristol, R. 1. Mechanical Engineering Neicfort, R. I. General Scie
Baseball, 1, 2; DeMoby Club, 1, 2, 3; Officers' Phi Delta, 1, 2, 3, 4; Women's Debating, 4
Club, 3, 4; Scibbard & Blade, 3, 4; Sec'y, 4; \. Pres., Debating Assoc, 4; Orchestra, 2, 3
Cd't. Lieutenant, 4; Military BaU Com., 4; Soph. Cheer Leader, 3; V. Pres., Women's A. A., 3
Beacon, 2; M. E. Society,'3, 4; Interfraternity Women's A. A., Pres., 4; Freshm.in Bible Staff 4
BaskelbaU, 2, 3, 4. Cbss BaskelbaU, 1, 3, 4; Hockey, 1, 2, 3,
Beacon Staff, 1, 2, 3 ; V. Pres., V. W. C. A.
House Pres., 4; Marqua Conference Delegate
4
3
2
W-
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Kathleen Ince
I K, D A, * K O
Kingston, R. I. Science
Bcicon, 1, 2; Phi Delta, I, 2, 3, 4; R. 1. S. C.
Pbyers, I ; Honors, I, 2, 3 ; Biology Club, 4.
Raymond Imperatore Thomas Joseph Irza
L A v. A T r
Providence, R. I. Civil Engineering Woonsockel, R. I. Mechanicd Engineering
Football, 1 ; Tr.ick, 1, 2; C. E. Society, I, 2, 3, 4. Football, I ; Track, I, 2; A. S. M. E., 3, 4.
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Myrtle Valborg Johnson
Providence, R. I.
Class Basketball, 1, 3, 4; Horn
House Pres., 4; Rifle Club, 3.
: F.con. Club, 3, 4;
Daniel C. A. Johnson
<I> M A, <S K 'I>
Providence, R. I. General Science
BasebaU, 1, 3, 4; Polygon, 3, 4; Chem. Society.
Jean S. Keenan
Z K
Kewtort, R. 1. Home Economics
Freshman Banquet Com., 1 ; Sludenl Council,
2, 3, 4; Pres. of Vigilance Com., 3; Mav D.iy,
2, 3; House Pres., 3, 4; Home Econ. Club, 3, 4.
<*.i.
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RoHER-r Wilbur KoRvriz
AEn
Providence, R. I. General Science
Fraternity Basketball, I, 2, 3; R. I. S. C. Players,
2, 3,4; Biological Society, 4.
Louis Irving Kramer
O K <I>
Providence, R. I. General Science
BasebaU, 1, 3; Interfraternity Basketball, 2, 3, 4;
Honors, I, 2, 3; Debalingi 1; Band, I, 2, 3;
DeMolay, 1, 2, 3, 4; Pres. Chem. Society, 4.
Kenneth G. Laidlaw
AXA
Providence, R. I. Business Administration
Bcicon, 1, 2, 3, 4; Circubtion Manager, 3; Gen
eral Manager, 4; General Mgr., Grisi, 4; Track,
2, 3, 4; R. I. Club, 3, 4; Polygon, 3, 4; Soph.
Hop. Com., 2.
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George H. M. L.uvrence
B 111, * K *
East Creemvich, R. I. Agriculture
Agriculture Club, I, 2, 3, 4; Bcicon, 1, 2, 3, 4;
Editor, 4; Glee Club, 1,2; Editor of Grisi, 4;
Inlercollegiate Stock Judging, 2, 3.
Isadore b' ranges Lanoford
A /.
Providence, R. I. Home Economics
Class Hockey, 1, 2, 3, 4; Bonorarv \'arsily Hock
ey, 3; Cbss B.iskelball. 3; House Pres., 4; Home
F.con. Club, 3, 4; V. W. C. A., 1,2; Panhellenic
Dance Com., 3.
Harry Reynolds Lewis, Jr.
B '\i, <\t K 'Il
iviilcR.I. Agricnltnre
:u\xai-c Chil., 1, 2, 3, 4; Football, I, 2, 3, 4;
ers' Club, 3, 4; Srahhard & Bbdc, 3, 4; Ckiss
s., 1; Class Pres.. 2; R. I. Club, 2, 3, 4;
len.ml R. O. T. C, 4.
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Philip Ames Lyon
O B X, * A
Nczcfort, R. I . General Science
Phi Delta, 2, 3, 4; Stage Manager, 3, 4; Glee
Club, 1, 2, 3, 4; DeMolay Club, 1, 2, 3, 4; Vice
Pres., 3; Beacon, 1,2; Freshman Bible, 4; Poly
gon, 3, 4; Treas., 4.
Ralph Blxsio Lombardo
, B *
George Frank McCahey, Je
Providence, R. I. General ScienceProvidence, R. I. Mechanical Enginee,
Orchestra, I, 2, 3; Junior I'rom. Com., 3; Fool- Beacon, 1,2; Rifle Association, 3, 4; R. I. S. C.
ball, I ; Tr.ick, 2; M. E. -Society, 3, 4; R. I. S. C. Pbyers, 4; Biological Society, 4.
Plavers 4.
-4 6,, !!=
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Ki.siE McManus
Z K
Worcester, Mass. Home E,
Sludenl Council, 1 ; .Mav Day, 3 ; Home It
Club, 3, 4.
Arthur Edward McGuinness Helen Jane McNamee
AAW X n, * A
Shawomet Beach, R.l. Mechanical Engineering Providence, R. I. Horne Ei
Fraternity Basketball, 3, 4; M. E. Sociely, 2, 3, 4; Class V. Pres., 4; Debating, I ; Phi Delta, 1, 2, 3,
FoolKilI Manager,4; B.iseball, 2, 3; R. I. Club, 4. 4; Glee Club, 2, 3; Beacon Board, 2, 3, 4; Junior
Prom. Com.; Rifle Team, 3; R. I. S. C. Pbyers,
2, 3, 4; M.iv Dav, 1, 2. 3, 4; Home F.con. Club,
3, 4.
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Alice Gertrude Mariin
A 7.
Providence, R. I. Home E.
Glee Club, I ; Y. W. C. A., 1,2; Ckss Basketkill,
2; Class Sec'y., 3; Home Economics Club, 3, 4.
Mary Matthew M.'VcDonald
A ;;
Providence, R. I . Home Economics
Y. W. C. A., 1,2; Sec'y., 2; Glee Club, I, 2;
Debating, 4; Student Council, 3, 4; Pres. Stud.
Gov't, 4; Home Economics, Club, 3, 4.
Jajnesto'a
Barbara Masterson
X n
, R, I. Business .Administration
Class Basketball, 1,2; Class Hockey, 1 ; May D.iy,
1; Student Council, 2; Beacon, 1, 2, 3; Class
Beacon, I, 2, 3; Vigilance Committee, 4; House
Pres., 4; Debating, I, 4.
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Nicholas G. Migliaccio
Edge-.t'ood, R. I. Science
Football, 1 1 Glee Club, 2, 3 ; Interfralernil)^ Bas
kelball, 4; Biological Society, 3, 4; Italian Club,
3, 4; Treas., 3,4.
Fr-ances E. Mellone
Pros'idence, R. I.
Biological .Society, 4.
Herman Miner
* Z
Westerly, R. I. Civil Engineering
Track, I, 2, 3, 4; Capt., 4; Cross Country, 1, 2,
3, 4; Capt., 3, 4; R. 1. Club, 2, 3, 4; C. E. So
ciety, 3, 4; Polygon, 3, 4; Grist Board, 4.
cejr
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Clarke F. Murdough
A X A, * A, * K <I>
Sft-ingpid, Ma,.. Bu.iness Adntinislt-alion
Basketball, I ; Track, I, 2, 3, 4; Fraternilv Baskel
ball, 2, 3, 4; G. C. Orchestra, I, 2, 3; Econ. Club,
1,2; Phi Delta, 3,4; Debating, 4.
Walter Gordon Mor,\n Charles Hemming Newman
ATE B <I)
Oakdale, Conn. Chemical Engineering Bristol, R. I. Business Administralion
Tr.ick, I, 2; R. O. T. C, 3, 4; Cd't. Lieutenant, Glee Club, I, 2, 3, 4; Mgr., 4; Ch. Co
4; Officers' Club, 3, 4; Rifle .-^ssoc, 3, 4. ment Ball, 3.
467>
Florence L. O'Connor
Prtsvidcnce, R. I. Home Econojnics
Hockev, I, 2; Home Ec. Cluh, 3, 4; Glee Club,
1, 2; R. I.S. C. Pbyers, 1,2.
William O'Brien
ATE
Brockton, Mass. Scie,
James Alton Parker
L A E, * K *
Providence, R. I.
Basketball, I, 2, 3, 4; BasebaU, 1; Football, 2; .^.^ ^_,|_ |. Deb.iting 4
R I Club, 4; Editor Frosh Beacon; Biological
.
Socieiy, 4; Pres., 4; Managing Editor Grist, 4;
Class Treasurer, 4; Student Council, 4.
Business Administralion
I'f- .f-*='* ^
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Edna Louise Peckham
'^fort, R. I. Hotne Economics
House Pres., 3; Home Econ. Club, 3, 4; R. I.
S. C. Players, 2, 3, 4; Hockey, 2, 3; Honorary
\'arsity, 3; BaskelbaU, I, 3; Mav Dav, 1, 2.
Edgar Thomas Patterson
$BX
Saylesville, R. I. Agriculture
Track, 1; Interfraternity B.isketball, 1, 2, 3, 4;
R. O. T. C. Cdt. Lieutenant, 4; Officers' Club,
3, 4; Scabbard and Blade, 3, 4; .Agricultural Club,
I, 2, 3, 4; Sec, 4; "Aggie" BaU Com., 3, 4;
Judging Team, 4; DeMol.iy Club, I, 2, 3; Com
mencement Ball Com., 3; [unior Prom. Com.
Dorothy Pike
ZK
Providence, R. I. Hone
Cbss Basketball, I, 2, 3, 4; \-arsltv, 3, 4; Cbss
Hockey, I, 2, 3, 4; May Day, 2; Glee Club, 3;
Home' Econ. Club, 3, 4.
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Cd't. Lieut.
Byron Arthur Porier
Pawlncket, R. I. Electrical Engine,
Track, 1; V.. E. Societv, 3, 4; Scholastic Ho
2; Student Council, 3.'
Kenneth Bowen Potter
0 X
Cranston, R. I. Chemical Engineering
B.iseball, 1, 2, 3, 4; Footb.lll, 1. 2. 3, 4; Capl,, 4;
Fratcrnily Bastetball, I, 2, 3, 4; Military BaU
Commillee, 4; Sludcnt Council. 4; Officers' Club,
3, 4; Vice Presidenl, 3; President, 4; DeMolay
Club, I ; R. I. Club, 3, 4; I'olvgon, 4; R. O. T. C.
Harry J. Prebluda
AE n, 4>K4>
Fall River, Mass. Science
Orchestra, 1, 2, 3, 4; Mgr. and Conductor, 3, 4;
Glee Club, I, 2, 3; Polvgon, 3, 4; \". Pres., 4;
Beacon, I, 2, 3, 4; Mgr. Editor, 4; Grist, 4;
DeMolay Club, 3, 4; Chem. Sociely, 4; Honors,
1,2, 3; Debating, 1,4; Interfraternitv Basketball,
I, 2.
r.>-*
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John L. Putnam
I AE
Kezvfort, R. I. Business Administration
Football, 2, 3, 4; Track, 1, 2; Baseball, 3; R. I.
S. C. Pbyers, I, 2; Trcis., 2.
George 1'',. Prime Herman Milton Read
Z A 1-. $ M A, * A
West Kingston, R.I. Science Anthony, R.I.
Business Adminislratio
Tr.ick, l,2,3,4;Ofliceis'Club, 3,4;M. I.L. BaU Glee Club, 1,2,4; Phi Delta, 1,2, 3, 4 ; Tre.is
Com., 4; Cd't. Lieut., 4; Chem. Society, 4. i; Pres., 4.
i^;.SHii-
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John L. Rego
* V
trislol, R. I. Agricullui:
FootbaU, 1, 2; Baseball, I, 2; Wrestling, 3, 4;
Aggie Club, 1, 2, 3, 4; Aggie Bawl Ch., 4; Aggie
B.iwl Com., 2, 3, 4; Studenl Council, 4; Inter
collegiate Judging Team, 2, 3.
Catherine Ellen Regan
A Z, * K *
Pawtucket, R. I. Home E
Class BaskelbaU, 1,2; Cbss Hockey, 2; Sec. Vigi-
biice Com., 2; Junior Prom. Com., 3; V. Pres.
Class, 3; Honorary Co-Ed Major, 3; Honors, 2,
3; Home Econ. Club, 3, 4; Panhellenic, 3, 4;
Ch. Panhellenic Dance, 4; Women's Debating, 4;
House Pres., 3.
Horatio Whaley Rose
ragansell Pier, R. I. General
jm. Society.
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John J. Schuor
Clifton, N. ./. Chemical Engineeiing
Chemical Society, 2, 3, 4; American Chemical
Society, 4; Fraternity Basketball, 4.
John Frederick Schmidt, Jr. Kena E. Si.vionini
Z A It, il) K <Ii A -A
Roselle Park, N. J. Electrical Engineering S/iawo-met, R. I. I loin,- Kronnmics
Honors, 1, 2; R. O. T. C, 3, 4; Officers' Club, Hockey, I, 2, 3, 4; Honoijrv \ iisiu ll,kc^, 3;
3, 4; Scabbard & Bkide, 3, 4; Treas., 4; E. E. V.irsitv Hockev, 4; Cbss Basketball, \, 2, 3; Base-
Society, 2, 3, 4; Football, I, 3; Interfraternitv ball, 1, 2, 3; Honorary Co-Ed Major, 2; Home
BaskelbaU, 1 , 2, 3, 4; Polvgon, 3, 4; Pres., 4. F.con. Club, 3, 4; House Pres., 3.
4*1?^
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Leland H. Smith
AAW
Tlioniaslon, Conn. Business Administration
B.iseball. I, 2, 3, 4; Track, 3, 4; Cipt., 4; B.is
ketball, I, 2; Relay Team, 3, 4; R. 1. Club, 3, 4;
Fraternitv BaskelbaU, 3, 4.
John Blackhai.i. Smith
.A X A
ass. Business Admini
Basketball, 1; Studenl Council, 2; Soph. Beacoi
Track, 1, 2, 3, 4; Fralernity Basketball, 3, 4.
Leonard ]'"-. Sm rrn
ex
Auburn, R. I. Chemical Engineering
DeMolav Club, I .
[74II--
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Harold M. Tabor
(I> M A
Natick, R. I. Business .Administration
Assistant Track jMgr., 1,2; Glee Club, 4; R. O.
p. C. Cd't. Lieutenant, 4; Officers' Club, 3, 4;
Chairman Officers' Club Dance, 4.
John Joseph Swiallowski
Three Rivets, Mass.
C. E. Society.
Warren M. Tallman
tt iM A
Civil Engineering Greenwood, R. I. Chemical Engineering
'I'raek, I, 2, 3, 4.
<ii>
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George Alfred Thompson, Jr.
ATE
Providence, R. I. General Science
DeMolay Club, I, 2, 3, 4; Biological Sociely, 4;
Tr.ick, 2, 4.
Frederick A. Thompson
ZAE
Edgeinood, R. I. Electrical Engineering
Beacon, 1,2,3; Alumni Ed., 3 ; E. E. Society, 3 ;
DeMolay Club, 1, 2, 3, 4; Treas., 3; Sec't., 4;
Rifle Assoc, 3.
Erland Alfred Tillman
B <1>, <I> K <I>
Newport, R. I. Civil Engineering
Scabbard and Blade, 3, 4; Officers' Club, 3, 4;
Secretary, 4; C. E. Socielv, 3, 4; Student Council,
4; Honor Roll, I, 2, 3;'r. O. T. C. Cd't. Cap
tain, 4.
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Gladys Novella Whipple
X li
Woonsocket, R. I. Home Economics
Basketball, 1, 2; Glee Club, 2, 3, 4; Pres., 2, 3;
Junior Prom. Com., 3; Home Econ. Club, 3, 4;
Y. W. C. a., 1 1 Mav Day, 2.
John Tyler
ex
James Atwood Whitman
B<I>
Kingston, R. I. Civil Engineering Riverside, R. I.
BaskelbaU, 1, 2, 3, 4; Capt., 3, 4; FootbaU, 3; Agriculture Club, 1, 2, 3, 4; Pres., 4; Football, I ;
BasebaU, 2; Track, 1, 2, 3; R. I. Club, 2, 3, 4; Inlercollegiate Judging Contest, 2, 4.
Officers' Club, 3, 4; Cd't. Ciplain, R. O. T. C,
4; C. E. Society, 4.
i^lT'"
George Sheldon Williams
ex
Edgezcood, R. I. F.lectrical Engineering
Beacon Board, 1,2; Soph. Hop Committee, 2;
Mgr., Frosh Baseball, 3; E. E. Society, 3; De-
Moby Club, 1.
Louise A. ZambranoSinclair Francis Wilbur
ex
Providence, R. I. Mechanical Engineering Pj-ovidence, R. I.
M. E. Society, 4; Stud. Branch A. S. M. E., 4. Glee Club, 1,2; Basketball, 2; Home Ec Club,
3, 4; Women's Rille Team, 4; Vig. Com., 4;
House Pres., 4.
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Men and women ahout to he graduated should he
ahle to profit nohly from the four years of experience
and knowledge derived from the pursuance of work
here at Rhotly. Every year we have them Seniois
They come, they stay and they go so do they progress
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Class of 1933
Curtis Collison . . Presitlent
Marjorie Aspinwall, Vice President
.Marion \'aughn . . Secretary
Kenneth Krausche . Treasurer
Early in September, 1929, the Class of 19.33 began its career at Rhode
Island State College. Three years have passed, but as we look back we find
a great many of our attempts to do and achieve have been successful.
Our first attainment was a victory in the annual Freshman vs. Sophomore
football game. This was followed by a further display of athletic prowess
when our h'rosh basketball team played off a long schedule without a single
defeat. In March, our Frosh Beacon was successfully published. We con
tinued on enthusiastically, but in April came the death of Dr. Edwards and
with it a feeling of the loss which both we and the college had suffered.
However, we entered upon our Sophomore year jubilantly, and as the
months passed we saw many of our fellow classmates carry on the good name
of the class in varsity athletics, in scholarships, and in every other line of
activity. Socially, too, we made our contribution and our Soph Hop was a
decided success.
As Juniors, we have continued on our way without important incident or
mishap. With the publication of this issue of the Grist comes our Junior
Promenade, examinations, and the turning point where we shall begin to
assume a more important role. As Seniors, we hope earnestly that we shall
be able to help carry on the traditions and standards founded by classes who
have gone on before.
^Smmmsy^
M. ASIMMVAI.I.
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Name
Adimari, Frank Joseph
Andrews, George, jr.
Arnold, Arthur Perry
..\spiiiwall, Marjorie Mildred
Baile) , Sue Thursion
Bampton, Norman
Barber, Anna Eli'/abeth
Bardslev, Lvman Russell
Barrow's, Ruth Louise
Beard, \'irginia Burns
Beaudoin, Bernard Laurice
Beaumont, George William, J
Belkvia, Louis Jack
Bcsse, Mary Elizabeth
Boyden, Helen
Bradshaw, |ohn Arthur
Briggs, Nathalie Elaine
Brosofsky, Aaron
Brown, Frank Amos
Burns, Eloise Anne
Camardo, Anthony
Capalbo, Nattie
Capuano, Edward
CaplveU, Russell Irving
Cistellucci, Joseph
Christensen, John Robert
Clancy, Mary Ellen
Coggeshall, Marion Franklin
Cokin, f.icob Israel
Collison, Curtis Lee
Connery, Avis F'.llen
Costanza, Joseph Peter
Cotter, William Henry, Jr.
Cox, Edward Joseph
mors
Course Home
Gen. Science Westerly
Cen. Science Central Falls
Mech. Eng. West Kingslon
General Science Providence
A griculture Hope Valley
Civil Eng. Providence
Home Economics Kingston
Elec. Eng. Providence
Hotne Economics Providence
Hoiyie Economics Barrington
Gen. Science Chicopee FaUs, M
Mech. Eng. Providence
Civil Eng. Garwood, N. J.
Gen. Science Providence
Home Economics Providence
Mech. Eng. Providence
Gen. Science Woonsocket
Gen. Science Providence
Mech, Eng, Eden Park
Gen. Science East Greenwich
Mech. Eng. Providence
Civil Eng. Bradford
Civil Eng. Providence
Elec. Eng. .Anthony
Civil Eng. Providence
Mech. Eng. Providence
Home Economics Warren
Home Economics Saylesville
Cen. Science Pawtucket
Bus. Ad-m. Cranston
Home Economics Pawtuckel
Elec. Eng. Peace Dale
Gen. Science Wakefield
Bit'. .Admin. Newporl
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Name Course Home
CrandaU, Lloyd Evan Mech. Eng. Kingston
Crouch, Howard Ellsworth Bus. Admin. Westerly
Cumming, Doris Home Economics Central Falls
Cumming, WiUiam Francis Mech. Eng. Lakewood
Curran, Cornelius Patrick Bus. Admin. Newport
Cushman, Willi.im Allerton Mech. Eng. Providence
Daly, William |ames Elee. Eng. Wood River |unctio
DeConti, \'incenl Chem. Eng. Providence
Dekker, Ruth Home Econ. East Providence
DePalma, Vito Chem. Eng. Providence
DeRita, Joseph Elec. Eng. Providence
Desczyk, Edward John Chem. Eng. Pawtucket
Dickson, Dorothy Louise Home Economics Childs, Pcnnsylvanii
DiFusco, Manrico Peter Civil Eng. Providence
Dimock, Richard Sylvia Mech. Eng. Stonington, Conn.
Dobosvnski, Joseph Edward Mech. Eng. Providence
Dolan', Mary Rita Home Economics Westerh-
Donovan, Jack Theodore Mech. Eng. Newpon
Downes, William Arthur Elec. Eng. Providence
Drury, Mary .Aniceta Home Econ. Jamestown
Easdon, Robert Donald Gen. Science 'West Warwick
Emery, Mildred Amelia Home. Ec. Patvtucket
Ericson, Gustav Alexander Mech. Eng. New-port
Farrington, Norman Chem. Eng. Pawtucket
FiglioUni, Anthony Civil Eng. Providence
Flvnn, Harold William Civil Eng. Providence
Fisk, Stanley Franklin Mech. Eng. Providence
Follett, Leon Henrv, Jr. Gen. Science Providence
Fry, Marion Louise Home Ec. Iiast Greeinvi.ll
Fu'yal, John Edward Gen. Science Providence
Gardner, Philip Slurtevant Chem. Eng. Haverhill, Mass.
Gat-/.ennieier, Margarei Marv Home Ec. Newport
Gelardi, Anthonv Civil Eng. Providence
Goldman, Jack Mech. Eng. Providence
Gordon, Sydney Raphael Gen. Science Westerlv
Harris, Leota Mary Home. Ec. Pl-ovidence
Hayes, Doris Tierney Home. Ec. Edgewood
Hodgson, James Alfred Civil Eng. Woonsocket
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Name Course Home
Holden, Marjorie Esiher Home Economics Providence
Horseman, Reginald James Mech. Eng. Newport
Housen, Joseph Patrick Civil Eng. East Providence
Katz, Jacob Chem. Eng. Providence
Kilroy, Arlhur Lawrence, Jr. Civil Eng. Providence
Kimball, Bertrand Francis Chem. Eng. Cumberland Hill
Knight, Wesley Irving Civil Eng. Edgewood
Koppe, Jesse Melvin Bus. Ad. Providence
Krausche, Kenneth Karl Gen. Science Roselle Park, N. J.
Lamb, Reginald Thompson Mech. Eng. Misi^uamicut
Lang, Lester Mar.x Elec. Eng. Providence
Lew, Morris Chem. Eng. Bristol
Litmn, Matilda Rosalind Gen. Science Providence
Lofgren, Clarence Robert Mech. Eng. Warren
Logler, F'rank Joseph Gen. Science Newporl
Luther, George Allen, |r. Mech. Eng. Providence
Luther, Lloyd Slade Bus. Ad. East Providence
McAuslan, Frederick Troup, |r. Bns. Ad. Auburn
McCarville, Anna Elizabeth Home Ec. Providence
Mackal, Henrv Hubert Mch. Eng. ILiwthorne, N. ].
Madison, Stanley \aughn Agriculluic D.ivisville
Maggio, Louis Gcn. Scicni-e Weslerlv
Malone, Thom.is Silrevius Gen. Science Pascoag
Markoff, Henrv Walter Civil Eng. Providence
Marlin, Glenn Weaver Gen. Science Pawtucket
Martynik, Michael John Cen. Science Woonsockel
Mason, Henrv Stevens Mech. Eng. Bristol
Masterson, Barbara Madeline Bus. Ad. Jamestown
Miller, Frederick Edward Gen. Science Newport
Millman, .Matthew Gen. Science Providence
Modliszewski, Charles Clement Civil Eng. Central Ealls
Mulvev, Alice Regina Home Ec. Wesl Warwick
Narcessian, Hurach Gen. Science Woonsockel
Nardelli, Dante Cis'il En,:. Prm-idcnce
Nelen, Rulh Helena Get. Science l-i.ist Proi idence
Northup, William Curtis Mech. Eng. Greenwood
Nyblom, Armas Ferdinand Bus. Ad. Slocum
O'penshaw, Margaret Marv ElizabethI Bus. Ad. Newport
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1Name Course Home
Owers, Adelaide Shaw Home Ec. Manchester, Con
Page, Sybil Batchelder Home Ec. Providence
Patterson, |ames Paul Gen. Science Newport
Pauls, Ernest JuUus Civil Eng. Roselle Park, N.
Payne, Harriet |osephine Home Ec. Block Island
Pickersgill, Florence Elizabeth Home Ec. East Providence
Pollack, Abraham Agriculture Providence
Potter, Kenneth Bowen Chem. Eng. Meshanticut Pari
Pratt, Harrv Woolley Bns. Ad. Providence
Ricci, Dante John Gen. Science Providence
Rodger, Elizabeth Forbes Bus. Ad. Pawtucket
Rogers, John Edward Civil Eng. Providence
Ross, Halkey Keilh Chem. Eng. Shanghai, China
Roy, Gordon .Andrew Civil Eng. Pawtucket
Russo, Gabriel Daniel Bus. Ad. Newport
Ryan, Eleanor Marie Home Ec. Providence
SanneUa, Francis Mize Gen. Science Providence
Savran, Jacob Gen. Science Providence
Smilh, Leonard Earle Chem. Eng. Auburn
Soule, Helen Anthony Gen. Science Providence
Spaulding, Barbara Southwick Bus. Ad. Saylesville
Stein, Samuel Harry Gen. Science Woonsocket
Sullivan, John loseph Mech. Eng. I'rovidence
TaUman, W.irrcn Marcus Client. Eng. Apponaug
Testa, John Fl;cdia Mech. Eng. Providence
Timpcrley, Raymond Philip Chem. Eng. Paw-tucket
Thompson, Frederick Alexander Elec. Eng. Edgewood
Toole, Thomas Edward Bus. Ad. Paivtuckcl
Towle, Edward Francis Chem. Eng. .Attleboro, Mass.
Vaughn, Marion Greene Home. Ec. East Greenwich
Vickere, Doris May Home. Ec. East Providence
Wales, Linwood Ordwav Mech. Eng. Kingston
Ward, Howard Mech. Eng. Groton, Conn.
Ware, Frances Yorke Home Ec. Providence
Waterman, Raymond Reed Chem. Eng. .Attleboro, Mass.
Westervelt, William DeRyee Bus. .id. Springfield, Mas;
WiUiams, Donald Allen Civil Eng. Edgewood
Wood, Richard Cameron Chem. Eng. Providence
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Class of 1934
George E. Brayman . President
Ruth M. Stene . Vice President
Charlotte S. Waters . Secretary
.\rthur C. Churchill . Treasurer
Ruth Stene, G. Brayman, A. Churchill,
C. Waiers
Sophomores are we. Since that memorable day in September, 1 930, when
we first passed through Rhode Island's gateway, we have experienced almost
half of our college days. But pleasant days, fer the most part, they have
been and, days of achievement. We are now at that pleasant stage where
we may look to the past or to the future with equal satisfaction.
Although in attaining our present station many tif our ranks have dis
appeared, we have seen many others rise to leadership and position.
In reviewing the past few months, we find that Sophomores have figured
prominently in every sport. Only our prowess against the Freshmen remains
untried, for Soph-Frosh clashes ha\-e unfortunately heen abolished. A very
successful Soph Hop has gone down in history. To herald it, the annual
Sophomore Beacon was published. A vigilance committee of Sophomores has
"aided" the Student Council in enforcing the punishment meted out to
Freshmen. We have produced our scholars and our dramatists, our co-edders
and our ladies of charm who can make them fall. But more important, we
are, as a whole, Rhody-minded.
Just what the future holds in store for the Class of 1 934 we know not.
But whatever it be, we are ready to carry on.
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Sophomores
Name
Ahnberg, Ernest Adelbert
Albamonti, Mario John
Andrews, Grace Louise
Annucci, John
Barker, George Lloyd
Bas.sing, Milton Leonard
Bastolla, Edward Joseph
Bates, George Albert
Berwick, Earl Linwood
Betterley. Edward
isliop, Ma
Bio. Abraha
idy, John Francis. Jr.
Brayman, George Edward
Broderick, George Howard
Broderick, Waller Martin
Burns, Claire KathrvTi
Butterfield, Alvin William
Campanella, Paul Joseith
Capalbo, Sylvester Alfred
Cardoza, John Vierra
Carlson, liigeborp Caroline
Carmody, Stephen John
Cashing, Chester Chapin
Chase, Ruth Simmons
Churchill, Arthur Chester
Clapham. Harry l-"oster
Clarke, Bertha Lillian
Coblcntz, Jacob Miciiael
Coggeshall, Pauline Slierman
ColagiovaiHii, Fred
Collins, Charles Everett. Jr.
Commons, William Charles, Jr,
Connors, I'Vancis Danici
Conklin, Henry Edward
Cooper, Virginia Stewart
Costc, Edward (iarcia
Couture, (ierard Edward
Cripps, Ruth Alice
Davis, John Herbert, Jr.
Delaney, Frederick Edward
Diachun, Stephen
W'csterly
Providence
Elizabeth. X. J.
Providence
Bristol
Webster. Mass.
East Providence
Rumford
Springfield. Mass.
Auhurn
Providence
Providence
ickct
.l/cr/i. lill,,. Central Falls
Ci-ii. .^'cii-iicc Bristol
iicii 'science Bradford
l-.lcc. En.,. Oak Lawn
Hotttc lie. Providence
Get,. Science Wr.rcestcr. Mass.
Eke. Etttj. (^hic"lJec l-'alls, .\l
plotiteEc. N\-w|..irl
Bits. Ad. Kiiie^loii
Mccli. Hill). Weslcrlv
Ceil, .science Hmvard
Ceu. Scieitce Chic, .pee Falls. .VI
Hume lie. Newport
lilts. Ad. Providence
Bits. .id. Pawtucket
CivU Enn. Woonsocket
Cltctti. F.tin. Pawlucket
Ciril Eitif. Warwick
Haitm He. Poinl Judith
Cltctti. Eiti/. New Bedford, Ml
Client. Etui. -\ew Bedford, Mi
Hotne lie. Providence
Civd Eiui. .Attleboro, Mass.
Gen. Science Providence
Cen. Scieitce West Warwick
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Dimock, Ralph Paul Elec. Eng. Stonington, Conn.
Dobrowolski, Stanley Walter Gen. Science Woonsocket
Draper, Marion Victoria Home Ec. Providence
Dreyer, Henry Francis Mech. Eng. Providence
Drumm, Gertrude Florence Home Ec. Providence
Duksta, John Elec. Eng. South Braintree, M;
Durfee, George Henry Eke. Eng. Providence
Ellis, William Samuel Mech. Eng. Edgewood
Enchelmeyer, Edward Ross Chem. Eng. Providence
Fahey, George Garlington Mech. Eng. Newport
Fillmore, Robert Henry Mech. Eng. Providence
Fine, Hyman Meyer Agriculhire Attleboro, Mass.
Finkle, Philip David Gen. Science Providence
Fortin, Thomas Lucien Bus. Ad. East Greenwich
Freeman, Anne Agatha Home. Ec. East Greenwich
French, Henry Crocker Mech. Eng. Providence
Friedman, Louis Gen. Science Newport
Gagnon, Henry Charles Bus. Ad. Warren
Gallant, John Joseph Civil Eng. Brockton, Mass.
Geremia, Edward Bus. Ad. Providence
Gilchrist, Margaret Jane Frances Gen. .Science Westerly
Glen, Helen Margaret HomeEc. North Providence
Goff, Adelbert Anthony Mech, Eng. East Providence
Golden, Harold Cen. Scieitce Woonsocket
Ciordon, Joseph Gcu. Science Westerly
Gordon,LMax Gen. Science Providence
(irande, Gus Guido Elec. Ei\ci. Providence
Greaves, Harry Bus. Admin. Providence
Grey. Franklin John Mcch.Euo. Providence
Haeseler, Richard Robertson nice. Una. Oaklawn
Hamm, Elmer Bu.-;. Admin. Pawtucket
Hebb, Ethel May Gen. Science Edgewood
Hersey. Alfred Ezra Agrlcultw-c North W^atcrford, f
Hill, Frank Allen, Jr. Bns. Admin. Rumford
Hinchliffe, Malcolm Cheney Gen. Science Carolina
Horvitz, Hyman Elec. Eng. Fall River, Mass.
Horvitz, Louis Gen. Scietu:e Fall River, Mass.
Huff, Thelma Eileen Home Economics Saylesville
Iacono, F'rank Luigi Mech. Eng. Providence
Infantino, Pascal Hayden Mech. Eng. Kenilworth, N. J.
Jensky, Bernard Gen. Science Providence
Johnson. Roland Folkc Elec. Eng. .\uburn
Kasparian, Armand Leon Elec. Eng. Providence
PCasper, Dorothy Budella Bus. Admin. Jamestown
Kenney, Sinclair Fuller Gen. Science Providence
Kenyon, Norman Belmont Bus. Admin. Usquepaugh
Kiselica, John Walter Gen. Science West Warwick
Koski, Toivo Robert Elec. Eng. Gardner, Mass.
Kriieevr. F.T,,,-,., .\i\ii\i Clieiii. Htm. Pawtuckel
I alii William Viclor llns. Admin. Newport
Lawsoil. William Whitelaw Civd Hn,,. Watch Hill
Leighton, Ruth
LeTourneau. Leander Prudent i"li,-m.'l-'n,i.'
Kingston
Providence
Lightfoot. Ralph Butterworth
Lind. Howard F.ric
Merit, l-.nit. Fall River, Mass,
Providence
l.lovd. Charles Fohii lilts. '. uiniit'i. Woonsocket
Lncku-oMd. .-Xiiiia Louise lliiiiic Heoni'inic,1 Edgewood
Mct~affre\'. Charles \'incent Providence
.MacDonald. Kiitli Katherine iinni'e'l-'eti'iwmic: Providence
.MacKenzie. Kellllelli D.aviil HIce. H,ui. Fn.vidence
MacKiiiiion. .Albert Denis. .11 Hus. Admin. Pawtucket
M,acoiiiher. laiict .-Miernclliv iicn. Seirnee Westerlv
Mamiiiee Fi.aence ll.iwc llome l-iccniimi,-, Providence
Mazmanian. Ilrair Martin lien. Seienec \\'..onsoekel
Messore .Salvatore lien Seienec Providence
Middlct.'.ii. Xorman (5wcn Uns. Admin. Wickford
Mikaelian. Vahan Akashay H.lee. /-:>..;. Providence
Miller. Morey lilts. .Idltlin. North .Attleboro, Maj
Moran, Joseph 1 ivil Hnit. I'r. .vidence
Morin, Paul Gerard Mceli. Hnii. ^'''";"''';'" , ,
Morris, Everett Gordon .Mech. Hmi. N..rth .Allleboro. Mas
Moulson, John Joseph
Munroe, Henrv Francis
Chem.Hiut.
Chem. Hitq.
Pawtuckel
Providence
Newman, Marsaret Jane lilts. Admin. Kingston
Xewmaii. Ruth Car.ilyn Bns. Admin. Kingston
Nichols, Edward Howard, Jr. Mech. linn. Slocum
Nigrelli, Edward Franco Has. . Idiiun. Piltston, Pa.
O'Neill, Cathryn Verna i,eil. Science New Haven, Conn.
Parker, David Edwin Weslerly
Parker, Elliott Jossilyn Meili. Hnq. Rehoboth, Mass.
Paul, G.irdon Leonard I i;.,7;-.ii,j. Edgewood
Pearson, John Raymond HJec. H.nn. Edgewood
Peckham, Elisha Orrin 1 ivil H.iiii. Westerly
Peirce, Paul .-Vugustus H.lee. H.iu,. East Greenwich
Perry, i-'rederick Walton H.lee. H.iiti. Cranston
Pelerson, Roy Eric HIce. Hiiij. F:dgewood
Pettis, Herbert Edmund Mech. Hita. Edgewood
Preslini, John Victor Mech. Htifi. Westerly
Preston, Marjorie Marrows Heine Heottnmics Edgewood
Prime Ellis Knv Ciril linn. Wesl Kingston
Quintin, Romeo Julian Hlee. H.nii. .Saybrook, Conn.
Racca, l-'rank .Andrea this. . Ulitmi. Providence
Ralph, l-'arle Kimball, Jr. Mech. En.,,. Etigewood
Reid, Wesley Irving Chem. ling. Springfield, Mass.
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Reitman, Charles Gen. Science Providence
Rivard, Ephraim Pandt Elec. Eng. Provincetown, M;
Roland, William Henry, Jr. Gen. Science Pawtucket
Rose, Eugene Leonard Ciril Eng.
^
Washington
Sanborn, Austin Wing Bus. Admin. Cranston
Sandager, William, Jr. Mech. Enq. Providence
Sanderson, Brooksby Aymor Gen. Science Providence
Sandford, William Avery Civil Eng. Providence
Saunders, Alden Clinton Gen. Science Providence
Securo, Michael Mccii. Eng. Bristol
Senior, Daniel Talcott Hus. .Admin. Woonsocket
Shawcross. Alice Elizabeth Home Economic:i' Pawtucket
Sherman, William Alfred Elec. Eng. Providence
Simpson, Charles Raymond Bus. Admin. Providence
Skoog. Rune Arnold Elec. Enn. Edgewood
Spadetti, Armando Chem. Enq. Providence
Speckman, Peter Joseph Civil Encj. Newport
Spero, Michael Anthony Civil Eng. Newport
Stene, Ruth Mary Flome Economic.! Kingston
Stewart, Raymond Carleton Chem. Enq. Edgewood
Stickney, Frederick Nord Gen. Science Edgewood
Streeter, Eleanor Guild Home Economic^( Providence
Sullivan. Patrick Joseph Mech. Enq. Fall River, Mass.
Taggart, Helen Mae Gen. Science Wakefield
Takvorian, Gerard Civil Eng. Lawrence, Mass.
Tamulevich, Leonard, Jr. Bus. Admin. Broclcton, Mass.
Thornley. Albert Edward, Jr. Mech. Eng. Pawtucket
Thorp, Nelson Howard Civil Eng. Westerly
Thum, Charles Theodore Civil Eng. Garfield, N. J.
Toole, Arthur Russell Mech. Enq. Pawtucket
Torti, Gaetano Bus. Admin. OIneyville
Tyler, George Melvin Gen. Science Kingston
Umstead, Howard William Gen. Science Providence
Vayro, Marion Mayer Gen. Science Newport
Verros, Christ Bus. Admin. Fall River. Mass.
Watelet, Pau] Louis Mech. Eng. Greenwood
Waterman, Walter Dav Agricullure Johnston
Waters, Charlotte Stafford Home Econ. Rumford
Weaver, George Briggs Bus. Admin. Providence
Webber, Putnam Mech. Eng. Newport
Whaley, Harry Rowland Elec. Enq. Narragansett
Wilcox, Edward Franklin Bus. Admin. Providence
Wilde, Kenneth Bus. Admin. Providence
Wojnar, Ernest Gen. Science Pawtucket
Wolanske, Benjamin Elee. Eng. Gardner, Mass.
Wright, Thomas Gen. Science Wakefield
Zidiales, Stanley Anthony Mech. Eng. Middleboro, Mass
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Class of 1935
Stanley \V. Smith . . Presidenl
Elsie S. Crandall, Vice President
Margaret I^. Wright, . Secretary
William D. Dolan, Jr., Treasurer
M. Wright, S. Smith, W. I)oi.,v,\,
K. Crandall
On September 15, 1931, we, the incmbers of the class of 1935, over three
hundred strong, entered upon our careers at Rhode Island. Through the
medium of FreshmanWeek, we were made familiar with our duties and new
surroundings, and through the meditini ,,f the Freshman Informal we made
our social debut. Wc were provided witli our own special Dean, I )r. Weldni,
and our own individual advisors. We were entertained b> the fraternities
and the sororities. At our coming, the College itselt was lurned over to a
new leader. President Bressler. None of us had e\er before caused so much
stir and commotion, and we enjoyed all the special attention. But this good
fortune was not to last.
In November, the Student Council held its first meeting in our behalf, and
we were made to feel our lowly position. Gradually, too, we found Rhody
looking to us expecting something of us.
So we have taken our cue, and have contributed in scholarship, in athletics,
and in every other line of acti\^it\ .
Although it was not until February that we were organized as a class, and
our officers elected, we were off on our way to achievement early in the year,
and we hope that as time goes by Khody will have much to be proud of in
the Class of 193 J.
^ > 4^^f
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Freshmen
Name
Abrich, Thelma
Adamski, Francis, Jr,
Anderson, John Hammond, Jr
Aulisi, Alfred Hannibal
Badgon, Richard Frank
Bailey, Marshall Raymond
Baker, Helen Gertrude
Baldoni, John Renato
Baldwin, Robert Maxwell
Ball, Nicholas, Jr.
Bardslev, Robert Victor
Batchelder, Roberl Kiehn
Beaton, Henrv Derniol
Beittel, Roy David, Jr.
Bernstein, Harry Murray
Besloso, Robert Lawrence
Biancuzzo, Marlin Ralph
Binns, George Edward
Biswas, (Tharu Chandra
Blaisdell, Harold Lesler
Bolger, Roberl Joseph
Bonner, Donald Richard
Boudreau, Wilfred Joseph
Bourne, Holbrook .Augustus
Boutelle, FZdward Moore
Brooks, David Chase
Brown, Edward Paul
Brown, F!verett Gordon
Broxv, Frederick George
Budlong, Merrill Peckham
Burdick, Archie lluiiliiigtoii
Burnett,
Cam
Capakl
L-iil Th..
iuald
Alfi
/ Lauretta
Carr, Norbert Joseph
Castrovillari, Francis
Cavanaugh, James Malachi
Champlin, Edward Russell
Clllliidlel
'
I. .hi
L'liirke, Willia
Colliander, Carl 'Jorslen
Colwell, kichard Mowrv
Cook, Ida Jane
rdai N. v.
Pascoag
East Providence
Old Saybrook, Conn.
Chicopee h'alls. Mass.
Bkick Island
Newport
North .-Attleboro. Mass.
Providence
Pawluckel
Enn neer to White Rock
Hn], near Iq Kurigram, India
Hntj
H.nn iieer W
Providence
'^Varwick
Ai,r
Hn,i
eulli
ml .s ;;;
Wesierlv
Warren
East Providence
Hits
l-ini
Adn 01. H..pe Valley
\ew|.<.rl
/ill,/ neer Pn.vidence
H-'i't
/ill,/ neer
"!l W''iiiclieiKl..ii._Ma
Stnningtoii. Con
Has
den
.Ida
nil .s '"-:
Edgewood
Newporl
Aiti rii//i
ml .s Aenec
Westerly
Providence
iilts
Hii.s
Adn
lill s,
ml S
Adn 'iF''
Providence
Bristol
Providence
Wakefield
.ck Island
A'jiort
Woon.sockct
Providence
Providence
Woonsocket
East Greenw
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Name Course Home
Cook, Willard Lobdell Engineering Kenyon
Coone, Margaret Josephine Home Economics Providence
Cotter, Marcus Edward Engineering Westerly
Cowell, Henry Cushing General Science Longmeadow
Crandall, Elsie Susan Home Economics Kingston
Cuddy, Arthur Barnabus General Science Edgewood
Czorny, Daniel Nestor Engineering Providence
D'Amario, Esther Agnes Home Economics Providence
Damarjian, Herbert George General Science Woonsocket
Daniels, Mary Agnes Home Economics Usquepaugh
Davey, Thomas Joseph Engineering Providence
Dawson, Arthur Mason Engineering Wickford
DeCiccio, Edward Gabriel Engineering Fall River, Mas.s.
DeLuca, Joseph General Science Bristol
DePietro, Fred Ralph Engineering Westerly
DeSista, James Engineering Peace Dale
DiMaio, Michael General Science Providence
Dobrolet, Michael Engineering Pawtucket
Dodge, Clarence Weeden General Science Block Island
Dolan, William David, Jr. Agriculture W^esterly
Dring, Thomas Joseph General Science Newport
Dunphy, Margaret Anne Bus. Admin. New York City
Eastwood, David Murray Agriculture Providence
Ebbs, Jane Cotton General Science Newport
Egan, John William, Jr. General Science \\''oonsocket
Espinoza, David General Science Dorchester, Mass.
Ethier, Leo Noel General Science Nasonville
Fabrizio, Domenick Engineering Cranston
Faeber, Matthew John Engineering Newport
Fairchild, Eloise Home Economics Providence
Farnham, Kenneth Cameron Bus. Admin. Providence
Fatool, Estin Joseph Bns. Admin. Cranston
Federico, James Joseph General Science Westerly
Feigelman, Harry Bus. Admin- Newport
Finberg, Burton Allen Bus. Admin. Providence
Finberg, Mihon Irving General Science Providence
Fisher, John Francis General Science Old Saybrook, Conn.
Fiske, Franklin Howe General Science fireenfield, Mass.
Fletcher, Dorothy Gardiner Honie Economics Providence
Fletcher, Frank Engineerinq Pawtucket
Foley, James Edward Bus.Admin. Newport
Ford, John Richard Engineering Watertown, Mass.
Forleo, Elizabeth Marie General Science Thornton
Foster, Edward Leete Bus. Admin. Pawtucket
Fuller, Gardner Clarkson Agricultm-e Pawtucket
Garfield, William Victor Bus. Admin. Naugatuck, Conn.
Garofalo, Frank Joseph Engineering Providence
Gencarelli, Mary Gloria General .S^dence Westerly
Gertz, Sanford Engineering Providence
Gilmore, George Corregan General Science Lancaster, Mass.
Ginsburg, Maurice Bus.Admin. Newport
Gobeille, Bertrand Bus.Admin. Woonsocket
Goff, Francis Shubael, Jr. Bus.Admin. Barrington
Goggin, Lynette Juanita General .'Science Warren
Goldberg, Abraham Alfred General Science Providence
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Goldii IB, Fra Ilk Plri.,r
Gollis , Milto-
Goodinan, Ei,-erell Howard
i;oodinan, Harriet Etta
Gorman, Charles 1Henry
Cireenberg, Clintoi1 Henry
Guanlieri, Filomei 1 .'\ntonio
(iula. Joseph Stan lev
Gunn l-'.dwai-d Ma lisfielil
llaiei 1. I'harKs Tl i.iinas
Hall, Gilber-1 Fre. lerick
Mall, Glenn I.O.Kl rich
Halsl .an.l. 1 1 .-. iriie Maurice
Ham ill. .11, I ..ii.sta 11.-.- .\ii.li-e
Hanii iL.ll. K ..herl ,\pplel.v
Haul..-,. I. .hi I llai llvl
Hart, Ravni. .nd hTl
Haskun. Ch:irles
'Shepard
Hazard, GcfirgcF raiikliii
Hebb . .Stephen W illiam
Henshaw. K,alph : \(lliiigl..ii
llerk-ill. Ev>-lyn ( iornelia
Hiiidl.- v. l-"r. -.Icri.-k William
ll.:.saii . h.liii
Enier
llaii.l .Jr.
1 lood.
Hood. Lesteir'.Mal'h..rWSoll
Howai-d. Ml iriel l-'.s telle
Hoxsii.-, Hope Ankn
Hutch ins. Fl-ancis 1 .'owler. .
Huule r. Morris
Irving , Well s Pack..r
Jager. Ravn:lond l.'.iigene
Janes. .Amv llelga
Johnston. i'T hei Sai a
Johnsi ..n. ( 1. .rdou William
Jordai 1. Cal,h Brov.1!
Jordai 1. Ge.i rge Fnuicis Jr
Juildal M,-plu-ii
harles
Dickra
isalc...I111...S. 1 Xichok
Kanlr ..wil/ .-Miraliinn
KelU-r . Marearel 1 ...uise
KelK, Rain i..iid 1. ilin
Kellv, Wiili tred Sl:arie
Keiini -.lv, lames 11, iirv
Kent. .Maur i(-e |..s(.-ph
Keny. .11. .All ,,-,-t' Kn rl
Keiiv. .11. Rii-hard 1- rankliil
Kilgu s,. He rbcrl 1- ranz
King. Franc-is Jose,Ilh
Coii/-.tr Home
North Attleboro, Mass.
General .Science 1-all River, Mass.
Hiufincerimi I'rovidence
Bus. Admin. Pawlucket
Aqi-ieidttti-e Foxboro. Mass.
Bits. Admin. Providence
Genc-al Science Providence
Hus. .-Idltlin. Taunton. Mass.
Htttjiiiecriini Westerly
Aiii-ieultiiie .Apponaug
Ccneml Siienee Auburn
Bits. . Idmin. Needham
Bus. . I,imin. l-iast Greenwich
Bit.,: Admin. I a rol ina
Ihts.Adtitin. W, .ons,,cket
Warren
Blis'Admiu. North Attleh.iro. Mass.
Bus. Admin. l''.dg-ew,.od
Bus. . Idmin. Newport
Ilu(,inecri,i!, l-.d^cwcnd
North Attleboro. Mass.
Home Eciiniimies Prudence Island
Home Eciiniiinics North Waterford. Maine
General Seieiiee Pawtucket
Enijincerinii Westerly
Bus. .-Idmin. Carolina
General Science Newport
Eniiincct-iuii I'.ristol
Bus. .-Idmiit, liarrint-ton
Bus. Admin. Barrington
Home Ectinomicic Providence
Home Ecoiioinicif Hope Valley
Bus. Admin. Edgewood
Enaineerinq ProvidenceGci.Sciettcc Poquonnock Bridge. Conn.
Bus. .Idmin. Providence
Bus. Admin. Newport
llome F.eon. OIneyville
Cen,i-al Sei'ence Woonsocket
Hon tc Ecimnmie: WoonsiKikel
Em, iiieeriini t'ranston
Bit's. .-Idmiii, I'awtiicket
Gemi-al .Science Central Falls
Gemral Science Westerlv
Enqinccriuq Providence
Bus. Admin. Narragansett
Gemeral Science Providence
Rus. cldntiu. Ne-wport
(Ten,eral Scienee Pawtucket
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Klemer, Beatrice Bus. Admin. Providence
Koch, Russell Sauter Engineering Chicopee, Mass.
Koelliker, Walter Roy Engmeering Morris, N. Y.
Kogut, Alek Theodore General Science Woonsocket
LaFazia, John Alfred Engineering Thornton
Lally, Vincent Engineering Providence
Laquaglia, Rocco Luigi Engineering Providence
Levitt, David General Science Roxbury, Mass.
Ley, Austin Abbott Agriculture Providence
Lindquist, Carl Lawrence Engineering Fort ShafFter, H
Litterick, Ernest Edward Engineering Pawtucket
Loughran, Helen Margaret Home Economics Edgewood
Love, William Duncan Enqineering Central Falls
Lyon, Janet Wellington Home Economics Providence
McCaffrey, Edna Anna Home Economics Providence
McCaskey, Maryanne Florence General Science Cranston
McCormick, Matthew Vincent Engineering Bridgeton
McCoy, Ruth Elma Home Economics Hope Valley
Mcintosh, Robert Beswick General Science Newport
McKechnie, Helen Elizabeth Home Economics Pawtucket
McLaughlin, William James. Jr. Engineering Providence
Macdougald, Carleton George General Science Edgewood
MacDuff, Orton Simpson General Science Brockton, Mass.
Maddocks, Durward Leslie Engineering Georgiaville
Maiani, Evelyn Vincentia General Science Providence
Manchester, Harvey Melrose, Jr. General Science Providence
Manley, Elmer Lyman, Jr. Engimeering Bristol
March, Robert James General Science Providence
Marks, Madeline Esther General Science Central Falls
Marsden, Jack Engineering Bristol
Martin, John Maloney Bus. Admin. Newport
Matarese, Maria Rose Lenore Hotne Economics Westerly
Mawney, Donald Wheaton General Science Attleboro, Mass.
Michie, Ernest Thomas Bus. Admin.. Providence
Miclette, Bertrand Cyril Engineering W'oonsocket
Monroe, Albert Varnum, Jr. General Science Taunton, Mass.
Moody, Frank Baldwin Engineering Edgewood
Morey, Hilda Mary Agriculture Woonsocket
Morrill, Albert Reynolds Engineering Woonsocket
Morrone, Angelo Paul General Science Newport
Moss, John Peter General Science Providence
Moyer, Marjory Eleanor Home Economics Seneca Falls, N.
Mullen, Bernard Charles, Jr. Bus. .-idmin. Providence
Munroe, Howard Earl, Jr. Bus.Admin. Barrington
Munson, Nils Holger Engineering Warwick
Murphy, John Everett Engineerinq Cranston
Murray, Daniel Joseph Bus.Admin. Jamestown
Murray, James Lee, Jr. Engineering Longmeadow
Nathan, Donald Bernard Btis. Admin. Revere, Mass.
Nelson, Conrad Emanuel Engineering Providence
Nelson, Ralph Daniel Engineering Newport
Newman, Shirley Home Economics Bristol
Newton, Joseph Albert, Jr. Engineering Pawtucket
Noss, Alvin Joseph, Jr. Engineering Slocum
Nye, Stephen Henry Warren Engineering Pawtucket
ink
Peal.,ly, Herbert Wanl
Pea.se, lohn William
Peck, Carlos Hal ford
Peckham, Annie Amelia
Perini, Charles David
Perry, Ernest Anthonv
Phelan, William Blake
Phillips, Helen Madeleine
Ficcirillo, Paul
Engineering North Attleboro, Mi
General Science Providence
Home Economics Riverside
Hus. .-idmin. Newport
Emiineerinq Providence
Bus. .4dmin. Newport
Engineerinq Providence
General Science Providence
Home Economics Westerly
Bus.Admin. Framingham, Mass.
Engineering Rumford
Engineering Bridgeton
Home Economics t'ranston
Ma
Radovskv, I
Ren
,, John
Do
...... .-..
.'.arl Robert. Jr.
Revnolds, George Ellis
Riccitelli, Michael
Rieser, Gene Jactiues
Ritchie, .Adrian Augustus
Ritchie, George William
Roanowicz, John
Robinson, Paul Wiswell
Rock, Vera
Rodgers, Thomas Albert
Rodinskv, Eli
Russell, Charles Edward
Ryan, Edward Anthony
Sl. Germain, Paul Gerard
Salpos, Cosmos George
Salzillo, William Henry
Santos, Florence Harriet
Sattler, Fritz Carl, Jr,
Scanlon, Eleanor Claire
Scatu-r.ao.id, .VIcreilith
Schlossberg. Harry
Sculc. lerrv .Antonio
Scibold.'Kalph Mortimer
Senerchia, George Davis
Senerchia, WilUam V'lorio
Sheehan, Nora Louise
Sherman, Dana Carroll
Sherman, Roberl .Augustus
Sikorski, Elmer Leo
c;iir,.,=n Rulh Ethel
Robert George
/;. tie,-,-,n llrockl,i. Mil ,-|i'
Fn, lineeriint Edgew..od
Hu,:. Admin. Providence
Bus
Fui
-.Admin. Providence
Newport
Bus-. . Idmin. Newporl
/i,/;'tiCt'/-iii,/ Lakewood
Hiiqineerinq West Warwick
.Aejricnlhtre Lowell, Mass.
Enqineeriiiq Providence
Btt.s. Admin. Providence
Engineerinq Rehoboth, Mass.
Bits. ..Idmin. Weslerlv
Bns. Admin. Providei'ice
Eliqineerinq Providence
Enqincei-inq Westerly
Ge'uei-al Scienee Newport
General .Science Natick
Natick
Bus. Admin. Providence
Eitqiuccrinit Rumford
Bti'.s. .-idmin. Brunsw-ick. Georg
Bus. Admin. .'\nisterdam, N. Y
Bus. .'Idmin. l':ast Greenwich
Enitineerinq Woonsocket
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Name Course Home
Siriskey, John Henry General Science Glendale
Smith, Arthur Eugene General .Science Providence
Smith, Craig Murchison General Science Saylesville
Smith, Douglas Llewellyn Eni/inrrrithi (ireenwood
Smith, Stanley Worthington G.-'neritl Science Providence
Snow, Howard Lawton, Jr. r.ihiliiceriihi Ea.st Greenwich
Soloveitzik, Harold Bernard Bns. Admin. Westerly
Souler, Barbara Hallowell Home Economics Woonsocket
Speth, Reuben Charles, Jr. Engineering Roselle Park, N. J.
Spink, George, 3rd Bus. Admin. East Providence
Stafford Rogers Townley. Jr. General Science Rumford
Story, Enoch Francis, Jr. General Science East Providence
Sugerman, Rose General Science Centra! Falls
Sutton, William Dickie Enalueering Providence
Svenson, Gerhard Verner Bus. .-Idmin. Providence
Tabor, Fordham Dodge Enqineering Providence
Teitz, Harry, Jr. Bu.':. Admin. Newport
Thayer, Herbert Adelbert Iiiiqinccrinq Woonsocket
Thompson, Samuel Elmer Genera! Science East Providence
Tobin, Chester Harold Bus.Admin-. Fort Wright, N. \
Tucker, Chester Harold Engineering Washington
Turano, Frank Bus.Admin. Westerly
Turner, Isaiah Thomas Enqineerinq Provincetown, Mas
Turner, Marden Shepley l~n Providence
Turrisi, Frank Anthony ^ Westerly
Vargas, Frank Anthony, Jr. Bus. Admin. Stonington, Conn.
Vargas, Joseph Anthony, Jr. Engineering Stonington, Conn.
Vaznaian, George Martin General Science Woonsocket
Ventrone, Alice Diletta !? Providence
Vigeant, Evelyn Bertha Eyngincering Pawtucket
Wagner, Irmgard Margaret Home Economics Pawtucket
Waugh, John Armstrong, Jr. Engineerinq Warren
Weaver, Harry Elton B.?. Admin. East Providence
Weeks, Charles Reuben, Jr. General Science Providence
Whitfield, William White, Jr. Bus. Admin. Providence
Whitford, Howard Lester, Jr. Bus. Admin. Seekonk, Mass.
Willis, Constance Hayward Bns. Admin. Providence
Williston, Kenneth Lester Engineering Pawtucket
Wing, Raymond Francis Engineering Attleboro, Mass.
Winograd, Laura General Science Providence
Wood, Gara Antoinette Home Economics Providence
Wood, Joseph Robert Engineering Peace Dale
Wooden, Arline Leona Home Economics Westerly
Wordell, Anna Janette General Sriciicc Little Compton
Wright, Margaret Anna Home lu-onowics Pawtucket
Yaffee, Louis I-.ugincering Pawtucket
Yard, Barbara Louise Home Economics Farmingdale. N. J,
York, Elizabeth Bus. Admin. W'^eslerly
Young, Dean Bu-;. .Admin. Cranston
Young, Vernon Whiting Engineering Plainville, Mass.
Zeller, Howard John Bns. Admin. Providence
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Having met the men and women of the classes to
whom we must look for the future, and to whom goes
the credit for the present, we pass along to the cardinal
feature of the extra-curricular activities .Athletics.
The Classes and Athletics are .so closely bound with the
progress of the institution that the sages have learned
that neither can stand alone.
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Athletics at
Rhode Island
Athletics have long held a significant place among stu
dent interests and activities at Rhode Island. Perhaps no
other single phase of activity at the College so well exem
plifies the growth and expansion that is the theme of this
volume as do athletics.
As early as 1892, only four years after the first class
entered, there was formed an Athletic Association which
during the next few years succeeded in getting together
teams in baseball and football, and arranging short sched
ules with nearby high schools. Unfortunately, these teams
suffered more than their share of defeats. But the causes
were not hard to find. There was no gymnasium, no paid
coach or physical instructor, and, consequently, very little
time devoted to practice, especially if the preceding game
had been won. This situation was largely remedied, how
ever, in 1898 when Prof. Marshall Tyler was appointed
instructor and coach. In the following year Comiecticut
Coach Kka.nkv Agricultural College was added to football and baseball
schedules and the first foundations of present day rivalry
laid. Better and better schedules with more impnrtant teams stimulated interest and effort. In
1909, Brown University was met for the first time in football, and although a crushing defeat for
Rhode Island was predicted, the Bruins garnered only a 6-0 victory.
There were other developments which are of interest. As far back as 1897, girls' basketball made
its initial appearance. The sport flourished and developed and in 1909 the co-eds played their first inter
collegiate contest when they met Pembroke College. A tennis association, supported by students and
faculty, existed for a number of years.
Men's basketball was the next important development.
Somewhere about 1903 baskelball became important as an
interclass sport. It was not long, however, before it had
the recognition of the Athletic Association, and the season
of 1905-1906 witnessed the playing ot a regular schedule
of outside games. Since that time, basketball has grown
steadily into its present position as a major sport Track
had its humble begimiing in 1910, when Rhode Island
entered her first ifitercollegiate meet against New Hamp
shire State. In the following year the Women's \thlet c
Association was organized.
Year by year since these early athletic foundations ha\e
been laid, there has been constant expansion. Boxmg and
wrestling have been the latest additions, and after two
successful years as intramural activities they are making a
bid for further recognition. Women's athletics have been
assuming a more important position, and, among other
gains, women's field hockey has been placed on an inter
collegiate footing. Better athletic facilities, especially
more adequate practice fields, arc to be seen on a not too
distant horizon.
Fortunately for the future of athletics at Rhode Island
Pres. Bressler's athletic policies seem sound indeed. Under
them, athletics at Rhode Island should rise to ne\y heights.
still keeping, however, their proper position relative to the
more serious pursuits and interests at the College. Tootell
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Third Row: Co.iJi K-..inc-, . C..!:iii . Ij. T-.l-.:. C-.i-.:, Ton:.:!. .<. C.ip.llbo. Uohrouolski,
I'lJiner Weeden.
Second Row: Manager McGuinness, Davis, Wright, Stickney, Putnam, N. Capalbo, Ric.
Front Row: DeRita, Lewis, J. Carr, Goff, Gill, Horseman, Collison.
Football
Early September saw plenty of aclion on tht
men for future tasks. The results of this vigor
superior playing of the RhoJe Island men even w
The first opponent on the schedule, the U
defeat since 1916. The Rams held Maine for a
picked his way dov
last quarter, Main<
final score at 8-7.
athletic field wilh Coach Keaney drilling his
.JUS Iraining were later demonstrated by the
hen the odds were stacked against them.
livcrsity of Maine, was given its first Rhodv
score of 2-0 for the first half, then Ken Goff
I the field for a touchdown in the third period. At the beginning of the
jcored a touchdown and a successful try for the extra point, leaving the
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The following Saturday, backed by an enthusiastic body of supporters, the team travelled
to Providence and there held Brown scoreless for three periods. Rhode Isl.md had a strong
defense in Capalbo, Carr, Stickney, and Collison which took all of the Bruin's strength to
overcome. Henderson's sketch in the Providence Journal of October 4th showed a bruised
Bear weakly cheering that he had won: any bear would have been weak after fighting as Brown
did to get that victory.
.\t Lewiston on October 1 7th, tvith a muddy field and a slippery ball, the Rams again
played a scoreless game for three quarters ; in the last quarler Bates scored a drop-kick from the
twent)'-yard line, with the final score standing at 3-0 in their favor.
Before a crowd of over 4,000 spectators composed of students, alumni, guests, and digni
taries, all assembled for the year's great day, the inauguration of President Raymond Bressler,
the team sliowed their worth by a victory of 33-6 over the Coast Guard Academy. The New
London men found it impossible to get ihrough Rhode Island's line and, the only way to advance
the ball was by means of forward passes, one of which resulted in a touchdown for the Cadets.
Goflf scored five touchdowns for the Rams and Carr kicked for the olher three points.
The following week the Kingstonians were on Luck's lefthand side when defeated by
Boston University with a decisive score of 25-7. After the end of the first h,ilf the team forced
the Boston Rams'to take up defensive tactics and scored a single touchdown, but aside from that
failed lo make many gains.
By November 7th, Coach Keaney had his men working wilh a clock-like precision;
a team functioning as a single unit. Willi Worcester Tech the Rhody men had little trouble in
keeping the game in the opponents' territory. Goff twice went through the entire TecK team
and during the game made 250 yards from scrimmage. It was the unified co-operation of
DeRita, Gill, Wright, and Carr which had much to do with the final 34-0 score for Rhode
Island State.
The last schedule game of the season was a true Rhody victory, with a score of 14 against
the Nutmeggers 0. Carr and Goff were the stars of their last collegiate football tilt with the
latter making the two touchdowns and the former responsible for the two extra points.
In a post season charily game al Providence with Providence College on the Brown field,
we lost the day when the Friars scored six poinls to our -zero. The teams were well matched
and P. C. certainly earned their victory.
The season as a whole was successful and despite the fact that two key men of the team.
Ken Goff and Harry Lewis, were badly injured we may look wilh credit at the record left
for history.
zM'
JML
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Second Row: Bastolla, Golden, Ralph, Collins, Sanborn, G. Tyler, Wright.
Fronl Row: Coach Keaney, Cox, J. Tyler, Horseman, Donovan, Kilroy.
Summary 1931-32 Season
Offonent
Naval Training Sialic
Yale . . . .
Mai
Alu:
Inst, of Techn
Northeastern Universily .
U. S. Coast Guard Academy
Panzer College .
Conn
R. I. Opp. Offo.
vn Un nly
Nonli.
Han-ard Independents
U. S. Coast Guard Acad.
.-\rnold College .
Polytechnic I
rsity .Unii
R. I. Off.
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Basketball
AS in pi^'.'iiii- X .11 -, lia^kelbail has been one of the most successful sports. In a schedule ofsixteen .1 '':'-' was the victor in thirteen. The accumulated scores of the season are,
Rhode Islam . i . i- 473. The teams which were successful in getting the higher score in
the games b - .n < i ..u , \<>rlheastern, and the Coast Guard Academv.
The sea>Mn uijcnt-d December 8 on our home floor playing the Naval Training Station of
Newport. The speed and skill of Keaney's men amassed a score of 69 to the sailors' 19.
Three days later, at New Haven, we were not so fortunate, being beaten by two points.
18 to 16. Eight of Yale's eighteen points were made in the last few minutes. The second half
was started by a stalling game by Rhode Island which was probably responsible for the loss.
The engineers of M. I. T. were given their first defeat of the year by a 41 to 26 score. Two
stars of tlie junior class, Cox and Kilroy, kepi our score well above that of the opponents.
The alumni game, as always, was a treat for all the spectators. The wizards ot other years
were beaten 55 to 12. High scores were made for Rhody by Horseman, Tyler, Cox and Martynik.
On Januarv 13 wc plaved Nortlieastem, a hard, clean and fast game, and added to that a score
of 37 to 33 in our favor. "Eddie" Cox was the hero of the day with thirteen points. The game
was very close, in fact at the end of ten minutes' play we were on the south sjde of a 13-1 score.
The Coast Guard .A.cademy was beaten 53 lo 30 on our floor, January 15th. Except for the
first few minutes of plav we always had a comfortable lead. The better plaving, as in most
games, was in the seamd half. Cox and Martynik were high scorers for Rhody.
The most interesting thus far in the season was the Panzer College Gaine. Before a very
large crowd we took the honors 45-38. There was no individual outstanding playing, the team
functioned perfectly as a unit. John Tyler was high scorer with ten points.
Rhody's traditional rival, Connecticut, proved itself much inferior to Keaney's men on
February 13th, we having 45 points to the Nutmeggers' 31. The Aggies did not show any resist
ance at all and the game was one of the easiest ever to be played with them. "Reggie" Horseman
scored sixteen and "Eddie" Cox fourteen points.
On February 17 we won our seventh straight victory, by nearly doubling Brown's score,
57 to 29. Cox and Tyler scored more points alone than the Brown team. As in many other games,
the first period was slow but the second half was a whirlwind of sensational shots for the King-
Rhode Island received its first defeat in over two months on February 20, in Boston, playing
Northeastern; they beat us 40 to 26, this being the first defeat by this school in seven years. The
Rhody men had full control of the floor until twelve minutes from the end, when Northeastern
started a scoring spree, making twenty-six points.
Against a team of ex-leaders in college basketball, Rhode Island put on a fine game to down
the Harvard Independents 46 to 35. Jack Donovan proved to be a sensation for the crowd, also
being high man, with "Reggie" Horseman, each having fourteen points to his credit.
Donovan and Cox were again the outstanding men on the floor in the Connecticut game at
Storrs, helping' greatly to win a very close game 33 to 32. The game was exciting all the way
through, the lead see-sawing between the rivals.
The United States Coast Guard Academy avenged their previous defeat by beating us by
four points. The cadets were ahead most of the time and the game ended as Keaney's men were
slowly catching up on the score, the results stood at 44 to 40.
The last home game of the season did not prove to be a very interesting tilt. Rhody easily
coasted through the game to amass a score of 36 to the opponents' 21.
One of the best games ever to be played on a Worcester floor was the Rhode Island-Worcester
Tech game on March 5th. The game was very wild : twenti'-tbree fouls being called on the Tech
team. Of our 53 points to their 49, Horseman scored twenty.
Brown, the last contest of the year, was also one of the first as far as interest goes. The
outstanding players for Rhode Island were Tyler and Cox, scoring respectively fifteen and eleven.
The skill of playing the game was much more apparent in Rhody than in the Providence team.
The game ended with the score at 42-31, a perfect end of a perfect season.
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Baseball
Rhode IslanJ opened its 1931 baseball season April 18 at Kingston by plaving Norlh
easlern. This g,nne was typical of ihe good ivork of the team, a victory of 11 to 9.
'
The Rhody
liien got five hits and eight runs in the first two innings. Northeastern used three pitchers, but
none were of a caliber to stop our men. Goff and Martynik pitched well and licld the
opponents to two runs less than Rliode Island.
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Maine came to Kingston on April 18 to be defeated by a score of 5 to 2. During the
whole game, Maine got only 8 hits due to the feature pitching of "Micky" Martynik. This
man also hit a double and a triple. \'cry fine playing was shown during the game by Kay,
Cragan and Potter.
In our third game of the season lady luck was not with us. Wc were on the lefthand side
of a 7 to 1 score. Goif's pitching held Boston University scoreless till the sixth inning, but a
home run by Weafer, star of B. U., started that team to victory.
Our traditional rivals, Connecticut Aggies, took a good beating here April 30. Martynik
held them to seven hits, while our boys got eighteen runs to their two. Ten Rhody men got
home in the seventh inning, the only two Connecticut runs were scored in the fourth.
The game with Worcester Tech was a walkaway for Rhody, 14 to 1. Ten runs were
scored in the first Inning, even though the playing was very wild. W. P. I.'s only run was in
the second. The battery for R. I. was led by Barnatowlch, GofF, Hodgson and Martynik.
In the game with Brown in Providence on May 6, we again took the honors of the day
by an 8 to 1 score. During the entire game the Bruins got only two hits. The heavy hitting
of Potter and Cragan was a great asset to Rhode Island.
The seventh game of the season was a set-back for Rhody's good record, Panzer beating
us 4- to 2. "Mike" Lettieri made the only two runs of the game for Rhode Island. Both teams
played equally well but a streak of luck gave Panzer two more points in tlie ninth Inning, giving
them the game.
The game with Arnold College was an easy 6 to 1 victory, all the runs being made in the
first three Innings. Goff's pitching held the opponents to four singles. There were no spec
tacular plays in the game, and no very hard hitting except for the two doubles by Martynik.
At Storrs, on May 20, we obtained our first victory over the Aggies on their own diamond
since 1928 by a score of 6 to 2. This was one of 'the most Interesting athletic contests In which
Rhode Island ever participated. A hit by Charley Pray started the team to victory In the
eleventh, four more runs being made.
Another \-lctory for Rhode Island was chalked up in Boston In the Northeastern game,
4- to 0. Hodgson and Barnatowich did most of the hitting for Rhody. Every Rhode Island man
on the diamond got a hit except Cragan.
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Sc'.nd Row: Goodwin, Thum, Coach Tootell. .Morris, Pratt.
From Row: Wood, Sullivan, Miner, McCaffrev, Quintin.
Cross Country
Rhode Island, this year, brout^lil home from six meets three victories from as many dual
meets, a second from the Harvard 1 ntercollegiales and sixth place from the New Kngland's.
For the eleveiilli time in tuehe tears the Broun Bear followed the Ram home. .4wav
from home, and on a very hill; course, ihe harriers easily took Worcester Poly for a ride and
shortly afterwards trimmed the Xiitnieggers on the home course.
The results of the scison's dual meets are:
20 lill 3!
Worcester Polylech
Conneciicut Aggies
Coach Tootell will lose tivo men for his next year's leam in Caplain Miner and Harry
Pratt. This year's good work will be continued next' fall bv Arnold, Quintin, Morris, McCaf
frey, Wood, and Sullivan with additional aid from some of the frosh team.
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Track
The 1931 track season for Rhody was not quite so successful as that of the prev
although of all the meets more than half the points were taken by Rhode Island men ;
credit is due the individuals for the fine work they did.
On April 1 7 the team traveled to Amherst and th.
points. The last field event, the javelin, decided the mee
Island had a clean slate in the shot and the hammer.
April 26 saw the team again leave Kingston for a me
to Providence to match their skill against Brown. They lost the meet
The last two dual meets of the season were at home, Connecticut
Tufts on May 5. Our biggest rivals, the boys from Connecticut, were given ;
The last dual meet of the year was a walk-away. Tufts being taken for a ride by a
120 to IS. The Kingston boys took first place in all the events and made perfect score
lult, shot, hammer, broad jump, high hurdles, mile, quarter mile, 220 and dlscu
R. I. Oppon
Amherst
Brown
lost a close meet by only a few
n favor of the opponents, Rhode
away from home, this time going
by about thirty points.
Aggies on May 2, and
en an 85 to 50 beating.
' score of
s in the
Connecticut Aggies
Tufts .
Eastern Intercollegia
N.E.I.C.A.A. .
Eastern Intercollegi; (indoors)
54/a
70=^
120 15
c,r
4th plai
Hth plai
5th plai
^=^^ T..,>ptj,T- -f^
=ll 109 Js-
-""'ntbfe -^ /j ,^
Second Row: McCalfrev, Fosler, Zidailcs. l-'inberg.
F,-onl Row: Kenvon, I'.. Prime, Kimball, Foley, Coach DiCenzo.
Boxing
Having completed its second year of growth this new sport, which is now
recognized by the institution, has many followers and the interest which it
has created is on the increase.
Twelve men were out for this field of physical activity this year as com
pared with a little more than half that number last season. Coached under
the tutelage of "Danny" DiCenzo, the men expect to be registered as an
official team for the coming year.
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Tliird Row: R. Broderick, Lightfoot, McCormick, Ritchie, Gloas
Second Row: Bryden, Kenvon, Rego, G. Andrews, Cashing.
Front Row: Budlong, Koelliker, DiCenzo, Collison, Cook.
Wrestling
Wrestling ismore popular than themore pugilistic forms of sport although
both were introduced at the same time.
DiCenzo, the student coach, in speaking of the sport stated that "the
wrestling- squad was unable to enter competition with other institutions, due
to the fact that it was not registered. However, at this writing plans are being-
made to enter the N. E. I. Wrestling iVIeet and the N. E. A. A. U. Wrestling
Meet. After an elimination contest, the best men of each class weight will
represent us as the R. I. StateWrestling Team."
Much credit is due "Danny" DiCenzo for his efforts in introducing these
two sports to Rhody.
^V5l' >A-^ J^""?"""e^"
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*College Records
mo yd. Dash 'Falbot, '28 1 0 sec. 1928
220 yd. Dash 'I'albot, '28 22 sec. 1928
440 yd. Dash Randall, '28 5 1.2 sec. 1927
880 yd. Dash Roy, '32 2 min. 3.6 sec. 1930
Mile Run Arnold, '33 4 min. 31.7 sec. 1931
2 Mile Run Strong, '26 9 min. 54.8 sec. 1926
Pole Vault Cook, '29 ll'S/s" 1929
Running High Jump {IXonl'- 6'%" 1928
Running Broad lump 'Falbot, '28 23'l>4" 1927
16 1b. Hammer Bruce, '28 1 S6'9" 1928
Discus Throw Cieurzo, '31 128'8" 1930
lavelin Smith, '32 173'7J4" 1931
1 6 lb. Shot Cierzo, '31 44' 1930
High Hurdles Howes, *31 16 sec. 1930
Low Hurdles Kiausche, '33 2 5.4 sec. 1931
Cross Country Dring, '28 23 min. 39 sec. 1926
* Records nlade by stiidentsof R.LS.C. al any time.
Track Records
100 yd. Dash Quinn (H. C.) 9.6 sec. 1927
220 yd. D.ish Quinn (H. C.) 21.7 sec. 1927
440 yd. Dash Burns (H. C.) 50.8 sec. 1927
880 yd. Dash Bird.sall (H. C.) 2 min. 4.4 sec. 1927
Mile Run Dring (R. I.) 4 min. 33.8 sec. 1926
2 Mile Run Strong (R. I.) 9 min. 54.8 sec. 1926
High Hurdles Howes (R. I.) 1 6 sec. 1930
Low Hurdles McDonald (H. C.) 25.7 sec. 1929
16 1b. Shot Chubbuck (Conn.) 43'7M" 1931
H.immer Biuce (R. 1.) 155' 1928
Discus Chubbuck (Conn.) I36'l" 1931
javelin Smith (R. 1.)
fMcDonald (H. C.)
168'2" 1931
Running High Jiimp Feeney (H. C.)
[Johnson (R. 1.)
6' 1928
Running Broad Jilimp Talbot (R. I.) 22'9" 1928
Pole Vault Droitcour, H. (R. 1.) ir3J4" 1928
Cross Counlry Dring (R. I.) 23 min. 39 sec. 1926
*Record3 on the R. I. S. C.
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Rhode Island Lettermen
Arnold, Arthur Tt-ack Mo ris, Everet Cross Country
Cross Country Modleszewski, Charles Foolball
Baseball Track
Barnatowich, John Basehall O'Brien, William Baskelball
Brightman, Howard Basketball Potter, Kenneth Football
Carr, James Football BasebaU
Capalbo, Nattie Football Putnum, John Football
Collison, Curtis Football Quintin, Romeo Cross Country
Cox, Edward Basketball Riccio, Joseph Football
Cragan, Robert Football Rov, Gordon Track
Basketball Smith, Leland Baseball
Baseball Track
Cushman, Allerton Track Straight, Arthur Track
DiCenzo, Daniel Boning Stickney, Fredrick Football
Wrestling Tvler, John Baskelball
DiRita, Joseph Foolball Wood, Richard Cross Country
Dobosynski, Joseph Baseball Wright, Thomas Football
Donovan, Jack Baskelball
Gill, Harrie FootbaU
FoolballGoff, Kenneth HHBP^^^V I^^^^H
Basketball
Baseball
Track im^^H
Goodwin, Ernest Cross Countt-s'
Hodgson, James Baseball H^^ ~
Horseman, Reginald Foolball
Basketball jwjK ^' fl
Kilrov, Arthur Baskelball ^Knight, Weslev Track
Kraushe, Kenneth Track
Laidlaw, Kenneth Track
Lewis, Harry Foolball
Long, Edward Tt-ack
Luther, Lloyd Track
Martynik, Michael Baseball
McGuiness, Arthur Football
McAuslan, Fredrick Tt-ack
Tt-ackMiner, Herman
Cross Country Andrew Weeden Trainer
itMv
Co-ed Athletics
C^
ihis s
anoth
l-ED athlet ics are rapidly becomling a
leading acti
:oilegi:Ue"'li7
y among
lore sport
and high
the women as
placed on the
prospects for
Tennis enthu
ed body an.I ni
ts are bc<roming a
only the intro-
duclit
ihcm
m of good c
lit to com
in New E
pet
ngl,
ns and a c
e wilh o
ind. The
oach lo r
ther coll.
cnder
sgiate
h.ind and needs il)- supen,-ised del-elop-
[he coaching of Miss Lees, a varsity hockey
necticut Ati^ics aud the Providence Y. M.
C. A. In boih games the hi.uK- team was
defeated, but the fact that the greater part
makes the future appear very bright.
The womcnV baskethall team cniovcJ a
isful ; ch-r^
the
pl.n-cd. Mrs. Keaney, Ixiskclhall coach, Is
posed of underclassmen.
Co-ed baseball Is very popular and al
though no collegiate contests have been
played to date, the girls all have hopes of
such for the future.
hor the first time In the history of wom
en's field hockey at Rhody, we met the team
of another college for a real contest. Under
- |0|^'^''^-^^^J^^^'>^^'^'^jf?X^
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Second Row: M. Hersei-, M. McKechnie, C.
i-oni Row: F. Manning, R. Simonini, A. Coduri, V. Rock, H. Bak
Co-ed Field Hockey
Although this is the first time the co-ed hockey team has received individ
ual recognition in the Grist, the sport is not new to our Campus as it has been
used as a form of physical training for the past several years and also as an
intramural sport.
One step of progress in the sport was the participation in intercollegiate
contests, one with C. A. C. and the other with the Providence Y. W. C. A.,
both resulting in defeat for I-lhody, but also teaching a worthwhile lesson of
actual experience. Miss Josephine Lees, coach of the team, deserves no little
credit for the effort she has spent in making a varsity team an actuality.
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Se,-ond Rose: A. Drurv, D. Dickson, C. Waters, 1-'.. \igeant
Fronl Row: V. Rock, M. .Aspinwall, E. Burns, M. Bishop, H. Baker.
Co-Ed Basketball
The Women's Basketball tearn and its Coach are to be congratulated for
the progressive step they have made this year. Before them in defeat fell
both C. A. C. and Pembroke. Their goal of a "point a minute" for every con
test was gained. None of the team will be lost in June and negotiations are
under way to go on a tour next year outside of New England.
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Second Row M Aspinwall, I Burns, Mis Kcanev, Co ich, C Wittrs, N Briggs, R Sten
Ft ont Row \ Coduri, R ^elen, D Dickson, Capt , B Calhghin M Bishop
Co-ed Baseball
A year ago this spring witnessed the first active interest in co-ed baseball.
Class teams were picked and games played, but unquestionably the greatest
interest in the sport was aroused when the girls challenged certain groups of
men to compete against them on the diamond. Those early Sunday morning
games, although not sponsored by official sanction, probably have done more
to stimulate general student interest in the game than any other one item.
It is understood that negotiations are now under way to make this an inter
collegiate sport at Rhody. No doubt it will attract more attention than do
some of the other co-ed sports.
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The prowess of our students on the gridiron, dia
mond, track, mat and gym floor has been reviewed, and
their records and achievements displayetl. Little com
parison exists between the organized play of today and
the brutish forcefulness of yesterday's physical exer
cises. To delve into the future would be hazardous, but
may it continue to utilize brain with brawn.
Athletics
'w:j'
U\ I
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Progress of Fraternities
THE first fraternal organization at Rhody wasestablished twenty-four years ago to be followed
during the next four years by as many more similar
organizations. Following this there was a lull of eight
years when the College enrollment had increased to
the extent that, during the succeeding half-decade, five
more such groups announced their establishment and
since that time only one more has been organized.
The fraternities as a unit and as individuals stand at
the forefront on our Campus. Ihey have grown from
organizations which once fostered hazing and nefarious
horse-play to educational institutions in themselves
doing much in the field of character building, creating
life-long acquaintances and friendships, and cementing
more firmly the student to the Alma Mater.
Ajris
i'-- I 'XX-^l
Third Row: C. Collison, R. Horseman, M. Koppee, |. Bradshaw, |. Blitz, K. Poller.
Second Row: T. Toole, A. Carlolti. K. Laidlaw, |. Donovan, H. Miner, J. Rogers, |. Fui
Front Row: P. Lj-on, H. Prebluda, Professor Inic. 1. F. Schmidt, Jr., Professor Churchi
D. lohnson, A. F,.liiu>iul.
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The Polygon
'
I ^ HE Polygon, which is composed of two delegates from each
-*- fraternity, is a local organization formed in 1 9 1 1 - 1 9 1 2 for the
purpose of creating a greater spirit of harmony and unification among
the fraternal groups and to establish rules governing their conduct.
Originally this was a secret organization which selected its own
members rather than having them appointed by their respective
fraternity. The Chapel exercises formerly held in the north dining
room of East Hall, was the scene of the annual "tapping service"
when the new members were publicly informed of their membership
by being "tapped" by representatives of the group in the presence of
the assembled student body.
Following the World War this practise of conducting the Polygon
as a secret and "tapping" body was discontinued. Since that time it
has functioned as a social group, professing and attempting to control
the activities of the fraternities during the "rushing season."
Today it is endeavoring to establish itself on a more firm founda
tion by having the College recognize it by the awarding of a charter
which will empower it to act according to its rules and give it the
ability to effectively enforce the same.
-=|I2I p~
Rho Iota Kappa
Founded at Rhode Island Chapter Established 1 90S
Third Row: |. Duksl.i. W. Dolan, L. I.ing. G. BrjvilKiii. D. Parker, II. Broderick, W. Lalli,
.\l. .McCormick. k. Kellev.
Second Row: |. Kennedv, j. Rogers, V. Cannon, G. Ritchie, R. March, J. Dobosynski,
R. Dimock, R. P. Dimock, D. Bonner, R. Wood.
Fi-onI Row: \. DeRita, C. Commons, L. Follet, A. Kdinond, Capt. Freeman, F. Fay, G. Bales,
B. Beaudoin, T. Malone.
Rho Iota Kappa
FRATER IN FACULTA'l'E
Capt. Thomas W. F'reeman
FR.ATRES IN COLLF.GIO
19.12
Arthur W. Edmond l-'rancis X. Fay
1933
Joseph DobosynskiBernard L. Bciudoin
loseph DeRita
Richard S. Dimock
George A. Bates
Howard G. Broderick
Donald P. Mo
Robert Baldwin
Donald B
Robert B
Leon H. Follett
Lester M. Lang
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W. Charles Commons, |r
Ralph P. Dimock
David E. Parke
1935
'I'homas S. Malone
John E. Rogers
Richard C. Wood
Theta Chi
Founded al Noni'ich in I S5ii Established at R. I. as Sigma Bella, 1 909
I'J, I Chapler EsUiblished 1911 46 Chapters
I, tilth Row H Munroe, F Grci 1. 1 imulcvich, s Kcnnci,F \pplin, 1 Ralph, G Iilci
1 IVclhim 1 Wright
rin-'R t \ Fhornlci W Sinfiil F BilKrli W Rolin 1 I Run 1 BioiMi
h Ciitioiilliii II Sn.m 1 lluuhm K l.\ il U
St, ond Roi D I'limcntcr \\ Cotlci L Cimlill I bmilh l)i Hiouning K I'ollei
Profe-sor Roilitcllois, J lilcr, | Bridslm,
First Row 1 Bastolla R Quinton, W Rcid, Jordin, J Bildoui, J Fisher
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Theta Chi
FRATRES L\ FACULTATE
Dr. Harold W. Browning
Prof. John Ladd
Prof. Robert Rockafellow
FRATRES LN COLLEGIO
Llovd E. CrandaU Let
1932
inard E. Smith lohn Tv Icr Sinclair F. Wilbur
Edward J. Bastolla lohi
1933
1 A. Bradshaw W'illi.1 B . Cotter Kenneth E. Potn
Franklyn Grey
Sinclair Kenney
William Sanford
Romeo Quinton
1934
Henrv Munroe
Weslev Reid
Earle Ralph, Jr.
Leonard Tamulevich,
Thomas Wright
Jr.
Albert Thornley, Jr.
George Tyler
Edward Betterly
Kenneth Wilde
Frank Applin
John Baldoni
1935
Francis Castrovillari
John Fisher
Francis Hutchins
Howard Snow
George Jordan
Donald Parmenter
Edward Ryan
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Beta Phi
Founded at Rhode Island Eslablished in 1910
Fout-lh Row: C. I.indquist, C. Fuller, H. .M.ison, 11. I.iiul. H. liouriu-, S. Zidi.ilcs, G. Ha
F. Slicknev, K. llorsem.in.
Third Row: L. Capotosto, F. Connors, L.' LeTourneau, A. Ericson, R. L.imb, C^,. l.awrcnc
C. Russell, M. Bailev, R. Skoog, J. Martin.
Second Row,: C. Newman, T. Gleason, R. Lombardo, H. Lewis, Jr., H. Briglitm.in, Dei
Barlow, C. Castiglioni, E. Tillman, J. Whitman.
Front Row: G. Spink, R. Macintosh, A. Newton, C. Haslam, F. Logler, J. Foley.
r-fij-'-iS^^S^.
^.
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Beta Phi
FRATER IN EACUL^^ATE
Dean John Barlow
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
Howard S. Brightmi
Caesar P. Castiglioni
Thomas J. Gleason
1932
m George H. M. Lawrence
; Harry R. Lewis, lr.
Ralph B. Lombardo
Charles H. Newman
Erland A. Tillman
James A. Whitman
G. Alexander Ericsoi
Reginald J. Horsem:
1933
1 Reginald 'F. Lamb
m Frank |. Logler
Slanlev V . Madison
Henrv S. Mason
1934
Francis Connors Howard Lind
Leander S. LeTourneau R. Arnold Skoog
Frederick N. Sticknei
Stanley F. Zidiales
Marshall Bailey
Holbrook Bourne
Louis Capotosto
Richard Chenette
James Foley
1935
Gardner Fuller
Gilbert A. Hall
Charles H.islam
Carl Lindquist
Robert Macintosh
|ohn Martin
J. .Albert Newton, |r
Charles Perini
Ch.lrles Russell
Joseph P. Speckman
George Spink, 3rd
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Delta Alpha Psi
Founded al Rhode Island Chapter Established 1911
^wy\ QS^^^^NHm yH^L
1 ^ im5r kK U^T
/'/,/',,/ A'<r.-c. K. .^'-l.illord, |. Mor.iii. |. Marsden. A. Sli.iislil. C. 'I'luiin, E. Perrv, R. Simpson,
R. Simonc.iii.
Second Row: IS. Mich lie. B. Gob.-ille. H. Cignon. P. Morin. F. U'ilcov, P. W.iiclel, F. Racca,
\. k.idick. E. Berwick.
Ft-oni Ron.': E. Duckworlh, I. Blil/, .\. McGuinness. Prolessor Evier, It. Goodwin, L. Smith,
|. Fucal, |. Barnatowich, O. Herzig.
.* ic^!^if
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Delta Alpha Psi
FRATER IN FACULTATE
Prof. Marshall H. Tvler
FR.-\TRES IN COLLEGIO
John Barn.atowich
Jules W. Blitz
Arthur E. McGuinn
1932
Everett M. Duckworth
Ernest P. Goodwin
CSS Leland H. !
Charles G. Han
Oscar P. Herzi.
?mith
Ear! Berwick
Henry G.ignon
Joseph Moran
1933
John Fuyat
1934
P. Gerard Morin
Frank Racca
Ephraim P. Rivard
Edward E. Wilcox
Charles R. Sim]
Charles 'Fhum
Paul Watelet
Edward Cotter
Bertrand Gobeille
John Hanley
1935
John Marsden
Bertrand Miclette
Ernest Perry
\'ictor Radick
Robert Simonea
Rogers St.ifTord
-4i29ll=-
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Lambda Chi Alpha
Eta Zela oj Lambda Chi Alpha Established 191^
Founded as Gamma Delta Sigma in 1912
Foutth Row: C. Cashing, E. Cox, G. Hazard, H. Crouch, S. Nve, E. Collins, H. Umstead,
R. Lightfoot. A. Niblom, J. Donovan, W. Broderick.
Third Rrrw: R. Fillinore'; B. Kiiiilsill' A. Kilrov, |. Carr, K. Laidlatv, J. Cook, D. Senior,
C. ll.lll, F. Hill, H. Flynn, A. Arnold.
Sei-ond Ro-.v: II. Gill, C. Murdough, D. Westencll, Professor Anderson, L. Luther, Professor
Wales, F. McAuslan, G. Haines, J. Smith.
Front Row: T. Dring, S. Hilton, R. Koch, A. Lev, B. .Mullins, A. Hart, J. Moss, C. Smith.
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Lambda Chi Alpha
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
Prof. Roval Wales
Prof. William Ande rson
ER.ATRES IN COLLEGIO
1932
John E. Cook Harrie Gill Kenneth G. Laidlaw
Clark F. Mljrdough John B.
1933
Sm ith
Arthur Arnold |ohn Donovan Arthur Kilrov
John R. Christensen Charles A. Hall Llovd Luther
Edward Cox Frank A. Hill Frederick McAuslan
Armas Nyblom William
1934
DeV. wcstervelt
Walter Broderick William Ellis Kenneth MacKenzie
Chester Cashing Robert F'illmore Daniel Senior
Charles Collins Ralph Lightfoot
1935
Craig Smilh
Thomas Dring Spencer Hilton John Moss
Ravmond Hart Russell Koch Bernard MuUin
George Hazard Austin Ley Stephen Nve
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Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Foiuided 1S66 Established al R. I. as Zela Pi Alpha 1920
Rh.tde Island Alpha Chapter Established I'JJ'J
Third Row: N. Cipalbo, F. Turrisi, G. Fahey, A. Churchill, R. |ager, S. Capalbo, 'F. Fortin,
E. Weaver, H. Peabody.
Second Row: B. Wolanski, 11. I'ratt, A. Kenvon, V. Young, J. Anderson, W. Sherman,
A. 1 lcr.> V, F. Goir, I'.. Parker, M. Dobrolet.
Fronl Rc.w: F. Tlioinpson. G. Prime, A. Cushman, T. Toole, |. Sullivan, ]. Puln.im,
H. Pickersgill, F. Schmidt, A. Carey, R. Imperatore.
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Sigma Alpha Epsilon
FR.A'FRES IN F,\CULTATE
Dr. John C. Weldin
Prof. Samuel Webster
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
Natlic
Arthu
Elliot
i Capalbo
r E. Carey
J. Parker
1932
W. Allerton Cushman
Henry Pickersgill
Frederick Thompson
1933
Harrv W. Pratt
Thomas E. Toole
George P
lohn L. I
J. Frcder
John J. S
Sylves
Arthu
Thoii-
ter Capalbo
r Churchill
las Davey
1934
Gilbert Fahey
'I'homas Fortin
Alfred Hersey
Toii-o Koski
Paul Pier.
W. Sheril
Benjamin
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Phi Beta Chi
Founded at Rhode Island Campus Club 1921
Established Phi Beta Chi, 1929
Fourth K- -, i, .!-. , ll, I-. ,-:i , \l. \MnhK(. |, I 1 1 - I -., ,, ; . K. |;i.|,.,-,. |. l.iil.iiU,
k. WlUg.
Thitd Row: F. Hindlev, A. Butlcrfield, D. Williams, J. Davis, K. Goff, Johnston, R. Henshaw,
A. Saunders.
Second Row: F. Brown. A. Deming, L. Breault, Professor Coggins, P. Lvon, Professor Billmver,
E. Towle, E. Patterson.
Front Row: W. Waterman, F. Golding, C. McCaffery, G. Weaver.
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Phi Beta Chi
FRATRES IN FACUL'EATE
Professor C. Coggins
Leonidas Stowell
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
1932
1 C. Breault Arlhur K. Deming Kenneth B. Goff
Philip A. Lyon Edgar '1'. Patterson
1933
k A. Brown |ames P. Patterson Edward F. Towle
Donald A. Williams
1934
Alvin W. Butterlield
J. Herbert Davis
Robert Bardsley
Erank Golding
John J. Gallant
Everett G. .Morris
George B. Weaver
1935
Ralph Henshaw
Frederick Hindlev
Ravmond Wii
Alden Saunders
Walter D. Wat
Gordon Johnston
Herbert Kilguss
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Alpha Epsilon Pi
Fountled at Neia York University, February, I9n
Established at Rhorle Island as Beta Nu FpsUon in 1922
Rho Chapter Established March, 192S IS Chapters
9 a. f> rt p 0 i(?
Fou, lb Row: II. Tcilz, A. Brosofskv, I',, [enskv, 11. Markoll, |. Koppe, S. Sleiii, D. Espinoza,
B. Filli.crg, il. GoKlell, M. Fillbel!;.
Th:,d Row: A. Bloom. D. l.ciill, IX Nalh.iii. |. Goldin.m. H. lloniiz. I.. Friedman,
I.. Honilz. |. Gordon. | , Cokin. S. Gordon.
Set-ond Row: M. K.ii . |. Str.ui-. g". Fieedni.iii'. S. 1 locliin.iii. I. Bl.izai, President Bressler,
H. Prchlud.i, |. Anhall, R. Korvitz, |. Savran.
Front Row: H. l-'iiie, G. Halsb.iiul, 11. Schlossberg, H. Benistcin, M. Soloveitzik, S. Gerrz,
L. Yaffee.
k-
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Alpha Epsilon Pi
FRATER IN FACULTA'I'l-,
Raymond G. Bressk
FR.A'I'RES IN COLLEGIO
Jack Anhalt
Robert Kr
1932
Irving Blazar
ovitz Harry P ebluda
Samuel Hochman
Aaron Brosofskv
Jacob I. Cokin
1933
lack Goldman
Sidney Gordon
J. Melvin Koppe
Samuel Stein
Milton Bassing
.Abraham Bloom
Hym.-in Fine
1934
Philip D. Finkle
Louis Friedman
Harold Golden
Joseph Gordon
Ilnuan Horvitz
Louis Horvitz
Bernard Jensky
Harold Bernstein
David Espinoza
Barton Finberg
Milton Finberg
193 5
Sanford Gertz
George Halsband
David Levitt
Donald B. Nathan
Harrv Schlossberg
Harold Soloveitzik
Harrv Teitz
Louis Yaffee
-4i37>'
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Phi Mu Delta
Founded Sim-tillaneously at Connecticul, Vermont and
New Hampshire in 1918
Established at Rhotle Island as Delta Sigma Epsilon in 1924
Nu Ela F.stablished 1929
Fourlh Row: E. l-'K-lcher, E. Tliompson, C. Lofgren, M. 'Furner, A. .Sanborn, S. Smilh,
H. Clapham, W. Whitfield, J. Waugh, H. Kitchens, R. Stewart, E. Michie.
Third Row: H. Munson, R. Tempcrly, W. Northup, G. Luther, A. Goff, W. 'Fallman.
N. Middleton, R. Peterson, E. Foster, R. Batchelder, G. Barker.
Second Row: C. Collison, H. Boyden, Prot. Emery, H. Tabor, D. Johnson, J. Gregory,
H. Read, G. Rov, G. Beaumont.
First Row: FI. Greaves, H. Manchester', K. Farnham, C. Nelson, B. Sanderson,
F. Moody, G. Hall.
'.r
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Phi Mu Delta
FRATRES IN FACULTA'l'E
Prof. Herbert M. Emery
Prof. Stanley W. Hetherington
FRA'FRES IN COLLEGIO
Harry L. Boyden
John Gregory
1932
Daniel C. A. Johnson
H. Milton Read
Warren Tallman
Gordon Rov
Harold M. Tabor
Curtis L. Collison
Robert Lofgren
1933
George Beaumont
George .A. Luther
Raymond Timperly
William Northup
George Barker
Harry Clapham
Anthony Goff
1934
Harry Greaves _
Norman Middleton
Roy Peterson
.Austin Sanborn
Brooks Sanderson
Rai-mond Stewart
Robert Batchelder
Merrill Budlong
Kenneth Farnham
Frank Fletcher
Edward Foster
lo
1935
Glenn Hall
Herbert Kitchens
Harvey Manchester
Ernest Michie
Frank Moodv
hn Waugh William Whitfield
Holger Munson
Conrad Nelson
Stanley Smith
Elmer Thompson
Marden Turner
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Phi Sigma
Founded at Rhode Island Chapler Eslablished in 1925
Third Row: M. Hinchliffe, W. Knight. G. P.iuls, H. Fhorp, C. |ordaii, F. Tabor.
Second Row: E. Kenvon, R. Shcinian. P. Campanclls, R. Capwell, S. Hebb, J. Hinchliffe,
A. Burdick.
Fi-on, Row: H. Miner, W. Lawson, Prof. Churchill, C. Bardsley, Captain Holley, J. Wood,
E. Long, Rego.
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Phi Sigma
ERATRES IN FACULTATE
Prof. H. C. Churchill
Mr. Ralph E. Brown
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
1932
Charles H. Bardsley Weslev Knight Herm:
John L. Rego
1933
Russell Capwell Everett Kenvon
1934
J. Wo,
Paul Campanella Malcolm Hinchliffe Williai
Gordoi Pa ll .Nelson Thorp
1935
Archie Burdick John Hinchliffe Robert
Franklin Fiske Caleb Jordan Gcrha
Stephen Hebb Morris Kent Eordh.
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Alpha Tau Gamma
Founded at Rhotle Island Chapter Established 1929
Fourlh Row: S. D.ibroivalski. 1'. Rogers, R. Rabidoux, C. N'erros, R. Hamilton, A. Dawson,
J. Costanza.
Third Row: E. DeCiccio, M. Martvnik, W. Moran, G. 'I'horapson, W. O'Brien, C. Lloyd,
W. Garfield.
Second Row: L. Demers, 1'. Irza, R. Easdon, A. Carlolli. Prof. Ince, '1'. Bliss, A. Coletti,
G. Couuire.
First Row: P. Sullivan, E. Costa, H. Mazmanian, 1. Turner, R. Colwell.
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Alpha Tau Gamma
FRATER IN FACULTATE
Prof. Joseph W. Ince
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
1932
Thomas E. Bliss
Albert Carlotti
A. Arthur Coletti
Joseph P. Costanza
Lionel J. Demers
Thomas J. Irza
1933
Waller G. Moren
William O'Brien
George A. Thompson, Jr
Maurico P. DiFusco
Robert D. Easdon
Anthony Figholini
James A. Hodgson
1934
Michael J. Martvnik
Charles M. Mod'leszews
Edward G. Costa
Gerard Couture
Stanlev Dabrowolski
Charles Llovd
Patrick J. Sullivan
1935
Marlin H. Mazinanioni
Christ \'erros
Richard Colwell
Arthur Daivson
Edward DeCiccio
William Garfield
Robert Hamilton
Raymond Rabidoux
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Phi Kappa Phi
Founded at University of Maine
Rhode Island Chapter Established 1913 46 Chapters
Second Row: K.
Front Row: Profe:
C. RcuJii, ProfL-s,M.H l:
|. Parker, li. Callaghan.
11, Dean Wales. Professor Cluirchil
nee. Dean Barloiv, Dr. Browning,
President Bressler Professor
:-^
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Phi Kappa Phi
FRATRES IN IvVCULTATE
George E. Adams
William Anderson
John Barlow
Carroll Billmyer
Raymond G. Bressler
Ralph E. Brown
Harold W. Browning
Howland Burdick
Everett P. Christopher
Herman Churchill
Basil E. Gilbert
Kenneth
Joseph W. Ince
Lorenzo Kinney, Jr.
Theodore E. Odland
Helen E. Peck
Andrew J. Stene
Elizabeth Stillman
Marshall H. Tyler
Royal L. Wales
Samuel H. Webster
John C. Weldin
Margaret Whittemore
E. Wright
FR.ATRES IN COLLEGIO
George E. Andrews, Jr.
Leon C. Breault
Bernice M. Callaghan
Arthur F. Carey
Albert Carlotti
Albert D'Orsi
Natalie E. Dunn
Arthur W. Edmond
Vincent Gallagher
Kathleen Ince
Daniel C. A. Johnson
Louis I. Kramer
George H. M. Lawrence
Harry R. Lewis, Jr.
Clarke F. Murdough
James A. Parker
Harry J. Prebluda
Catherine Regan
J. Frederick Schmidt, Jr.
Erland A. Tillman
-4 14; Is-
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Scabbard and Blade
Founded at University of Wisconsin, 1904 79 Companies
"H" Company, 6th Regiment, Established at Rhode Island 1927
Second Row: ,\. D'Oisi, L. lire.i
Fronl Row: Ciptain Freeman, O. Herzig, A. Edmond, Presidenl Bi
F. Schmidt, Captain Ilollv.
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Scabbard and Blade
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
Capt. Thomas Freeman
Capt. Ulmont W. Holly
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
Bernard Beaudoin
Louis Bellavia
Leon Breault
Frank Brown
Curtis Collison
William Cumming
William Cushman
John Donovan
Albert D'Orsi
Arthur Edmond
Kenneth Goff
Oscar Herzig
Reginald Horseman
Harry Lewis, Jr.
Edgar Patterson
Kenneth Potter
J. Frederick Schmidt, Jr
Erland Tillman
Thomas Toole
Tt^r;s-^f
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These, our Fraternities, are themoulders of our lives
whose teachings will serve as guide posts and whose
members will ever be our friends and guides of future
years.
The groups on the West side of the Campus to whom
we now come are more closely related to those on the
East than might be thought at a glance, for the moon
has beamed down on many a romance between them
these glorious spring evenings.
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Progress of Sororities
'
I ^HE first sorority on this campus was established
in 1914 by a group of women students living in
the girls dormitory. Due to the fact that the co-ed
enrollment did not grow so fast as did that of the men
students, it was three years before the second group was
organized and another year elapsed before they an
nounced themselves as a unified sisterhood of women.
The last recognized group is now eight years old
and all three have affiliated themselves with national
organizations.
The sorority does rnuch to place the college woman
in the foreground. There exists an atmosphere of uni
fied power resulting in the intellectual and social prog
ress of all involved. It creates a stimulus otherwise
lacking for the initiative to carry one on toward higher
aspirations and goals.
4 149 h
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Panhellenic Association
Second Row: Sigrid Carlson, M. Coggeshall.
Fronl Raw: C. Regan, F. Allen, D. Cumming, M. Cla:
'>-?--
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Panhellenic Association
SIGMA KAPPA
Sigrid Carlson Doris Cumming
CHI OMEGA
Florence Allen Mary E. Clancy
DELTA ZETA
Catherine Regan Marion Coggeshall
PANHELLENIC OFFICERS
President Florence Allen
Secretary-Treasurer Doris Cumming
Uns I
Sigma Kappa
Founded at Colby 1874 Est. at Rhode Island as Sigma Tau Delta in 1914
Phi Chapter Established 1919 40 Chapters
Fou,, a k'.oc, E, Li.iiulali.CT. VV,,n,i. M. I),,l.iii, M. l'rcloii, ,\. Oiv^i:.. S. liailc-, , A. I ..., kii.jod,
E. Herlein.
Third Row: I. Carlson, M. \avro. I). Kasper, R. Dekker. E. McManus, S. Carlson, R. Clarke,
.\. Connery. D. Cumming.
Second Row: H. Grout, [. Keenan. 1). Pike. A. Arbogast, Miss Peck, Facully Advisor;
G. .Anthony, President i \. Benrd, K. luce, R. .Ashe, N. Dunn.
Fronl Row: J. Lyon, E. IMcCalfrev, Ii. |ohnston, R. Barrows, D. Fletcher, M. Coone,
A. VVooden.
m2:^
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Sigma Kappa
SOROR IN FACULTATE
Dean Helen E. Peck
SORORES IN COLLEGIO
Gertrude .Anthony
Regina M. Ashe
.Amy .Arbogast
1932
Sigrid Carlson
Natalie E. Dunn
Helen B. Grout
Jean Keenan
1933
\irginia B. Beard
Avie E. Connery
Adelaide Owers
Kathleen Ince
Elsie McManus
Dorothy E. Pike
Sue T. Bailey
Ruth L. Barrows
Anne Drurv
Edith D. Cumminj
Ruth Dekker
E. Marjorie Brownso
Ingeborg C. Carlson
B. Lillian Clark
"
1934
Mary Dolan
Dorothy B. Kasper
Ruth Leighton
.-\nna Lockw-ood
Marjorie Preston
Ruth M. Stene
Marion M. Vayro
Margaret Coone
Elsie CrandaU
Edna McCiI ffrey
1935
Dorothv Fletcher
b'.v-elyn'Hcrlein
Arline Wooden
E.thel Johnston
Janet Lyon
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Chi Omega
Founded at A rkansas 1 S9.-> Est. al Rhode Island as Omicron A Iphc
Lambda Beta Chapter Estahlishetl in 1922
Fourlh Ron : k. I b-M -. .\1 . I ): u - i . N , Wiiyy. . I-,. S, .uilcn, M, II..I I- 11, I). \ 1, .-1. , A. iM.Cir-
viile, I-;. I'lcker.sgill, .M. Openshaw.
Third Row: V. Manning, A. Shawcross, E. Ware, H. Glen, P. CoggeshaU, H. Baker, V. Rock,
M. Gatzcnmeier, M. Clancv, R. Chase.
Second Row: H. .McNamee, G. Whipple. W. Francis' H. Holmes, E. Peckham, Miss L. C.
Tucker, Facultv Advisor; M. |"lm,on. M. \'aughn, F. .AUen, B. Masterson.
Front Row: B. Souler, 1'. Mull, .M. VVriglil, V.. York, H. Ho.xie, D. Carpenter.
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Chi Omega
SOROR IN FACULTATE
Miss Lucy C. Tucker
SORORES IN COLLEGIO
1932
Florence R. Allen Helen M. Holmes Barbara M. Masterson
Winnifred N. Francis
Edna L. Peckhaii
Myrtle V. Johnson Helen J. McNamee
11 Gladys N. Whipple
1933
Helen Bovden
Natalie E. Briggs
Mary E. Clancy
Doris Vickere
Margaret M. Gatzenmcier Margarei M. Openshaw
Marjorie E. Holden Florence E. Pickersgill
Anna McCarville Marion G. Vaughn
Er.ances Y. Ware
1934
Ruth S. Chase
Pauline G. CoggeshaU
Florence H. M.i
Marlon Draper 'Ehelraa Huff
Helen M. Glen Ethel M. Hebb
inning Alice E. Shawcross
1935
Helen Baker
Dorothy Carpenter
Ida J. Cook
Hope Ho.\-ie Barbara Souler
\'era Rock Margaret Wright
E.leanor Scanlon l-ilizabeth York
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Delta Zeta
Founded at Miami University 1 902
Established at Rhode IslamI State College as Thela Delta Omicron 1924
3eta Alpha Chapter Established 1928 49 Chapters
Four, H. McKechn
. C. W.I is. .M. .Scat
K. .Scwiiian. I,, (iuueiii. S. Newman. .M. Nci-.iii
B. Spaulding. M. Frv, .VL M,K-|)oiia]d
Thi,-d R.,w: R. .McCoy, E. FairchiKI, 1. Langlord, M. Bishop. .\.
tergood, 11. Souler, C. \entrone, |. .Macomber.
Second Row: E. Streeter, M. Emery, L. Harris, B. Callaghan, M. Coggeshall, C. Regan
A. Simonini, L. Chaput, A. Martin.
Front Row: 1. Wagner, C. Willis, E. Rodger, W. Kelly, H. PhiUips, M. Hersey.
tile
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Delta Zeta
SOROR IN FACUL'EATE
Miss Grace C. Whaley
SORORES IN COLLEGIO
Bernice I\I. Call.ighan
Lillian F. ClLiput
1932
Isadore F. Langford
Alice G. Martin
Rena E. Simonini
Mary M. MacDonald
Catherine E. Regan
Marion F. CoggeshaU
Mildred A. Emery
1933
Marion L. Frv
M. Leota Harris
Barbara S. Spaulding
Elizabeth F. Rodgers
Helen A. Soule
Marion E. Bishop
Virginia Cooper
1934
Janet .Macomber
Margaret Newman
Charlotte Waters
Ruth Newman
Elinor Streeter
1935
Eloise Fairchild Amy H. Janes
Lvnette Goggin Winifred Kelly
Constance Himilton Ruth McCov
M.irv J. Hcrse) Helen McKechnie
Constance WiUib Mice \ entione
Shirlev Newman
Helen PhiUips
Meredith Scattergood
IrraiWigncr
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And so we have met those of both sides of our
Campus leaving lastly, the Sororities on whose steps
have been left memories sacred to many of this our
class of '32.
Ahead of us, we will find a complete, but rapid,
pictorial review of all those organizations which make
themselves known throughout the College.
Sororities
M


Growth and Positions of
Organizations at R. I. S. C.
ORGANIZATIONS are without doubt one of theoldest phases of college life here at Rhody, and
we have to-day still in existence a few of those we had
twenty-five years ago although many have faded into
the historic past supplanted by many others from time
to time.
To give a history of them would require pages of
space, and to-day the names of some would be con
sidered as rather humorous for there once existed such
as The Chicken Club, Co-edders Club, etc.
In the- opinion of some, several of the organizations
have retrogressed, but in the opinion of others they are
to join the ranks of those for whom a place no longer
exists as there ceases to be any appreciable demand for
the opportunities which they offer.
However in this new era of the College, which we
believe is now dawning over the horizon, it appears that
the organizations are going to have more influence than
ever in moulding and shaping the careers which come
under their spreading canopy.
C ffJl-^ -Vrt~,(F^?>^-.<T-^^''j^(^j^^
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Second Row: B. Porter, H. Prebluda, J. Blitz, T. Bliss, L. Breault, H. Mil
Ft-rsnt Row: B. Callaghan, W. O'Brien, G. Lawrence, K. Laidlaw, H. Brightman, N. Dunn.
Grist Board
George H. M. La-wrence .... Editor-in-Chief
William O'Brien Managing Editor
Arthur F. Carey Assistant Editor
Howard S. Brightman Business Manager
Kenneth G. Laidlaw General Manciger
The first volume of the Grist was published in June, 1898, and one has
been published every year since then, with the exception of the volume for
1918. Prior to this date the annual was edited by the Junior Class, but fol
lowing the World War, the Seniors have assumed the responsibility.
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n, R. Jager, G.BaThitd Row: N. Middleton, A. Churchill, G. Br.ivi
Second Row: R. Nelen, |. Savran, B. Callaghan, A. Kenvon, M. 1
H. Bernstein, D. K.isper, H. Fine.
Front Row: H. Horvitz, N. Dunn, H. Prebluda, G. Lawrence, K. L;
F. Manning, E. Foster.
, L. CrandaU, S. Ste
assing, R. Silverni;
Beacon Board
George H. M. Laivr
Harrv J. Prebluda
Natalie E. Dunn .
Edilot--in-ChieS Howard S. Brightman . Bus^tness Manager
Managing Edilor Kenneih G. Laidlaw . . Ceneral Manager
As.dlsl,tnl Edilor " " ''"'"'
l G ^
. Everett P. Christopher, fr-//y Ad^'l
At the end of this year, the Beacon will round out twenty-five years of
unbroken service. Started in November, 1907, it has continued to date,
although it went through some very trying experiences during 1918. The
power of this weekly college paper is not appreciated by either the students
or those on its staff and unless this potentiality is properly supported, it is lost.
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Aggie Club
James A. Whitman
Sue T. Bailey .
Thomas J. Gleason
Edgar T. Patterson
. President
Vice President
Treasurer
. Secretary
The Aggie Club noted to some for, "its refreshment rneetings and Bawl"
is the oldest student organization on the campus which has not suffered from
temporary ruptures during the past. Organized in 1902 by Professor Card,
it may well be considered as one of the most active non-fraternal social organ
izations on the campus.
Q'
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I 1 \ Wordell
M Fn A Churchill
4-H Club
Evelyn Herlein
Marion L. Fry
Margaret Coone
. President
Vice President
Secrelary and Treasurer
One of the new organizations to be welcomed in this volume of the Grist
is the Rhode Island State College 4-H Club composed of all of those students
who have been, or are, 4-H Club members in this or other states. Its object
is to promote the 4-H Club principles throughout the state and by such
actions, advertise the college to those prospective students with -H'hom the
members come in contact.
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Masonic Club
Henry Pickersgill President
John Barlow Vice Presidenl
George B. Durham Secretary
George E. Adams Treasurer
Waldo Adams
William Anderson
Carrol Billmyer
Raymond Bressler
Ralph Browning
Harold Browning
Albert Damon'
Samuel Damon
John Eldred
Herbert Emery
Thomas Freeman
Leonidas
Basil Gilbert
Crawford Hart
Lorenzo Kinney, Jr.
John Ladd
Harry McCready
Theodore Odland
Frederick Pember
Richard Quarry
Frank Schlenker
Andrew Stene
Alfred Stowell
Stowell
Founded in 1921, the Masonic Club is composed of those members of the
faculty and student body who, by virtue of Masonic affiliation, are eligible
for membership. Its object is to foster Masonic interest among the faculty
and students of the College.
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Third Row: K. Earham, R. Stewart, G. Andrews, G. Bn
G. Whitfield, H. Prebluda
Second Row: S. Gordon, R. Fillmore, E. Storey, E. Fosl
H. Munson.
Front Row: C. Cashing, R. Peterson, L. Kramer, Dr. Brov
F. 'Ehompson, A. Edmond,
man, R. Bardsley, M. Turner,
:r, F. Thompson, D. Williams,
ling, G. Beaumont, H. Bryden,
DeMolay Club
Harry Bryden President
George W. Beaumont, Jr Vice Presidenl
Frederick Thompson Secrelary
Roy E. Peterson Treasurer
This organization, formed eight years ago, has lost much of its former
activity due to the fact that other activities have largely supplanted it and to
the fact that its membership is localized and not distributed.
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Second Row: H. Fine, D. Williams, T. Toole, H. Prebluda.
Front Row: A. Edmond, M. Koppe, Coach Rockafellow, L. CrandaU, FI. Pickersgill.
Men's Debating Club
Lloyd Crandall President
Thomas Toole Vice President
Robert Rockafellow Coach
The first intercollegiate debate to be participated in by this Institution was
on April 29, 1910, with M. A. C, now Massachusetts State. Incidentally,
the debate was won by the visitors. 1929 saw the last of a national debating
fraterinty and it is only through the efforts of a few active students now on
the Campus, that Tau Kappa Alpha will probably be reinstated next year.
^easr^^irf^y^'ct'^ p^^ i
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Second Row: M. Litwin, B. Masterson, W. Francis.
Fi'onl Row: R. Nelen, H. Holmes, Miss Dickson, Coach; C. Regan.
Women's Debating Club
Women's debating was first started in 1927, enjoyed two years of suc
cessful activity, became ill, but is now decidedly on the upgrade again with
a very promising- oi-ganization.
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Tl I F i'l (_ Re I iin. 11. I.iiiJ. R. Bardslev, I-'. Tabor, E. Fosler.
Scond Ro R FiUnijiL L 'nflcc, M Hinchliffe, D. Espinoza, H. Cowell, H. Benistcin,
G. Hall.
I tout Row F Moodi, S Ci.modi, F Fletcher, H. Brvdcn, C. Newman, D. Williams,
H. Tabor, J. Joseph.
Men's Glee Club
Charles H. Newman Manager
Frank Anthony Director
Nicholas DeMagistris Leader
The first semblance of a glee club on the Campus was noted in the winter
of 1892-93 when there was a coinbined Glee-Banjo Club. "It rose and fell
like the ocean's swell" and in 1909 was very prominent, at which time it
rendered concerts in two states outside of New England and in all but two
in New England. At the present, it is seriously hampered by the business
depression.
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Foutth Row: D. Eletche;-. M, I'rv, 1-:. McC.iirrev. G. V'i'no.i, A. t.oc.^uood, M. Preston,
1-:. Hebb, M. Holden.
Thit-d Row- M. Vayro, N. Sheehan, R. MacDonald, D. Vickere, E. Johnston, A. Owers,
A. \'cntrone, S. Page.
Second Row: S. Newman, -M. Wright, E. Streeter, N. Briggs, G. Anthony, E. Herlein,
G. Whipple, E. Crandall.
Front Row: C. Willis, T. Huff, H. PhiUips, H. P.iyne.
Women's Glee Club
Gertrude Anthony .... Presidenl Eleanor Streeter . Scct-claty and Treasurer
Natalie Briggs .... Vice President Julia S. Gould Director
The women's glee club is a coniparati\'ely new group and for some time
after its inception was retarded by the lack of a director and coach. However,
it is fortunate in having obtained the services of Miss Julia Gould, an
instructor of voice culture in both Providence and Boston. It offers a needed
field of endeavor for the women students and is well supported by them.
^
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Men's Student Council
Harrie Gill President
Arthur Edmond Vice President
Reginald Horseman Secretary
Howard S. Brightman Treasurer
Instituted in 1910, the Men's Student Council has held a rather terrifying
position ever since. It was at this time that the first written and enforced
freshman rules were established. It, like the Glee Club, has had its "rise
and fall" and is now waiting for the tide to come in.
^lxs^:esfe-g<N i
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Second Row: 1. Langford. \ . Beard, B. Clarke, R. MacDo
.M. \'aughn, N. Dunn, P. Coggeshall, M. MacDonald, R. Barrows, J. Keenan.
Women's Student Council
Mary MacDonald .
Ruth Barrows .
Pauline Coggeshall
. Presidenl
Vice Presidenl
Secretary ami Treasurer
This Council is the executive body of the Women's Student Government.
Its functions depend partially, on a modified "honor system" and operate
where the individual consciences rule. Unlike the Men's Student Council, its
rules embrace the activities of all women students in college regardless of
class or clique.
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The Student Band
T. Clarke Brown Direclor
Joseph Riccio Manager
THE STUDENT BAND has frequently been confused with first theArmy band, and later with the R. O. T. C. band of the college unit.
A few years ago there was a true student band entirely under student manage
ment which was equipped with white uniforms and accessory regalia. Much
of their equipment was R. O. T. C. property.
This year there has been a successful effort made to develop a unit sepai-ate
from that of the battalion which is known as the Rhode Island State College
Student Band.
Credit for its development goes to Mr. T. Clarke Brown, formerly of the
U. S. Marine Band, who is at present director of the R. O. T. C. Band, and
to Mr. Joseph Riccio, its manager.
They have given several concerts throughout the State in order to obtain
the necessary funds with which to purchase suitable uniforms.
It is believed that next year Rhody's athletic contests will be supported by
a completely equipped student band of which we will be proud.
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Second Row: J. DeLuca, E. Storey, C. Reitman, 1-'.. Morris, E. Thompson,
E. Golding, A. Cuddy.
Front Row: C. Haslam, J. Riccio, T. Markoff, Professor Brown, H. Prebluda, J. Goldman,
M. Gertz, G. Halsband.
The College Orchestra
T. Clarke Brown Director
Harry J. Prebluda . . . Manager and Conductor
Completing nine years of work, the College Orchestra, under the baton of
Professor Ralph E. Brown, is today a permanent institution. It is heard
every week at Assembly hour and frequently during the intermission of
dramatic presentations.
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Thnd Row. L. lairchild, \ . Rock, C. Burns, C. Waters, M. Newman, Newman, H. Gi
A. Lockwood.
Second Row: J. Ebbs, L. Zambrano, McCaskey, I. Carlson, N. Coduri.
Fronl Raw: B. Beaudoin, A. Edmond, Captain Freeman, A. Carlotti, Sergeant Friel, T. Bliss,
G. Prime.
Rifle Association
Albert Carlotti President
Helen Grout j.',/c President
Glenn Martin Secretary
The Rhode Island State College Rifle Association was organized in 1930
and is composed of both men's and women's rifle teams. Its object is to have
an organization available to those students who are interested in rifle marks
manship and to promote the same among them.
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For;/-/* /?<-.- E. Goodwin, G. Roy, A. Straight, J. Tyler, E. M',;:i , J. 1' ' :"ii. A. McGuin
ness, J. Hodgson.
Third Row: W. Knight, K. Krausche, K. Laidlaw, J. Donovan, J. Barnatowich, N. Capalbo,
F. Stickney, J. Blitz, Howard Brightman.
Second Row- D. DiCenzo, J. DeRita, J. Carr, C. Collison, H. Gill, R. Horseman, H. Lewis, Jr.,
K. Potter, K. Goff.
Fronl Row: L. H. Smith, H. .Miner, R. Quintin, J. Riccio, R. Wood, W. Cushman, A. Arnold.
R. I. Club
Harrie Gill President
Reginald Horseman Vice President
Curtis Collison .... Secretary and Treasurer
Organized in 1920, its original objective was to promote those men
enrolled to partake in activities at other times of the year than that spent in
the particular sport in which they excelled. Baseball men became football
cheer-leaders, etc. This objective has becoine thinned to oblivion.
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rtjth Row- H. Pliillips. G. Whipple. R. McCov, H. Baker, \'. Rock, H. Boyden, B. Souler,
I. VVagiiei, |. Lvon, E. D'Amario.
Fout-lh Row: A. Arbogast, R. Simonini, S. Newman, C. Regiin, I.. 1 larri.s, C. Waters, V. Cooper,
E Pickei-igill, I). \ickc,-e. .\. McC.nuile. M. Holden. R. MacDon.ild,
L. Zambi-Jiio. L. Yard. .M. Wright.
Third Row- H. McN.imec, T. Huff. B. Calkiglijn, F. Ware, F. .-Mien. E. Peckham, F. Man
ning 11 Grout, li. Me^Caffrev, H. McKechnie, M. MacDonald, F. O'Connor,
S. I'.ige. E.Rian, A. Mulvev. M. Clancv.
Second Row- G. .\nlhonv, 1). Pike, N. ijunn, R. Ashe. H. Ho.xie, ('.. Wood, M. Gatzcnmeier,
M. Vaughn, W. Francis, S. Carlson, Ii. |ohnston, M. Coone.
Front Row- M Mover, M. Howard. A. Peckham, M. Hcrsel-, E. Herlein, D. Fletcher,
A. Wooden. E. CrandaU, 1-'.. Fairchild.
Home Economics Club
The Home h'.conomics Club, fornied in 1921, has done much to bring the
members of the group in contact with outside interests in the field. Every
year it sponsors several lectures by leaders of the various phases of its scope
and toda\- ranks as one of the more progressive won-ien's organizations.
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Second Ro I I Rl
Fronl Row M Howard, K ftl ii 1
Y. W. C. A.
Doris Vickere President
Vera Rock Vice President
Ruth MacDonald Treasurer
The Young Women's Christian .Association was established in 1 897 as the
YoungWomen's Christian Union as a local organization. In 1928 ittiffiliated
itself with the present national association of "l'. W. C. A.
Its chief object is to promote Christian fellowship among its members.
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Fourlh Ro-i B CiUaghin P Robinson, G Bciumonl, J Patterson, H. Gill, G. Hazard,
I.Sulliian, R. MacDonald.
Thitd Rom: H. Bryden, A. Sliaivcioss. II. Ilolmes, E. Brmvnson, G. Fahev, D. Kasper, 1. Cook,
M. Wrioht. R. Fillmore.
Second Row: B. Mullin, F. Msnniiia, R. BarroMs, A. .-\rbogast, M. Read, Miss Peck, F.iculty
Advisor; F. Allen, P. Coggeshall, C. Murdough.
Ft-onI Row: D. Ricci, C. Waters, H. Glen, D. Carpenter, R. Chase, G. Andrews.
Phi Delta
H. Milton Read . President Florence Allen . . Secretary
Am)' Arbogast . Vice President Theodore Froeberg Treasurer
Phi Delta is the oldest dramatic group on the campus offering an oppor
tunity to any student of measurable ability to participate in its activities. It
has grown from a small organization which originally produced one play a
year to one which now leads by offering several dramatic productions during
the season.
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Rhode Island State College Players
J. Melvin Koppi
Executive Staff 1931-1932
Director Mrs. Roy Rawlings
General Manager Carl Bihldorff
BusinessManager..^ Sam Stein
Stage Manager Leon Follett
Secretary Doris Hayes
,., , . .^ f P. Antony ColicciLlectricians. \ v, ,, ^ ,
\ George F. McCahcy
Costumes ..
Art Director.
Publicity
Proferties
,, .Amy Jane
.Ruth Nclai
Jack Savrai
Albert D'Orsi
Matilda Litwin
J. Melvin Koppe
Repe^ertoire
Romeo and Juliet, Little Women, Trelawney of the Wells, Francesca
Da Rimini, R. I. State College Revue, A Privy Council, Poor Maddalena,
The Rivals, Faust, Fanchon, Opera Miniature, "Pagliacci."
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. , l).,n. ; , ',. V il ...i... k. l...i;i;.,rdo, O. Herzig, S. Mason, T. Irza.
-,.,/,.,, .-,.-;- P. Sullivan. 1- . Brown. R. Lamb, H. Mackal, W. Cumming, S. Wilbur,
Front Row: P. .Morin, A. Deming. A. Carlotti. Dean Wales. A. Carev,
.A. McGuinness, J. .SuUivan.
Mechanical Engineering Society
Arthur !'. Carey
Reginald Lamb
.Anthony Coletti
Albert Carlotti
. President
Vice President
. Secretary
Treasurer
Organized nearly twenty-eight years ago this group has had an existence
of few interruptions, having had man>' speakers of note before them during
the recent season.
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ec'.itd Ko'.i .- FreeJn
Lang, G. .-\iidrews. Prof.
Rhode Island State College
Branch of
American Institvite of Electrical Engineers
Leon C. Breault
George E. Andrews, Jr
President
Secretary
This group was first organized in 1898 as the Electrical Engineering
Society, was dissolved in 1905 and revived three years later. Shortly after
the World War it became affiliated with the National Society, to which it
srill belongs.
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Third Row C. Castilgione, H. Brvden, A. Kilrov, W. Knight, H. Gill, C. 'Ehuin,
D. Nardelli, H. Miner.
Second Row- A. Gelardi, A. Castelucci, I.. BcUavij, E. Goodivin, E. 'Eilknan,
p. Bliss. .\. D'Orsi
Front Row: R. Imperatore, |. Swiallowski, |. Rogers, D. DiCenzo, Professor Billmyer,
Professor Webster, .'\. Siraighl, J. Bariniunvich, J. Riccio.
Civil Engineering Society
Daniel DiCenzo . Presitlent Joseph Swiatlowski . Secretary
John Rogers . . I ice Presi, lent .Arthur L. Straight Treasurer
Organized in 1926 the Civil I'jigineering Society is composed of all those
students enrolled in that of engineering. They hold meetings, illustrated
talks and go on field trips when the occasion may demand. On several occa
sions they ha\'e sponsored mo\'ing pictures in Edwards Hall on civil engi
neering subjects, to which all interested students have been invited.
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Third Row: D. Ricci, E. -Miller, I. Blazar, \ . Gallagher, L. Follett, |. Patterson, S. Stein,
G. Thompson, B. Beaudoin, K. Krausche, F. Logler, G. McCahe)-.
Second Row: F. Mellone, N. Migliaccio, R. Krovitz, G. Andrews, J. Fuyat, N. Briggs,
H. Narcessian, M. Martynik, S. Gordon, L. Maggio, A. Coduri.
Front Row: K. Ince, R. Nelen, S. Hochman, K. Goff, Professor DeWolf, Dean Barlow,
W. O'Brien, I. Savran, E. Burns, L. Chaput.
Biological Society
Interest in this field of activity was revived last year and instructive
seminars are regularly held. The first Bio Club was organized in 1904 and
at that time was a very progressive unit. Since then it has risen and fallen
on several occasions.
urisl
Second Row: DeMaio, E. Colagiovanni. I-',. Geremia, Piccirillo, Spero, E. Nigrelli, A. Ge-lardi.
Fronl Row: \. DeSista, Procacini, Castellucci, A. D'Orsi, D. NardeUi, N. Migliaccio,
Garafaio, VV. Salzillo.
Italian Club
Albert D'Orsi President
Dante Nardelli Viee Presidenl
Joseph Castellucci Secretary
Nicholas Migliaccio Treasurer
Formed three years ago, this club functions to promote good fellowship
among its members and serves to raise the cultural and ethical standards
among themselves.
im
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Foui-lh Row: Ethier, Speih, W. Clarke, R. Pearson, N. Farrington, Kalz, Siriskey, Nelson,
Prusaczyk, Egan, Goldman, F. King.
Third Row: D. Smith, Mikaelian, Budlong, R. Champlin, Robinson, D. Sherman, W. Sutton,
F. Storey, G. Russo, E. Enchclmever, G. Andrews, C. Kalcounos, C. Adamski.
Second Row: A. Morrone, E. Pauls, E. Desczyk, H. Mackal, K. Krausche, L. Kramer,
H. Narcessian, E. Cahalan, G. McCahev, F. Delaney.
Front Row: D. Czornv, J. Coblcntz, R. Besloso, M. DiMaio, H. Ross, M. Gollis, F. MiUer.
East Hall Association
This group organized themselves in 1930 purely as a social organization.
Since that time they have unified their efforts, offering stroi-ig competition
interfraternal scholastic and athletic contests.
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:.,-.,no, K-w: R. Zclku, .-igt. Friel. Capl. liollev, Monroe.
Row: Irving, Bales, Edmond, Capl. Freeman, Beaudoin, Prince, Bonne
Men's Rifle Team
Organized twenty-two year ago, the Men's Rifle Team has since passed
through an intermittent period of cxis tence. In 1 9 1 2 it competedwith fifteen
different states. Its record foi the p esent season follows:
R. I. Opiionent R.I. Opiioiienl
Oregon State.... 3448 3659 Universitv of Cincinnati 1355 1409
Kansas Stale .... .1448 3534 No. Dakota .Agric. Col. . 1825 1874
Alabama Polytechnic Insl. . 1772 1829 N. Y. Military Academy 1853 1884
West Maryland College . 1772 1800 N. Y. Slock Exchange . 1853 1893
Universitv of Wvoming . 1834 1756 Boston Universily . 1378 1288
New Mexico Coliege . . 1834 1760 Universily of California 1853 1902
Oklahoma A. & M. . . 1825 1864 Rose Polytechnic Inst. . 1853 1770
Iowa Slate College . . 1825 1877 Conneclicul Aggies 878 857
Georgetown Universitv , 1352 1337 Battery C. 243 C. A. . 771 768
Universilv i Norlb Dakota 1825 1.S03 Providence Snipers Cluh 906 879
West P.iifil Military -Acadcniy 1355 1359
^'^J
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McCaskcy.
,, Captain Holly, J. Ebbs,
Third Row: G. l^rumni, C. Hamillon, S. Ne-
Secoiid Row: \ . Rock, C. Waters, Sergeant Prime, Captain E
A. Coduri.
Front Row: R. McCoy, E. Fairchild, C. Burns, 1. Carlson, M. Newman, H. Grout,
L. Zambrano, A. Lockwood.
Co -Ed Rifle Team
Margaret Newman Caplain
Ingeborg Carlson Manager
With the number of women students on the increase, it is only reasonable
that they should desire more activities. This resulted in the formation, in
1930, of the Co-ed Rifle Team. Although they have done little in inter
collegiate shooting matches, they have done much in creating an interest in
this coming woman's sport.
avC^ij.^jgjga-^
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Fourth Row- T. l.-ie. 1 , l'.i,,-r. li. Mason, L. Lang, |. Sullivan, C. Collison, J. DeRita.
Thit-d Row: J. Dcmovan, B. Beaudoin, |. Cook, |. Tyler, 6. Herzig, R. Horseman, L. Luther,
G. Rov.
Second Row: R. Wood, G. Prime, K. Cioff, E. Patterson, H. Lewis, Jr., L. Bellavia, A. D'Orsi,
F. Schmidt.
Front Row: T. Bliss, A. Ediiumd, Captain Freeman, K. Poller, President Bressler, E. Tillman,
Captain Holly, W. Cushman. L. Breauh.
Oflieers' Club
Kenneth Potter Presidenl
Erland Tillman Secretary
Sgt. Jesse Prime Treasurer
Since the first Officers' Ball in 1901, now the Military Ball, there has been
more or less co-ordination among the officers of the Battalion with the result
that a step of organization was taken in October, 1925, forming the present
Officers' Club.
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From Row: Dr. Ve
Fourth Row: Agosti
Third Row: Cahalan, Towle,
//,/ Row: Prebluda, Couture,
elli, McCahey, Levi, Cokin.
Kimball, Kreuger, Farrington, Katz.
cibior, Desczyk, Maggio, Lyon, .Andn
Chemical Society
With the objective of a chemical exhibition in view for Interscholastic
Track Day, the Chemical Society was reorganized late in February of this
year. It, like many other organizations at Rhody, has progressed only as
fast as its leaders have forced it.
4 rS9>
Leaving the Organizations and the multitude of
student activities which they embrace to approach the
last chapter of this, our permanent record, we take a few
fleeting glimpses into the lighter portions of our ever-
to-be-rememhered college career.
Reviewing briefly the many events with a pun or
two and a smile here with a laugh there we close the
thematic phase of the 1932 Crist hoping that progress
may be the watchword of us all.
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Social Progress
SOCIAL EVENTS have always been abundant on this Campus and theirnature and character have reflected the characteristics of the student
body of the period.
Thirty years ago there existed Poultry Clubs, Literary Clubs, Bicycle
Clubs, and other groups of similar nature. These sf/tre purely social orders,
functioning as such. The students of the period were apparently more inter
ested in their cultural development at the expense of their own efforts than
are the students of today.
At the present time the student demands that the social events be of a
decidedly mental recreational nature. Dances, cabarets, burlesques, movies
and parties are sweetmeats to the intellect of "the overworked student." All
of the cultural groups have gone and the sweetmeats abound.
Should the annual senior questionnaire ask if we are progressing socially
as a student body, doubtless the answer would be, "Yes." But, what is
progress.?
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1931Day by Day 1932
SEPTEMBER
Monday, 14 Freshmen begin to arrive. 'Varsity
squad enters second week of pre-season training. Tues
day, 15 Freshman week opens; .310 bewildered faces
gaze on Kingston. M^edncsday. 16 Sophs and upper
classmen begin to arrive. Thursday, 17 Frosh open
day at 7 :30 with calesthcnics. Upperclassmen register.
Friday 18 Convocation at Edwards Hall ; Pres. Bress
ler explains recent changes. Classes at 10:00 A. M.
Student Council sponsors Freshman Informal. Satur
day, 19 Classes again. Sororities hold rush dances.
Sunday, 20 Frosh desert Campus to spend week-end
at home. Monday 21 More classes; 8 o'clocks begin
to feel natural. Tuesday. ^2First drill day; insuffi
cient uniforms for record enrollment; battalion looks
like Coxey's army, ircdnesday. 23 First mass meet
ing of season in preparation for Maine game. Thurs
day, 24 Varsity departs for Orono. Grist announces
photo contest. Saturday, 26 Varsity gridders sidetrack
fifteen year jinx; lake Maine 8-7 in season's opener.
Mondav, 28 Fraternity rush parties begin. Tuesday.
29Just another drill day. IVednculay. 30S. A. E.
and Sigma Kappa hold rush parlies.
OCTOBER
Thnn^day. i Phi Mu Delta holds rush party. J'ri-
day, 2 Rally in preparation for Brown game; lots of
pep. Saturday. 3 Record crowd sees l^ear dash R. I.
hopes in fourth quarter. .SVofrfov, 4 Student Fellow
ship presents 'The Valiant." Monday. -5Col. Quinn.
assembly speaker, talks on "Character." Tuesday, 6
Drill again; many Frosh still without uniforms.
IVednesday, .7 Sororities close rush season ; pledge
thirty-one. Thursday. 8 Village church holds recep
tion for Frosh. Friday, 9 Committees meet lo make
final plans for inaugural celebration. Saturday. 10
Frosh eleven rides roughshod over Moses Brown. Sun
day. 11 Holiday week-enders desert Campus. Mon
day, 12 Columbus Day. Good old "Chris"! Tuesday.
13 Fraternities close rush season ; pledge one hundred
thirty-three. IVedncsdav. 14 Keaney announces new
athletic managers. Thursday. i.iOfficers' Club holds
annual elections; Potter, president. Eridnv. 16 -Varsi
ty and Frosh harriers defeat Bruins. .'Saturday 17
Officers' Club sponsors first Saturday iiighl dance nf
season, .'innday, i5Inaugural Week opens. Monday.
19 Biology Society is reorganized. Tuesday, 20
Many visit agricultural exhibits at gymnasium. Wednes
day, 21 Fraternities and sororities decorate houses
for Inaugural Day and Homecoming. Thursday, 22
Inaugural Pageant presented in Edwards Hall. Rhode
Island Agricultural Conference opens, i'riday, 23
R. 1. harriers finish second in Harvard open intercol
legiate meet. Saturday, 24 Induction of Raymond G.
Bressler as fourth president of Rhode Island State
College. Varsity eleven subdues Coast Guard Academy.
Sunday, 25 Doctor's report shows Dobrowolski suf
fered broken collar bone in Coast Guard game. Mon
day, 26 Lieulenant Albert T. Richardson addresses
assembly in Navy Day observance. Wednesday, 28
Aggie Bawl. Cashman's Georgian Bluejackets hold
sway. Friday, 30 Frosh harriers clip course record to
defeat La Salle. Saturday, i/Student Council an
nounces Frosh co-edders will push baby carriages.
NOVEMBER
Sunday. 7Student Fellowship discusses "Loyalty."
Mondav. 2 Annual Honors Dav program. Twelve
1932's bid by Phi Kappa Phi. Alpha Epsilon Pi and
Sigma Kappa top scholarship lists. Wednesday. 4
Frosh and Varsity harriers score heavily to take Con
necticut. Thursday. 5 Student Council will abolish
politics from coming class elections, is report. Sat
urday, 7 Worcester Polytechnic taken 34-0. Frosh
gridders trim Boston U. Frosh. Delta Zeta holds
pledge dance. Sundav. S Student Fellowship
presents "Forgiveness." Monday. 9 Vigilance
Committee functions. Tuesday, 10 Beta Phi and
Sigma Kappa hold house dances. Wednesday 11
Armistice Day. Battalion parades in Providence and
Wakefield. Thursday. 12 President Bressler leaves
for Chicago to attend conference of Land-Grant Col
lege;. Beacon gives advice on art of kissing. Friday,
J3 Frosh gridders fall before Connecticut. .Saturday.
7-/Varsity holds Connecticut 14-0. Sunday. 15
"Pathways to Truth" discussed by Student Fellowship.
Monday. 7f5Dr. Holyoke speaks on "Pathways tn
Peace." Tuesday. 77First quarter ends. Wednesday.
18 Second quarter begins. Nn rest for the wearv !
Thur.^day. iPBasketbal! recruits hold evening prac
tice as Keaney grooms gridders for Providence Col
lege charity tilt, Friday, 20 Phi Delta presents "Mid
summer Night's Dream." .Saturday. 2J~S. A. E. and
P. I. K. hold pledge dances. .Sunday. 22 All quiet on
Kingston Hill. Monday. 2JFirst day for Grist pho
tos ; Seniors pose ; camera takes "licking." IVednesday.
25^Thanksgiving recess begins. Saturday. 28 Rhode
Island vs. Providence College charity game at Brown
Stadium. Monday, JOBack to the old grind. Sophs
hold class elections.
DECEMBER
Tuesday, 1 United Press gives Goiif honorable men
tion in All-American selection.s. Wednesday. 2Rd-
niond-Brighlman fracas stirs Campus politicians.
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Thursday, 3 De Cenzo's wrestling and boxing sciuads
get underwav. Friday, 7State College Plavers pre
sent "Fanchon." Saturdax. .^Delta Zela Night at
Lippitt Hall. Sunday. 6Student Fellowship hears
Prof. Morris on "Socrates." Monday, /Polygon an
nounces new scholarship award for men. Tuesday, 8
Frosh and Varsity open Basketball season with Victo
ries. Wednesday, 9Tyler named Basketball captain.
Thursday. 10 Beacon proposes "Old Romans," Senior
honor society. Friday, 11 Yale noses out Rhody by
one basket. Saturday. 12S. A. E.'s hold father and
son banquet. Sunday. iJNew York City alumni an
nounces plans for new organization. Monday. 14 Sen
ior class elections a farce. Tuesday, 15 Rhodv takes
M. I. T. on home court. Wednesday. 16~C6-ed de
baters prepare to meet Middlebury College. Thursday
17~Phi Delta holds Freshman tryouts. i-'ridav. 18
Soph Hop with Ed McEmielly. .Saturday, i9Day
after the night before! classes! "dollar day"! What
a mess ! We desert Kingston Ior a real vacation.
JANUARY
Sunday, 3 ^Back to Kingston for the mid-year grind.
Tuesday,5Officers' Club completes plans for Military
Ball. Wednesday, 6 Interfraternity Basketball season
opens. Thursday, 7 What, no Beacon f Friday. 8
Alumni beaten by Varsity. Saturday, 9Theta Chi
pledge dance. First real snowfall strands down-the-
liners ; make Kingston via snow plow. Monday. Il-Dr.
Walsh of Fordham U. addresses assembly. Chef Stow
ell opens new shoppe. Tuesday. 12 President Bressler
issues first annual report. Wednesday, 13 Frosh and
Varsity take Northeastern. Thursday. 14 Beacon an
nounces Senior vote results. Friday. 15 Varsity
defeats Coast Guard Academy. Saturday, 16 Chi
Omega Night at Lippitt Hall. Monday. 75Alumni
Association announces plans for June reunions. Tues
day, 79Rifle Association wins first shoulder to shoul
der match. Wednesday, 20 Phi Delta presents Fresh
man plays. Thursday, 21 De Molay Club holds dinner.
New tuition rates announced. Friday. 22 Concert by
Band nets sum towards new uniforms. Saturday, 23
Frosh win seventh straight court victory. Chi Omega
holds formal house dance. Monday, 25 State College
players present version of Pagliacci at assembly. Tues
day, 26West side of Campus all astir over "peeping
Tom." Wednesday, 27 Tootell announces team for
Prout Memorial Games. Thursday. 28 Mechanical
Engineering Society presents moving picture. Friday.
29 P. I. K. completes plans for presentation of
Edwards memorial. Salnrday. 30 President Bressler
and Coach Keaney address R. I. Alumni Clnb of New
York City. Lambda Chi Alpha night at Lippitt Hall.
Sunday, JiCollege closes old South Dining Hall,
FEBRUARY
Monday. 7Mid-year exams. Wedncsdax. 10Wc
register. Delta Zeta moves into new house.' Debaters
meet University of California in Edwards Hall. Thurs
day, iiBack to classes. Varsity takes Panzer College
45-38. Friday. 12-~R. I. Nurserymen's Association an
nounces landscaping contest. Saturday. 13 Connecticut
Aggies attempt Kingslon invasion. Riflemen, and co-ed,
Frosh, and Varsity Basketball teams fall before R. I.
Sunday. 14 Service at Village Church in charge of
students. Monday, ii-Phi Beta Chi gets decision in
interfraternity debate finals. Wednesday, i7Frosh
lose to Brown on home court. Varsity comes through.
Thursday, i.VDean Wales cuts a class. Friday, 19
Ye annual Military Ball. Marjorie Aspinwall elected
Co-ed Major. Saturday. 20Track and Basketball
teams journey to Boston. Varsitv falls before North
eastern. Tuesday, 23R. I. Professors join economic
boycott movement in Sino-Japanese crisis. Wednesday.
24 Countee Cullen draws laughter and tears in Ed
wards Hall recital. Thursday. 25Varsitv trims Har
vard Independents. Saturday. 27Rhody teams success
ful at Storrs. Freshman Gunn would elope with high
school Junior; Connecticut laws hall plan, Monday, 29
Carle M. Bigelow, '12 is assembly speaker.
MARCH
Tuesday. 1 College Humor Magazine honors Cath
erine Regan and Harrie Gill, IVeduesdav. 2Junior
Prom Committee is announced. Friday. VProminent
Seniors represent Rhody at Model League of Nations.
Rhody debaters meet Middlebury. "Eds" give version
of co-ed Basketball ; casualties are few. Saturday. 5
Polygon sponsors dance in Lippitt Hall. Monday, 7
Seniors vote down "vest pocket" diplomas. Tuesday. 8
Phi Kappa Phi bids eight more Seniors. Wednesday.
9Frosh and Varsity wind up Basketball season with
victories over Brown. Thnrsdav. 10Beaeon announces
new editors. Friday, iiDelta Alpha take champion
ship for second consecutive year. Saturday. i2Delta
Zeta holds first dance in new house. Sunday. iJAlpha
Tau Gamma announces purchase of Beta Phi house.
Monday, 14 Superintendent Stoddard. Providence
schools official, addresses assembly. Wednesday. 16
Drama Guild of New England presents "Twelfth
Night." Thursday, 77-Curricula for Pre-Medical and
Physical Education courses announced. Saturday. 19
Delta Zeta holds open house. Pan-Hellenic holds "formal
dance. Sunday. 2tfStudent Fellowship hears John S
Collier, Olympic athlete, and teacher. Tuesday. 22
Co-ed debaters defeat University of Maine. Tuesday
29Spring drill starts. Cox named on All-New Eng
land Basketball team. Wednesday. 30Yg Army issues
rifles : ye rookies polish. Friday. Aprd 7And so to
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1932 Senior Class Questionnaire
Most popular campus character? Coach Frank W. Keaney, 19; "Dodo" Tarbox, 14.
Most valuable course? Mechanics, 17; Thermodynamics, H.
Least valuable course? Psychology and Education, 44; Physics, 8.
Would you marry a college graduate ? Yes, dl ; No, 23.
What do you believe to be the greatest contribution to a happy marriage? Love, 42; Understand
ing of one another, 38.
Have you decided upon your future occupation? Yes. 3S ; Xu, 44.
How many courses have you failed at R. I. S. C. ? Xune. 46 ; Two. 15 : Three, 6.
Do you favor compulsory assembly attendance ? Y'es. 55 : No, 38.
Do you favor the introduction of an honorarv Senior suciet\' fnr prominent students? Yes. 71 ;
No, 26.
Are vou in favor of athletic scholarships? No, 56; Yes. 34.
Do you think that colleges stress athletics too strongly? Yes, 53; No, 41.
Are athletics given too much prominence at R. I. S. C. ? No, 79; Yes, 14.
Are you in favor of the community house project? Yes, 68; No, 21.
Do you believe in immortalitj' ? Yes, 58; No, 33.
Has prohibition harmed college life? No, 53 ; Y'"es, 41.
Are vou in favor of the repeal, modification, or retention of the eighteenth amendment? Modifica
tion, 48 ; Repeal, 37 ; Retention, 9.
Do you believe in the enforcement of more or less strict Freshman rules ; More, 93 ; Less, 3.
Do you drink? Yes, 47 ; No, 33.
What do you judge to be the most important issue for the 1932 presidential election? Business
depression, 46; Prohibition, 28; Tariff, 16.
Is your college education fitting jom for life as adequately as 3'ou wish ? Yes, 14 ; No. 73.
Who do you think will become our next president ? President Hoover, 32 ; Governor Roosevelt, 29.
Would you choose R. L S. C if you were to enter college again? Yes, 54; No, 43.
Does the "collegiate" type exist as generally depicted? No, 63 ; Yes, 23.
Does the "collegiate" tvpe exist at R. I. S. C? No, 52; Yes, 31.
Do you believe in co-education al R. I. S. C? Yes, 78; No, 14.
Have you ever gone co-cdding? Yes. 63 ; No, 23.
What is the most common subject of "bull sessions" ? Sex, 52 ; Experiences, 25.
Which do you prefer? Phi Kappa Phi, '^3 ; Football captaincv, 14.
What is your criticism of the Beacon': Too many advert isemeiits, 14; No news. 13.
What is the approximate cost of vour college education? About $3,000.
Hardest year? Junior, 55; Senior, 12; Sophomore, 10.
Easiest Year : Freshman, 43 ; Sophomore, 21 ; Senior. 16.
Most pleasant year? Senior, 52; Freshman, 17; Sophomore, 11.
Which do you prefer? Blondes, 36; Brunettes, 28; Red heads, 13.
Do you read a newspaper everv dav? Yes. 72; No. 9.
If so, which one? The Evening Bulletin. 31 : The Providence Journal. 17.
Favorite weekly publication? Saturday Evening Post. 62; Literary Digest. 11.
Favorite monthly publication? Ballyhoo. 32; Cosmopolitan. 11.
World's biggest figure today ? Mahatma Ghandi, 31 ; President Hoover, 16.
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1931 Senior Class Vote
Most beautiful (Handsome)
Most thorough
Most collegiate
Most respected
Best dressed
Best natured
Best all-round
Best all-round athlete
Most popular
Most original
Most scholarly
Most brilliant
Most versatile
Most pious
Best dancer
Wittiest
Most likely fo succeed
Biggest politician
Done most for R. I.
Biggest Drag
Voted by the Men
Amy Arbogast
Kathleen Ince
Catherine Regan
Sigrid Carlson
Amy Arbogast
Sigrid Carlson
Voted By the Class
Woman
Natalie Dunn
Antoinette Coduri
Catherine Regan
Bernice Callaghan
Kathleen Ince
Kathleen Ince
Catherine Regan
Mary MacDonald
Regina Ashe
Bernice Callaghan
Gladys Whipple
Catherine Regan
Catherine Regan
Kathleen Ince
Voted by the Women
Clarke Murdough
Charles Hammann
John Putnam
Arthur Edmond
Jules Blitz
Francis Fay
Man
Harrie Gill
Kenneth Goff
Harrie Gill
Francis Fay
Vincent Gallaghe:
Erland Tillman
Erland Tillman
Horatio Rose
John Rego
Francis Fay
Howard Brightm
Howard Brightm
Kenneih Goff
Harry Lewis, Jr.
What living figure do you admire most? Mahatma Ghandi, 12; Jean Harlow's, 8.
What figure in history do you admire most? Napoleon, 23; Abraham Lincoln, 21.
Favorite novelist? Zane Grey, 15 ; Kathleen Norris, 12. _
Favorite poet? Edgar Guest, 21; Browning, 14; Kipling, 11.
Favorite actress? Greta Garbo, 15; Joan Crawford, 12.
Favorite actor? Clark Gable, 17; Joe E. Brown, 14.
Are you engaged? Yes, 23; No, 66.
Do you intend to marry ? Yes, 74 ; No, 14.
Would you marry ior money? Yes, 47 ; No, 74
Do you support yourself wholly, partially, or not at all? Partially, 54; Not at all, 18; Wholly, J17.
Has your religion been strengthened or weakened at R. L? Strengthened, 21; Weakened, 36;
Unchanged, 19.
Do you favor a public referendum on prohibition ? Yes, 64 ; No,
What do you consider the greatest thing acquired in yo
Poise, 12; Personality, 10.
Favorite sport? Basketball, 31; Football, 24; Baseball, 15; Tenni=
Swimming, 4.
college educat: Friendships, 33;
Hockey, 7 ; Track, 5 ;
^^.*^ i?^^>fu=''^^l<O^T^^sj:g^S^^^
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Cutting h.t}' on the ciinpus prevailed from the
e.-irllest days until after llie World War. Note
the size of the elm trees and the absence of all
of the buildings. The view is looking towards
Edw,-irds Hall from Taft Laboratory.
Taft Laboratory as it was when Rhody be
ne R. 1. S. C. This building served as Exp.
I., Executive headquarters, and class rooms
luring the early years of the school. This view
hows the end toward Lippitt Hall prior to the
erection of the present addition.
The lower part of the Campus before Davis
d South Halls were erected.
-\s late as 1905, the quadrangle was a stony
and this view shows drastic, but effective,
cthods taken to clear the land.
:lng the
shows the Frosh of the Clas
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The College barns as they appeared before
ing burned down a few years ago. The gym
d board track are now located about where the
all greenhouse is.
The narrow view shows the erection of South
and Davis Halls as seen by the Freshmen of the
Class of I 894 in the early fall of 1 890.
The College faculty ot 1 896-97.
^ general view w-hich shows at the extreme
I .,'ht the wooden "barracks" which furnished
ll mg quarters for students while Dayis Hall,
% liter to become a men's dormitory, was being
At the bottom \ve see the Campus as it was
1 1895. Note the roof of Davis Hall. This
buildmg was later gutted by fire and rebuilt
.rdmg to its present appearance. I'he small
ctcigieen trees in the left foreground are as
tall as the neighboring buildings today.
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Three top views indicating some of the prin
cipals about whom the week revolved. On the
extreme left, we have the Governor, Mrs. Bress
ler and Prexy. In the center, Governor Case
mi President Bressler. On the right, Dr.
Browning, Chairman of Inaugural Week.
1 Phi, the house which
imationofall.
Another doorway, this one from Sigma Kap-
p) The Rams Head of Rhody welcomes all
uho look upon it. This photo does not do jus
tice to the display and apologies are in order.
Welcome all to R. L S. C. as extended by
igma Alpha Epsilon. A smaller view on the
^positc page feebly indicates what ihc same
1 up looked like at night.
Psi as it looked at night, em-
flood lights. The ride down
to literally thou-
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Keen competition prevailed amoi
e houses on the Campus for the pri
the house'
' .11.,.--
heta Chi cc
ated for the (
show-ing.
To get the significance of the Lambda Chi
display we must remember that the Coast
Guard team went on the rocks before the
stormy seige of Rhody's inaugural gridiron eon-
limtfl,.
Entering
Signta's a
copula. Phi Sigma leads onward.
new home this fall, showed the Phi
their besl. Many comments were
heir simple but impressive decorative
Chi Omega's doorway exemplified the true
Rhody spirit with a genuine Rhode Island wel-
Rho lota Kappa presented a problem in the
minds of the judges because it was unique in
setting and arrangement. A fine bit of creative
work.
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Poor Nat. True collegian style as to be shown
bv a future issue of {
Diversified Activities: A scholar, cook, army
icifer, and broom pusher. Rather versatile, eh,
Ah, here he is! .A master in four sports. One
who wins a first place in the century in baseball
togs! Ken Goff know-n and liked by all as a
superior player, a clean sport and a perfect gent.
Friends. Regardless of the many trivial spats
\sc hnd these two cronies "necking" on Beta
"California, here 1 come!" Introducing Mr.
John Luther Putnam of the City-by-thc-Sca.
The most collegiate man on two feet. It is noted
that he is aivarc of his "eye" trouble.
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get going." Fight, grit,
and determination describe Captain Gill. He
led his team on to victory mar _
tinguished himself as a grid general.
andby of reliance with a backbone
;-blue steel. A bad knee from a prep
hool injury has prevented him from
satelite. As a coach, he will have a fin
reflect his Rhodv football tra:
Mutt and Jeff; or Dreyer and Kiselica. Both
good material for next year's team.
Ken figured close for everytlmc
rent, he made the rcquin
n extra dose of hair tonic, Pridav
Captains all! Miner in track; Gill In foot
ball, Tvler in basketball and Goft" rcprcsc
baseball.
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When two Thela Chi
omcthing must be done,
pparently "he men" inas
n evidence. It looks as
11 of the chips.
hough Crandall had
Thugsf No, not quite, but who would be
able to recognize Duckworth? .A Dr. jekvl and
Mr. Hj-dc. The plaid-jacketed vout'h appears
out of place.
The Sphvnx! No tender-loin could hope to
surpass Carl's record and no doubt Peter's smile
will disappear when his turn comes. Have pity
on the Class of '37, Carl.
The Roval Road to Dre ms Yes, Stev
actuallv asleep whei the t ick was playec
the shu tier clicked. We c an' figure out
Donova 1 should be holding the bulb.
akc future life safe and sane. A nurs-
one lacking feature of the "home."
fft^ '^ ** " -^
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\urnnt suites arc available for the
-nitt man as illustrated by this vie-
md homelike atmosphere replete in
"Et erv body happy? Come on i
hot'" And wouldn't you, with a pho
Ken's on the stand? The question is,
"Now don't get excited, and don'l be mis
led'" Tht liquor is Warwick Club Pale Dry,
and of course the butts arc made of horse
feathers Knowing these facts, the problem
arises, whv does she hold the shaker, or is it
1 thcimob bottle. Let's make believe it is.
' 1 K mc are going strongor weak. A
dv htnd ne -cr spills it on the floor, Bcrnie.
re gl.d to ee George as a teetotaler aren't
I 111 Bel-1 Chi! One of the best pictures of a
1 roup vet seen. Lyon's cab is waiting to
L them off to more dreams.
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"Hinram, why yes, I guess that will be satis-
or Dean Barlow will bring down his Iron hand.
Coacli Keaney sa,vs he doesn't feci at home
looking like this. Barefooted in baseball pants
and jersey suits liim far better. "Ha, ha, ha."
"The point is" .... Yes, that's Rocky or If
you doubt It, "pardon mc for digressing here,
but," it's the same quick, nervous Prof whose
you've got there" and of cours
loves his pipe and pet umbrella
t piece of work
e Doc Newman
"Yes sir!" "1 tell vou what
isoffonadictatnm as high exec
low" and Prexy
utive of Rhody.
"Come now, let's get down
and Dean Wales is off at a fifty-
to brass tacks!"
mile clip.
A busy man is Dean Weldin
thinks he is between "The Dev
Bine Sea."
1 and the Deep
"K yes, noiv er, let me see,"
duction necessary for Pa Webs
all.
no other intro-
er, a friend of
"Keep up that cadence!" C ptain Ereeman
ill d.ay.
"Now here's the way this works," and the
"final product commercially known as beer, is
placed in these bottles below the bench." Pro
fessor Ince knows his chemistry.
"Well, I I
when it com
fessor Tvler
that Perhaps
y aud pn
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Watch it D'Orsi, don't stretch too far! Dn
itic productions as seen in pr.actise.
The Junior Prom Committee before the
dance. Congratulations to vou. It was a won
derful evening trader a full' moon.
'Bonner, vou should have known better."
Or was it a frame-up? Don't be misled reader,
this was not a posed shot although the promis
cuity of the offence may make it appear as such.
Crash, bang, zip, slip and ploppo! Eor fif-
linutes a tornado was on the rampage. .A
p^ gooa idea Coach, In dousing them with water.i?r' \ Did you see Applin steam? Where did Lewis
^et the skirt?
Gee Happy, I'll be
tigelic, but there is a m
of his left eve.
-1 The Beacon staff fl
Potter .appears
s twinkle in the
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Davis Hail, built in 1902 after the bu
College Hall, a similar building on the
,- in I89i, has serted both as a men';
mR-n's dormitory and is one of the mos
!-i-.sqiie buildings on the campus.
.Agricultural Hall, erected in 1920, u-l
ij] other buildings of the strains of
rnwding placed upon them. The exei
iliues were moved from Davis Hall and
l.partmenls from Lippitt and Ladd.
I.ippitt Hall was buih in 1897 as a drill hall.
I'hvsics and Electrical Engineering were
liouscd on the ground floor with the chapel.
Taft Laboratorv, or the Experiment Station,
l^ it is better knovvu, is ihc oldest college build-
iiij; on the quadrangle, having been built in
1890. Originally it'houscd the college as well
is the Experiment Station, with the basement
heing used as a carpenter shop.
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The sun-di.il on the west side of Davis Hall
has served admirably as a posing place for many
a fair damsel.
Ben Butler has enough of a history lo merit
a page. Suffice it to say, il was wrecked when
charged with too great a strain in the early
morning of May 19, 1812, when fired by en
thusiastic students celebrating the establishment
of Rhode Island College of Agriculture and
Mechanical Arts.
This is the first glimpse to be had by the
vouthful co-eddcr ol the Underwood House at
the North end of Lover's Lane on the farther
side of what once was known as "Chickenville."
The "Bell House" on Hundred Acre Pond
evives memories for many. This bell in the
ree crotch has been rung by many a lover on
pleasant Sunday afternotm.
On the wav home fr(
right.
I Wolf Rocks
:p rocky ""<
has supported many a couple who gaze
reflection in the waters below while t
around the Cross Country race course.
Through this door-way have probal
more people than any other on the ca:
East Hall.
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Grisi
Junior Promenade
New Gymnasium, May 7, 19J1
JUNIOR PROMENADE COMMITTEE
Albert Carlotti, Chairman
De
Charles G. Hammann
Jules W. Blitz
.Amv G. Arbogast
Gladys N. V.^hipple
Music
Ralph B. Lombardo
Erland A. Tillman
Caesar P. Castiglione
Helen B. Grout
Favors and Programs
Thomas ]'. Bliss
Howard .S. Brightman
Catherine E. Regan
Refreshments
Flora E. b'ollett
Helen J. McNamee
Doris T. Hayes
Floor
Albert D. MacKinnon
Louis J. Bellavia
Edgar T. Patterson
Patrons and Patronesses
Arthur W. Edmond
Kenneth B. Potter
^\'inifred N. Francis
Eights
John F. Schmidt, Jr.
Leon C. Breault
Byron A. Porter
Patrons and Patronesses
President and Mrs. Raymond G. Bressler
Dean and Mrs. John Barlow
Coach and Mrs. Frank W. Keaney
Captain and Mrs. Thomas \V. Freeman
Dean and Mrs. Ro>-al L. Wales
Professor and Mrs. Joseph W. Ince
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Commencement Ball
New Gymnasium, June 8, 1931
COMMENCEMENT BALL COMMITTEE
Charles H. Newman, Chairman
Music
Edgar T. Patterson
Decoralions
JtilesW. Blitz
Refreshments
Lillian F. Chaput
Palrons and Patronesses
Arthur F. Carey
Floor
Byron A. Porter
Lights
Kenneth G. Laidlaw
Patrons and Patronesses
President and Mrs. Raymond G. Bressler
Dean and Mrs. John Barlow-
Professor and Mrs. Joseph W. Ince
Coach and Mrs. Frederick D. Tootell
^ -c-D^
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Thirteenth Annual Aggie Bawl
Gymnasium, Octolier 28, I9.!l
AG<,1I': B,\\V1. COMMITTEE
John L. Rego, Chairman
LightsDecorations
(Jeorge H. M. Lawrence
Music
.Stanley \. Madison
I'ro^.rauis
Sue T. Bailey
PiibVicity
Hvmen l''ine
Harry R. Lewis, Jr.
Patrons
lulgar T. Patterson
Floor
James A. Whitman
Refreshments
Thomas J. Gleason
Patrons and Patronesses
Presitlent and Mrs. Raymond G. Bressler
\"ice President and Mrs. John Barlow
Dean and Mrs. George E. Adams
Professor and Mrs. John E. Ladd
Professor and Mrs. Crawford P. Hart
Professor and Mrs. Leslie \. Keegan
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"Soph Hop"
College Gymnasium, December 18, 1931
SOPH HOP COMMITTEE
George H. Brodcrick, Chairman
Decorations
George Brayman
Programs
Dorothy Kasper
Refreshments
Ruth Chase
Altisic
William Lalli
Floor
Austin Sanborn
Patrons
Edward Geremia
Patrons and Patronesses
President and Mrs. Raymond G. Bressler
Vice-President and Mrs. John Barlow
Dr. and Mrs. Harold W. Browning
Professor and Mrs. Joseph W. Ince
Professor and Mrs. Everett P. Christopher
Captain and Mrs. Thomas W. Freeman
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Military Ball
College C/ymnasium, February 19, 1932
MILITARY BALL COMMITTEE
F.xecitti-ve
Cadet Lieut. Col. Arthur W. ICdmond
Finance
Cadet Maj. VV. Allerton Cusliman
Programs
Cadet Capt. Thomas V. Bbss
.Mu.iic
Cadet Lieut. Kenneth B. Potter
Decorations
Cadet Capt. J. b'rederick .Schmidt
Patrons
Cadet Capt. Albert Carlotti
Floo
Cadet Lieut. George E. Prime
Patrons anil Patronesses
President and Mrs. Raymond G. Bressler
Vice-President and Mrs. John Barlow
Captain and Mrs. Thomas W. Freeman
Captain and Mrs. Ulmont W. Holley
C^KS^ / '-^C^^ppTis'aaOsv^
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Panhellenic Dance
Lippitt Flail, March 19, 1932
PANHELLENIC DANCE COMMITTEE
Catherine Regan, Chairman
Doris Cummings
Mary Clancy
Programs
Florence Allen
Music
Marion Coggeshall
Patrons
Sigrid Carlson
Patrons and Patronesses
President and Mrs. Raymond G. Bressle
Dr. and Mrs. Theodore E. Odland
Mr. and Mrs. F. Delmont Tootell
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Grisl
Organization Dances
'
I
'" HE old Saturday night movies and following dance of the e\ening lost
their popularity with the introduction of "talkies down the line."
Patrons met in an empty hall and the function was a failure.
This year in order to revive and stimulate social interest in this field of
activity it was decided to turn the operation of these dances over to the
various organizations on the Campus. .A. fixed door fee was charged by all
and the group sponsoring the dance was allowed to make as great a profit
as was possible.
Each Saturday night is allocated to that group which asks for it and it
might be said that the success of the affair depends largely upon the choice
of the date.
Among those to sponsor these dances were many of the fraternities, soror
ities, Scabbard and Blade, The Polygon, etc.
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them in producing this thirty-second volume of the Grist.
The E. A. Johnson Co., printers of the last five volumes of the Grist, and
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Society makes the world go 'round. It is an integral
part of any group and as such is vital to the progress of
Rhody. Without it, collegiate life would be dull, drear,
and archaic. It maintains youth, retards senility, serves
as an ambrosia to all who partake of it but is deadly
intoxicating to those who imbibe too freely.
Society
-=il2l(,>-


Rhode Island State College
Offers Free Collegiate Instruction
to residents of Rhode Island who present
fifteen units of high school work
-I
CURRICULA IN
Agricultural Economics Business AcJministration
Agricultural and and Accounting
Biological Chemistry Physical Education
Animal Industry Chemical Engineering
Plant Industry Civil Engineering
Biology Electrical Engineering
Chemistry Mechanical Engineering
PrC'Medicine Home Economics
Institutional Management
Teacher Training for Both Men and Women Speci/ically
in Home Economics, Agriculture and Science
MILITARY DEPARTMENT, RESERVE OFFICERS'
TRAINING CORPS
Total Estimate of Expenses Yearly, $500
-!-"
FOR CATALOGUE, ADDRESS
REGISTRAR, RHODE ISLAND STATE COLLEGE
KINCSTON, RHODE ISLAND
-=1I2I7>-
Cor7i|.ilinic'nts of
RUMFORD
THE TWOTN'ONE
BAKING POWDER
CHOCOLATES
and BON BONS
Proi'icfoic'c Made- - Fresh Ddil\
Providence
Pawtucket ' - Woonsocket
]. H. PRESTON &
COMPANY, Inc.
Providence. Rhode Island
Fruit
Vegetables
Cheese
Eggs
. . . and . . .
Ferncrest Butter
SEEDS
FERTILIZERS - TRACTORS
DAIRY SUPPLIES
POWER LAWN MOWERS
GASOLINE ENGINES
Farvicr Supplies of All Ki7id.s
The W. E. Barrett Co.
89 C.\N.\L Stri-;i:t Pr(ivii.i-;ncf., R. I.
Tck-iilioiie Dlixlcr l,sn
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C B. COTTRELL & SONS CO.
Printing Press Manufacturers
WESTERLY, R. I.
Offices:
25 East 26 ih Sireet
NEW YORK CITY
?2 So. MicHi(.:.'\N Ave,
CHICAGO, ILL.
Best Wishes . .
LEWIS
H,i.^t Grcc
H.-u-iT R.
FARMS
nvicti, R. 1.
Lewis, '07
THE L. G. BALFOUR
COMPANY
Attleboro, Massachuseus
Medals, Cups Trophies, Medallions, Plaques
"Known Wherever There Are Schoiih
and Colleges
'
All kinds of
Stationery Supplies
Pcii.s Jni(.s- - Paper
JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY
Main Street, Wakefield, R. I.
(Pulilis/icj-.s- of the Harnigansctt Times-)
Thoroughly Modern Equipment
jar
Cooking Water Heating
Refrigeration
/\ulom,ttic Clenn - Econ...,Mai/
PROVIDENCE GAS CO.
-4 2I9>-
"Best fVishes
from
The Ckss of
1933
-4i--o]p-
WARREN KAY VANTINE
STUDIO, Inc.
Official Photographer
1932 Qrist
0,0
160 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.
"Best JVishcs
from
The Class of
1934
-4 f^t \-
Accuracy - Convenience of Control -
Broad Ranges of Speeds and Feeds
feiiUires of
KIKOWX & SHARPE MAt MIXES
For Toolroom and Production
WAKEFIELD TRUST COMPANY
WAKEFIELD, RHODE ISLAND
Capital $200,000 Surplus and Profits Over $450,000
BRANCH AT NARRAGANSETT PIER - OPEN ENTIRE YEAR
Safe Deposit Boxes to Rent
Interest on Participation Account Paid February 15th and August 15th
Commercial and Savings Accounts Solicited
Trust Department Acts as Executor or Administrator of Estates,
also as Custodian of Private Funds
BENJAMIN F. ROBINSON
President
GEORGE A. KROENER
VicC'President
EVERETT J. BATEMAN
Asst. Tr
FRANK W. CLEMENS
Secretary and Treasurer
BESSIE P. CHAPPELL
As5t. Treasurer
4 --^-3
Best IVishes
from
The Class of
1935
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New Haven Providence Baltimore
Buffalo Washington Boston
WALDORF TUXEDOS
To Hire For Sale
CAPS AND GOWNS
Waldorf Clothing Co.
212 Union Street, Providence, R. I.
Men's Formal 'Wear Exclusively'
RHODE ISLAND
SUPPLY &? ENGINEERING
CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
A Modern Up-tO'Date
SERVICE STATION
WILLARD BATTERIES
GOODRICH TIRES
y.POINT RAYBESTOS BRAKE SERVICE
POWER GREASING
A.L.A.Road ServiceA.A.A.
Official Headlight Station No. 21
Telephone 667
W. M. Gates, Jr.
Dine "Where the Guest is King"
We Serve Daily
Club Dinners . . . $1.25
Chefs Special ... .95
Regular Luncheons .75
Dinner Dancing 6 P. M. to 8 P. M.
Ho Cover Charge
NARRAGANSETT
HOTEL
Best Facilities for Banquets ofAny Si2;e
THE UTTER
COMPANY
Printers and Publishers
for
Washington County
for
Over Eighty Years
(Printers of the Beacon)
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STUDENTS
SEND TRUNKS, FURNITURE AND PACKAGES
HOME BY
Holley Ice and Transportation
Company
WAKEFIELD, R. I.
Daily Motor Service Between
Wakefield Westerly Providence
Distributors of
ICE COAL WOOD
"and see how LITTLE
ELECTRIC COOKING cost us!"
T "1 THAT greater economy could you ask than a penny
'^ ' a meal per person? That is all this speedy, clean,
automatic electric cookery costs on the average. Why,
the extra convenience, the time and work it saves, the
perfect cooking results it gives and the healthful food
values that electric cookery retains in all foods, are
advantages uforth more than the cost of cooking
electrically.
SOUTH COUNTY PUBLIC SERVICE CO
Gas and Electric Shop High Street, Westerly
Branches: Wickford Wakefield THE MYSTIC POWER CO., Mystic, Conn.
(P,i cl Ntw Esltd Pwc, Aosii;m>
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ETHEL AND NED
EXTEND CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
SENIOR CLASS OF 1932
WITH MANY THANKS FOR
THEIR PATRONAGE
"^^
When in Kingston in Future Years Don't Fail to Stop at
NED'S
To Bring Back Pleasant Memories
and Meet Old Friends
"^^
NED'S COFFEE SHOP
(Serving R. I. S. College Students for the Past Six Years)
KINGSTON, R. L
A CLEAN PLACE TO EAT CATERING A SPECIALTY
J. Edward Holland Ethel B. Holland
-4 227 J:-
NATIONAL
DECORATING
COMPANY
222 South Main Street
Providence, R. I.
^^
Decorators for
1932
JUNIOR PROM
New England Headquarters
for
MICROSCOPES
-0- ^-
Eastern Scientific
Company
Manufacturers and Distributors
of
Scientific Apparata and Chemicals
1 1 Bassett Street
Providence, R. I.
WILCOX'S GARAGE
AUTOS FOR HIRE
LONG-DISTANCE TRIPS SOLICITED
PRICES RIGHT
Wee Meet All Traiitns
Telephone 547-J-3 WEST KINGSTON, R. I.
Day and Night Service Buses for Charter
-4 228 Il=-
CRAFTSMANSHIP
OUR TRIBUTE TO THE 1932 GRIST
ADVERTISERS
ENGRAVING
COMPANY
66 Orange Street
Providence, R. I.
"New England's Smart Engraving House"
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THROUGH THIS DOORWAY
have come the last five issues of
The Grist. A record of which
we are extremely proud
and an association we
value highly. / <
E. A. JOHNSON CO.
The Roger Williams Press
71 Peck Street Providence, R. I.
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C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY
DUNHAM OFFICE BUILDING
450 East Ohio Street, Chicago, Illinois
Muaosjcicti^t^t.s uf
RADIATOR TRAPS AND VALVES
PRESSURE REDUCING VALVES
PUMPS: VACUUM, CENTRIFUGAL AND
CONDENSATION
CONCEALED RADIATORS UNIT HEATERS
DUNHAM DIFFERENTIAL VACUUM
HEATING SYSTEM
The system that "changes gears" with the weather, by use
of sub-atmospheric steam, supplying "hot" steam, "cool"
steam or "warm" steam, according to weather demand.
Boston Branch Sales Office Providence Branch Sales Office
10 HIGH STREET 49 WESTMINSTER STREET
Liberty 4654 Gaspee 1112
H. M. Brightman, R. I. S. C. 1900
Manager
G. C. Brightman, R. I. S. C. 1931 R. H. Brightman, R. I. S. C. 1927
Boston Providence
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The cover on this book
15 the product ofan organi:atio
of specialists whose sole work
the creation of unusual covers
School Annuals, Set Books,Histo
Catalogues, Sales Manuals a
other Commercial Publlcatio
for
ties.
nd
THE DAVID 1. MOLLOY CO
KEAY'S
TUXEDO SHOP
171 Westminster St.. Opp. Union Trust Bldg.
ROOM 315 HOWARD BUILDING
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND
Tuxedos . . . Dress Suits . . .
Cutaways and Accessories
To Hire
For All Occasions
These Are All Meiu Goods of the
Latest Models and Fabrics
YOUR INSPECTION INVITED
Telephone DExter 2025
Gn.oRGi- Spink, B *, Campus Representative
CompHments of
tlie
JOS. M. HERMAN
SHOE CO.
Boston, M.ass.^chusetts
%^
Manufacturers of
MILITARY AND
CIVILIAN SHOES
THE
RAM'S HEAD
A GOOD PLACE TO EAT
UnderManagement
of
D. P. Larkin
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